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Farewell, Bob 
City administrator Bob Hallsor 
retires with a package worth 
$75,000\NEWS A l l  
Breaking the cycle 
A conference on mental health will 
have useful information for 
everyone\COMMUNITY B1 
Good for you 
Badminton is the perfect sport for 
adults who want to improve 
fitness level\SPORTS B5 
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North more leery about treaty 
ONE TI-I]RD of British. Columbians When broken down into regions, the 
have yet to make up their minds about poll found almost he same level of sup- 
the Nisga'a treaty and 13 per cent have port (between 28 and 30 per cent) among 
"never heard of it, indicates an opinion people living on the lower mainland or 
poll conducted the latter part of August. 
And 28 per cent of those surveyed sup- 
port the treaty while 24 per cent are op- 
posed. 
The survey of 504 people was con- 
ducted by the polling company Mark 
• Trend between Aug. 21 and Aug. 26, 
Greater Victoria, in the Fraser Valley 
and the Okanagan and in the rest of B.C. 
But opposition to the treaty is more 
evident among people living outside of 
the lower mainland or Greater Victoria. 
In fact, otdy 19 per cent of those on the 
lower mainland or Greater Victoria are 
land, Greater Victoria or the Fraser Val- 
ley and the Okanagan, where land claims 
have had a higher profile, have never 
heard of the treaty. That's the same as 
the provincial average. 
Although a majority of those surveyed 
feel they weren't adequately consulted 
about he Nisga'a treaty, only 46 per cent 
feel there should be a referendum. 
Of the remainder, 36 per cent don't 
want a referendum, five per cent are un- 
Those who support he treaty do so be- 
cause it is time land claims have to be 
dealt with, believe it is fair or that na- 
tives have been mistreated. 
Those who oppose feel everyone 
should have equal rights, the treaty is too 
expensive or that natives get enough or 
too many benefits already. 
Support for the treaty is highest among 
those who support he NDP provincially 
attd lowest among those who support the 
three weeks after the treaty was initialed' in opposition compared to 30 per cent 
in New Aiyansh. It is considered ac- for those living elsewhere. 
curate within a 4.4 per cent range 19 Fewer people living outside of the 
times out of 20. major metropolitan areas say they don't 
The poll also found that two-thirds of have an opinion on the treaty. 
British Columbians feel they weren't Somewhat surprisingly, 13 per cent of 
adequately consulted about he treaty, those living outside of the lower main- 
decided and 13 per centaren't aware of B.C. Reform party. 
• the treaty. 
There is higher support for a 
referendum at 52 per cent among those 
living outside of the lower mainland, 
Greater Victoria, the Fraser Valley and 
the Okanagan. 
Provincial Liberals support he treaty 
by 28 per cent and oppose it by 25 per 
cent. 
Mark Trend vice president Mary 
Bacica wasn't surprised 1here is a higher 
level of awareness of the Nisga'a treaty 
among people living outside major 
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IT'S BIG: Conceptual drawings unveiled for. the proposed multiplex ruing pool. They include a 250-seat drama theatre, double gym- 
call for a second sheet of ice on the north side of the existing arena, nasium, climbing wall, squash courts, meeting rooms and more. See 
and other components andwiched in between the arena and swim- page A5 for more details on the project. 
$11.5m multiplex unveiled 
Finances, tax hit 
must be spelled 
out, locals say 
SHOW ME the money.  
That was the initial reaction of 
many local citizens at an open 
house Thursday where the con- 
ceptual design for a proposed 
$11.5 million multiplex was un- 
veiled. 
While many people said they 
were impressed and even dazzled 
by the design in terms of look and 
function, most want to know how 
much their property taxes would 
rise before supporting the project. 
"I  have mixed feelings," said 
Barb Harvey. "As much as I'd like 
to see it happen, it's a lot of money. 
I 'm not sure our economy can af- . 
ford an expansion of this kind right 
nOW." 
Rock climber Garnet Watson said 
he strongly supports the climbing 
wall included in the plans, but says 
he and most others he knows will 
want o know the individual tax hit. 
" I 'd like to see them present the 
costs fully," Watson said. "It's 
probably going to come down to 
Bandstra. "I think the finances 
have to be studied further." 
Accountant Don Dunster said the 
process this time has been as repre- 
sentative as anything could be. 
But he said the resulting size and 
price tag is alarming. 
" I  think we have to be very care- 
fui of the cost at this time," he 
said, citing global economic un- 
certainty and forest industry dif- 
ficulties. 
" I  think it has to be done in 
phases." 
Many others were strongly sup- 
portive of the look and design of 
the facility as outlined. 
" I  have four kids and I know I'm 
going to use the facility a lot," said 
Leanne Derow. "I  think it looks 
really nice and functional." 
Others had specific oncerus. 
Bruce Martindale said it scums 
like a hngelprojeet that will eat into 
the green .4pace at the top of the 
arena hill. 
He said ~ smaller project could 
have been built much more cheaply 
elsewhere. 
"Why aren't we trying to build a 
relationship with Thomhill and 
build something there?" he asked. 
town?" 
Dunster also said the idea of al- 
cohol sales runs counter to the fit- 
ness aspect of the facility alid could 
raise safety concerns of children 
using the facility encountering 
drunk patrons. 
Patrick Mclntyre wondered 
whether inclusion of exercise 
equipment and gyms in the new 
multiplex might amount to duplica- 
tion of facilities already available 
in town. • 
"We need a second sheet of ice,"' 
he said. " I  think we dropped the. 
ball in the first campaign." 
[] For more details on the 
proposed multiplex, its com- 
ponents and costs, turn to 
page AS. 
Those spearheading the process 
say it's too soon to quantify the 
estimated cost in terms of property 
tax effects. 
That's because there are a series 
of unknown factors - -  chiefly 
whether money will flow in from 
settled areas. 
"They're closer to it. It's more in their 
backyard," she said. " I  think you'd get 
much different results if, let's say, the 
Musqucam had a treaty." 
Baeica also said the poll results 
represent good news of sorts for the 
NDP government because of the number 
of people who don't have an opinion on' 
the treaty or who have never heard of it. 
"It is not certainly another nail in their. 
coffin as is the case with the economy 
right now," she said. 
Yet Bacica wanted that an opinion poll 
is just a snapshot in time and that public 
opinion can swing widely. 
" I f  the treaty starts to get wide media 
coverage in the next while, anything can 
happen," she said. 
raising by the Rick and Paul King 
Foundation, and government grants 
are just some of the possibilities 
raised. 
"We haven't even cracked the 
book on the financial side of this," 
said advisory design committee 
member Brian Downie. 
Consultant David Hewko, of 
Johnston Sport Architecture, said 
his finn is finishing its involvement 
in the conceptual design phase, but 
says the next step will clearly have 
to be resolving outstanding issues 
Hewko said his sense of what a 
majority of locals would consider 
affordable is a property tax increase 
of around $100 per year for the 
average homeowner. Much beyond 
that, he said, and the project would 
be outside the "comfort zone" for 
most people and would risk 
referendum defeat. 
He says he thinks the project 
could come in substantially below 
the $100 level. 
Abuse victims 
get money, 
counselltng 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
SEXUALLY ABUSED residential school victims are un- 
dergoing counselling interface paid for by the settlement 
0f their lawsuit against he federal government an~i :~ne 
Salvation Army. 
The 14 Nisga'a men were sexually abused in the 1960s 
while attending the Canyon City Indian Day School in 
• Caynon City in the Nass Valley. 
It was operated by the government of Canada and the 
Salvation Army and the men settled their civil claims suit 
last May after five months of mediation. 
"Both Canada nd the Salvation Army accepted a share 
of the responsibility," said Earl Phillips, the lawyer who 
represented The Salvation Army. 
"Both parties worked to cooperate together to deal with 
the claims to make sure the men were not harmed further 
in the process," he said. 
The outcome of the suit is unusual in that both the feder- 
al government and a church admitted guilt and responsibii-, 
ity, says David Schulze, an associate with the law finn of 
Hutchins Soroka and Grant which represented the men. 
"In several other cases churches have denied all respon- 
s~ility, " Schulze said. "But this (suit) did settle. The 
government and the (Salvation Army) church took respoa- 
s~ility and talked about what to do." 
The plaintiffs were sexually abused when they were chil- 
dren by William Gareth Douglas, at the time a Salvation 
Army captain in Canyon City, now called Gitwinksihlkw. 
Douglas was convicted in 1988 on 12 criminal charges of 
sexual assault and spent six years in prison. 
Schulze said the mediated settlement is only the second 
one of its kind to deal with a claim arising out of native 
school abuse in B.C. The first mediated settlement con- 
cemed two other survivors of assaults by Douglas at anoth- 
er school ocated at Canyon City. 
The final out-of-court settlement gave each of the men a 
lmnp sum of money that they are free to spend as they 
wish, though part of the amount was meant o pay for fu- 
ture counselling and care. 
Almost all of the men pooled together some of their 
money for counselling sessions in Terrace. 
The men and their families receive counselling services 
two days each month from a Vancouver psychologist and a 
Vancouver psychologist/psychiatrist. The issues addressed 
in counselling are post-traumatic stress disorder, depres- 
sion and marital problems. 
Peter Grant, senior counsel at Hutchins Soroka and Grant 
in Vancouver, negotiated the settlements. He's also the 
lead counsel in the suit against the federal government and 
the United Church over abuse at the Port Alberni residen- 
tial school. 
Depot holdup suspects 
being held in custody 
He also queried the inclusion of a several other sources reducing the 
dollars m like most hings." licensed lounge, taYcpayer's bill. Contributions from citizens indicated in previous sur- cash, One adult male was released on bail and will also reappear 
" I  like it, I think l t ' sa  good  ,, . . . . . .  My taxpaylng dollars are going Terrace Little Tbeatre to support a veys that those servic es should be: 'm coua' Oct, I .:6 : . 
idea," added local lawyer John to compete against bars in this drama theatre component, fund concentrated inthesatfieslte, TheRCMPinvestlgationtsstillongoing, 
FOUR TERRACE males remain in custody today Ibr allegedly 
taking more than $2,000 from the K&M Mushroonl depot on 
Lakelse Avenue last weekend. 
Two adult males and two minors have been charged with rob- 
bery, assault with a weapon and assault causing bodily harm and 
will reappear ina Terrace courtroom on Oct. 16, 
Police believe the group hid in bushes outside the depot - their 
faces covered by balaclavas. RCMP say two of the suspects were 
He said possible inclusion of a li- . armed with knives and one waved anine miliimetre replica pellet 
censed lounge or other etail tenant gun. 
space doesn't mean the city would During the heist one assailant allegedly stood on a table and 
be competing with existing stabbed mushroom depot workerAlan Lindstrom, RCMP Const. 
businesses. Marc Landry said. Lindstrom suffered a one-inch slice in his 
Those ideas were included in the back, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
design, Hewko said, because local So far, RCMP Say they have recovered One third of the missing 
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Aid sought to cover school enrolment drop 
FOR THE second year in a row, School District 82 He lobbied the education ministry last year for cial revenues will make an argument this year more 
is going to ask the education tinistry for money to 
make up a student shortlall. 
The district is short approximately 127 students 
because families have left due to a decline in the for- 
cst industry. That could mean a loss of $500,000 tbr a 
district ah'eady struggling with a budgerdeficit. 
$425,000 to make up a student shortfall due to the 
forest industry decline. "This year I'm told that there 
are at least six other places in the province going 
through the same thing" said Giesbrecht. 
Giesbrecht's already met with ministry officials and 
talks to education minister Paul Ramsey this week. 
It's particularly bad news because tile district sets He'll be using the example of the Prince Rupert 
staffing and spending levels it1 the !ate spring each  School district o press his case. 
year. When student s don't show up, cut s are then nec- "I 'm given to understand they've received more 
essaryto make up the shotttall. ~ comfort and assurances than we have," said 
But that means drastic adjttstments after the new Giesbrecht of Pdnce Rupert which has had its student 
school year starts each fall and tmion contract provi- population drop because of the decline in commercial 
difficult. 
School district officials won't know their exact 
enrollment figure until next week. 
The education ministry estimated the district would 
have 7,563 students at the start of the year compared 
to the district estimate of 7,548. 
The actual number of students in class as of about a 
Week ago was 7,436, a drop of 127. 
"Now each one of those students i  worth $4,005 so 
we're probably talking in the range of a $500,000," 
said distdct secretary treasurer Barry Piersdorff. 
"The minister did support us last year for 107 kids 
. . . . . . . .  Skeen,'t sions make that hard to accomplish, says fishing and in forestry. (10st from enrollment) and he is supporting Prince 
NDP MLA Helntut Giesbrecht. Yet Giesbrecht also said an overall drop in provin: Rupert his year," he added. 
Delayed national gun registry clears court hurdle 
AN ALBERTA Court of Appeal ruling has given 
the green light to tile federal govennnent's plan to 
register all guns in the country. 
The court voted 3-2 last week to uphold Ottawa's 
right to move forward with regulations under Bill C- 
68, the federal gun control aw passed in 1995. 
The law had been challenged by Alberta, territorial 
governments, Ontario, Saskatchew:m and Manitoba 
on the basis it would make criminals of law-abiding 
citizens and intruded into provincial jurisdiction. 
A two-month delay in the start of the registration 
system had been announced by justice minister Anne 
McLellan a week earlier. 
Originally slated to start Oct. I with registration of 
all rifles and shotguns old in retail stores, that sys- 
tem is being held back until Dec. I to give police 
more time to get computer systems up and running. 
Private owners could begin voluntarily registering 
their guns on that date for a low $10-for-all-your- 
guns price designed to encourage early registration. 
Under Bill C-68, all guns must eventually be regis- 
tered by Jan. I, 2003 and all gun owners must get 
new licences by 2001. 
"The extra sixty days will ensure that vital police 
data is completely loaded on the system, and will 
also allow more time for additional training of the 
Chief Firearms Ot'ficers' staff at provincial sites," 
McLellan said. 
"I believe that the two-month adjustment will assist 
all of our partners to be better prepared for a success- 
ful launch on December 1." 
McLellan said the system is ready to go, but the 
extra time will ensure it rolls out consistently across 
the country. 
Local opponents of the gun control egislation say 
they're not surprised by the latest delay, noting it's 
the latest in a series of delays in implementation 
since Bill C-68 was passed in 1995. 
'~rhey haven't got their stuff together-they haven't 
since the beginning since Allan Rock first came out 
with it," said firearms afety instructor Gil Payne. 
1998 Todd Gieselman 
Sponsor List 
The Skeena Cable Canadians would like to 
congratulate the Prince Rupert Bruins Hockey 
team for winning the Annual Todd Gieselman 
Memorial Hockey Tournament put on the 
weekend of September 17 through 21. We hope 
to see everyone back next year. We would like 
to extend a warm thank you to all the sponsors 
this year. 
Mc Elhanney 
Terrace Paving 
National Tilden 
Skeena Distributors 
Coca-Cola 
Remax of Terrace 
Overwaitea Foods 
7-Eleven 
Molson Canadian 
West Po in t  Rentals 
Braid Insurance 
Kermode Beverages 
Northern Drugs  
Cedar land  T i re  
Safeway 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Janitors Warehouse 
Terrace Freightliner 
Real Canadian Wholesale Club 
All Seasons Source for Sports 
STOP Press 
Booze seized to 
curb teen violence 
TERRACE and Kitimat RCMP believe they put a stop to 
another teen fight Friday ,fight by serving an alcohol-related 
search warrant at a teen party ill Kitimat. 
"We seized a bunch of alcohol and took out a bunch of 
minors in there drinking illegally, so it all worked out rather 
well:' said Const. Robb Daly of Kitimat yesterday. 
The warrant was issued in conjunction with a Highway 37 
roadblock at Onion Lake to keep a eye on large numbers of 
youth travelling the highway. 
During the day on Friday RCMP arrested nine of 12 
Terrace suspects for sending four Kitimat youth to hospital 
the previous weekend. 
The arrests resulted in seven charges of assault causing 
bodily harm. The youth will appear in a Kitimat courtroom 
this week. 
"The vast majority of the youth are minors," said Const. 
Marc Landry who investigated the case in Terrace. "I think 
there was only one adult in the bunch." 
But Landry said the RCMP have not, as yet, made any 
arrests' for property damage to a house on River Drive in 
Thomhill and an 'ab:mdoned truck on Highway 37. " 
,::Some of the~9ictirus are not being cooperative," said 
Landry. "We're still looking Ibr suspects." 
SCI plans shutdowns 
SKEENA CELLULOSE operations in Carnaby and 
Smithers will be shut down for at least a month this fall. 
The company announced it will halt logging in both areas 
on Oct. 9 until an expected re-start Nov. 16. 
The Carnaby sawntill also shuts down Oct. 9 and will 
resume operations Nov. 9 alter a Ibur-week pause, said corn- 
puny spokesman Don IVlcDonald. 
The Smithers awmill shuts Ibr five weeks on Oct. 16. 
with operations expected to resume Nov. 23. The planer will 
continue on a one-shift basis. 
The Hazelton chipping plant will shut tbr six weeks from 
Oct. 12 to Nov. 30. 
Terrace sawmill, woodlands and chipper operations are to 
continue unaffected. 
Strike vote scheduled 
LOCAl. REGISTERED nurses will be joining their coun- 
terparts fl'om around the province in a strike vote Oct. 14. 
At issue are the work loads experienced by registered 
nurses in hospitals, long term care tacilities and with home 
care prograrus. 
Nurses say workloads are increasing as only the sickest of 
people are being kept in hospitals nowadays because of 
budget cuts. And those discharged, who might otherwise 
have stayed in hospital in the past, require a higher level of 
care through honte care programs. 
The nurses belong to the B.C. Nurses' Union and it has 
been bargaining with tile Health Employers' Association of 
B.C. A wage increase is not an issue as nurses fall under pro- 
vincial guidelines of 0. 0 and 2 per cent tbr a three-year 
contract. 
Safe driving pushed 
RCMP ISSUED seven tickets and 66 warnings last month 
as part of a back to school traMc safety crackdown on driv- 
ers and cyclists. 
Police concentrated on a differenl type of violation each 
week, and issued mainly warnings in an attempt to get driv- 
ers and others to brush u p on their road s:d'ety. 
[Road dea©tivation in Horsefly 
The BC Medical Association is buying ads asking the question, 
"Why isn't Premier Glen Clark protecting Medicare?" 
The answer is, 
The Government is working hard to protect Medicare. 
BC is the only province that has increased its health budget for seven consecutive years 
- even in the face of federal cuts. Federal funding cuts removed $300 million of the 
federal share. 
Dr. Jim Lane, President of the BCMA takes the position: 
"The funding of health care is entirely amatter of provincial priorities." 
(President's Letter September 18, 1998) 
Why would he let Ottawa offthe hook so easily? That $300 million would provide 
6,500 long-term care beds plus 1000 open-heart surgeries, 1000 hip and knee surgeries 
and 3000 cancer treatments. 
This year BC put an additional $228 million into health services, including 
$21 million to reduce waitlists. 
A national report commissioned by Maelean's magazine found that BC's 
health care system ranked number one in quality of care (health outcomes). 
You won 't find this June 15, 1998 issue in any doctor's office waiting room. 
BC invests more per capita into health care than any other province. 
The province has made major sacrifices in other ministries to make up for 
federal cuts to health care. Civil servants have been asked to share the 
burden. 
BC doctors are paid the highest fees in Canada. 
G.P.'s in BC make an average of $211,000 before expenses and $135,000 after 
expenses. The BCMA now wants a 10 percent increase in doctor's fees - 
these increases would cost taxpayers $115 million. More funding for doctor's 
fees means less money for patients. 
Premier Glen Clark is protecting MedicareX 
The facts prove itl 
BC has made Medicare a top priority. 
The BCMA claims Medicare is in danger in BC. The facts don't support the BCMA 
claim. The priority is to improve service for British Columbians, not improve incomes 
for doctors. 
Does that mean that everything is fine in health care? Of course not, but how is a 10 
percent increase in doctor's fees going to get more health care dollars into the rural 
areas? Is that what all the ads are really about? 
Watershed 
restoration results: 
4504 km ot 
old 
roads removed 
Vancouver to Toronto--that's a distance 
equal to the amount of old logging roads : 
we removed and replanted last year in BC. , '. 
And this year we'll almost double that amount, .... , '
Road deactivation is part of our work to , 
restore environmentally damaged watersheds. 
And part of Forest Renewal BC's $596 million 
i investment in communities throughout SC last 
year--an investment which directly created ~ , 
RENEWAL BC 
[xplole oul web stle: 
www.forestrenewll.bc.c, 
7,575 jobs for BC workers. 
Eighty per cent o I our investments went to 
resource communities outside the Lower 
Mainland--most delivered by private sector 
companies ifl communities like yours. . . . . . .  : i •  ¸ 
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Woman died 
naturally, 
!inquest. says 
77-YEAR-OLD woman who died March 26 while po- 
lice searched her Tlaornhill home for a marijuana grow op- 
t:ration died of natural causes. 
That's what the jury of the first coroner's inquest here in 
~0 years decided Sept. 23. Jurors also recommended that 
I~,CMP officers maintain current CPR certification levels. 
,~ Alma Thyra Krumm died of a ruptured blood vessel in 
iaer skull and a hardening of the arteries that surrounded 
her heart. The vessel near her brain "could have ruptured 
.at anytime," said pathologist Dr. Wayne Donn, adding it 
was impossible to predict how much longer Krumm would 
face lived. 
And all three police witnesses, Cpl. Anders Udsen, Con- 
~table Troy Keen and Constable Michael Hacker were 
~sked repeatedly by lawyers for the police and for coroner 
Paul Monaghan about how loudly and abrasively the 
search was conducted. 
They said their tone of voice was raised but not loud 
~uough to be considered yelling. 
: "Things were kept as quiet as possible," said Udsen 
~ho knew about Krumm's conditions and briefed officers 
~bout it before they entered the home. 
' Udsen said he opened the unlocked front door of the 
Krumm residence, a mobile home on McNeil, announced 
I~is entry and said he had a search warrant. He then asked 
rico people in the dining room to get on the floor. Both 
l~eople listened, he said, and police didn't have to force 
/,heir cooperation. 
According to Alma's son, Sonny, police then threatened 
rip the panels off the mobile's walls if he didn't show 
~em where his grow equipment was. He admitted to 
~operating parry because "they would have found every-, 
thh~g anyway" and partly out of concern for the condition 
6f his mother. 
i Meanwhile, Constable Keen searched the home for more 
i ecupants. He found Alma Krumm sitting on the edge of er bed in a room at the end of the hall. 
Alma Krumm, he said, was calm and lucid as he arrested 
her and asked her if she wanted a lawyer present. Alma 
Krumm then put on her coat and walked down the hallway 
with Keen to the kitchen where she poured herself a cup of 
coffee and smoked a cigarette while officers discussed 
whether to bring her to the detachment for questioning. 
They decided she could stay home but to record her 
statement before they left. She returned to her bedroom. i 
, Keen said Krumm was fine when he temporarily left her 
to get h~s tape recorder but found her asleep on the bed 
when he returned. 
; He shook her lightly, called her name and took her pulse 
l~ut she didn't wake up. " I  know she was breathing alright 
lJecause she was snoring and her chest was rising and fall- 
i'ng," said Keen. 
' Keen called Udsen when he noticed Krumm's breath was 
slowiug. Keen, who took CPR upgrading this January, and 
Udsen, who underwent CPR upgrading in the fall of 1993, 
then tried unsuccessfully to resuscitate Krumm nntil an 
ambulance arrived 15 minutes later. 
"The inquest is required by law in all deaths that take 
place in police custody. Sonny Krumm faces a preliminary 
hearing in February on criminal charges resulting from the 
police search. 
There's a place where snow doesn't fall far from the clouds. 
That's where Powder Specials go. These lightweight, high- 
performance sleds feature wide plastic skis, a roller cam 
driven clutch and a Camoplast ®rack with deep lugs. Choose 
from 3 models, 500, 600 and new for 1999 the Powder 
Special 700. The 500 comes with batteryless EFI, while the 
600 is available in both EFi and carburetor models. So if you 
want to go to the top, you've got to come see the "99 Powder 
Specials here first. 
COUPONS: Stu Muir, Safeway manager, and Dave Reniero, assistant-manager, 
hold a B.C. Sharing coupon. The coupons can be purchased at the checkout 
counters of local supermarkets. Money raised goes directly to local food banks. 
Coupons to help needy 
as bank opens early 
COUPONS BOUGHT at supermarkets in
northern B.C. have raised more than 
$42,000 in products for food banks in the 
area, says Kim Kettyls, senior manager of 
market development at the agriculture and 
foods ministry. 
The B.C. Sharing Coupons, worth $2, can 
be purchased at local Safeway and Over- 
waitea check-out counters. They provide a 
simple way for people here to donate to the 
city's two local food banks, The Terrace 
Churches Food Bank and the Salvation 
Army's on-going assistance program. 
The coupons represent credits which the 
food banks then spend at participating su- 
permarkets on any B.C. food products they 
need. 
" I  know last year the B.C. Sharing 
coupons played a major role in supplying 
our food," said Karen Miller, co-chair of 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank. "They 
are a very important part o f  donations." 
Miller said the Terrace churches food 
• bank is opening in two weeks, a month ear- 
lier than normal because of the poor eco- 
nomic condition in Terrace. 
It'll operate in the old hall across from the 
Salvation Army building on Walsh Ave. 
between 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Oct. 19-22. 
Recipients are asked to bring ID. 
Miller estimates the bank will give out 
500 bags of food in four days, which will 
feed about 1,100 people. 
Every bag, she said, will contain soup, 
beans, bread, eggs, canned milk, canned 
vegetables and a package of meat. And if 
there is enough money to buy potatoes, rice 
and pasta, they will be included as well. 
Donations to the churches food bank can 
be made through local churches. 
The province-wide program, which is the 
only one of its kind in North America and 
was introduced last year, has helped food 
banks across the province buy about 
$700,000 worth of B.C. food products for 
food banks this year. 
Ke~ys. said th e B.C. Sharing Coupon. , 
'program is on track to raise $1 million 
worth of B.C. food products by the end of 
its first year. 
~ - , -  .~  ~ ~ m m- The time to buy a new Arctic Cat is during the Arctic Blast. But wait too 
I !  " ~ 1  the purchase of ArcticweaP or genuine Arctic Cat parts and accessories. 
Or don ~ miss your chance to choose no money down, no payments, and no 
interest financing until 1999 OaCC.* 8o come in soon before all the great 
deals, and sleds, are gone. . 
car 
h I" " '  ' " lreo<llig...~ .~  lVbat Snowrnobtlin~s A/lAbour: 
Always wear a helmet and don't drink and ride. O 1998 Arctic Cat 8ale~ Inc. ® r. 
Trademarks ofArctte Cat Inc., Thief River Falls, MN 56701 (218)681-4999 
News In Brk,i 
New traffic light 
THE NEW TRAFFIC light at the intersection of 
Kalum St. and Park Ave. is to be powered up Oct. 14. 
Originally the city had planned to install lights at 
both the Park and Lazelle intersections with Kalum, be- 
cause of heavy traffic congestion i both spots, 
That plan changed to a light at just Park, says city 
director of engineering Stew Christensen. 
"There's no doubt Lazelle is even worse than Park, 
but a light at Lazelle would not have helped Park," he 
said. "We felt this will help both intersections." ' 
He said there will be signs set up alerting drivers to 
the change at the intersection. 
The new lights bring to nine tile number of intersec- 
tions within Terrace controlled by traffic lights. 
There's 10 if you count the pedestrian-controlled ight 
at Kalum and Scott. 
Where will the next ones likely come? Christensen 
says the prime candidates are lights on Eby St. at 
Lakelse Ave. and Lazelle Ave. intersections. 
Air quality suffered 
WHAT HAD been good air quality reports for the past 
while in Terrace ended in September. 
The measuring device installed by the environment 
ministry on top of the access centre on Eby recorded 
three hours of poor air quality in September, contribut- 
ing to only a 'good' rating for 77 per cent of the month. 
The ministry concentrates on the presence of what it 
calls inhalate particulates in the air. Too many of these 
can lead to health problems for people already suffer- 
ing from breathing difficulties. 
Trial delayed 
LAWYERS for BC Tel asked for a one-nmnth con- 
tinuauce Thursday in a court case that could see the 
company pay up to $1 million in fines. 
BC Tel faces one charge of introducing waste into the 
environment after 4,000 litres of diesel fuel that spilled 
from a repeater station near Meziadin Lake Provincial 
Park. 
The next hearing is set for Nov. 3 ill a Slnithers. 
Photo radar 
cuts speeders 
PHOTO RADAR works, says tile latest police 
monitoring report. 
The number of speeders at photo radar sites across 
B.C. is now less than half of what it was in 1996. 
By March 1998 only 28 per cent of vehicles were 
speeding at photo radar sites said hrspcctor Kerry Ben- 
nington of the Integrated Traffic Camera Unit that op- 
erates photo radar. In May 1996 photo radar cameras 
caught 66 per cent of vehicles peeding. 
"Drivers who treat B.C.'s public reads as a a per- 
sonal speedway present a serious risk to themselves 
and all other road users," Benuiugton said. 
He's especially grateful that the number of people 
who drive nmre than 16 kilometres faster than the 
speed limit has fallen from i0 per cent in May, 1996to 
1.9 per cent at the end of August, 1998. 
The Red Cross  
Act ion  l ine  
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Worthy goal 
TWENTY YEARS ago, when the Skeena Mall 
was first built, the city realized it had a problem. 
With shopping now concentrated in that part of 
the city, the area east of Kalum, toward the old 
bridge, became stagnant. 
To counter that, the city took action. It would 
ease up on the requirement for businesses to pro- 
vide on-site parking in the hope this would spur 
development in the area. At the same time, con- 
siderable monies were spent in restoring the 
4600 Block of Lakelse. 
A decade ago, when the area had been built up 
to some extent, the city once again required 
businesses toprovide their own parking. 
This kind of incentive is not all that uncommon 
as municipal governments strive to ensure the 
lands under its jurisdiction are fully used. 
And now, city officials have returned with an- 
other idea to perk up the downtown core. This 
time they are keying on the development poten- 
tial of the vacant Terrace Co-op property and 
generally, on the commercial possibilities ex- 
tending past that property east on Greig. 
What's suggested is a continuation of the street 
and sidewalk work that has turned the intersec- 
tion on Greig and Kalum into a showcase. 
If that happens, the reasoning oes, it just might 
be enough of an inducement for a company to 
develop the Co-op property and spur a revival of 
Greig Ave. 
While the city is not saying businesses can't de- 
velop outside of that core, it believes a good mix 
of retail and commercial opportunities will 
benefit he business community and consumers. 
As well, a healthy downtown will enhance the 
city's tax base and solidify Terrace as the place 
to do business in the northwest. 
S6m6times,lgovernments can do good things. 
Give it back 
NOW HERE'S something you don't see every 
day. We're paying slightly less in employment 
insurance taxes than we were a year ago but still 
the federal government is racking up enormous 
surpluses. 
Estimates are that the employment insurance 
bank account will top out at a surplus of nearly 
$20 billion by next March and, for this year 
alone, post a surplus over expenditure of $7 bil- 
lion. 
There's no question of the need for a surplus as 
the intent of the employment insurance program' 
is to have sufficient money should there be an 
unforeseen demand by workers who are sudden- 
ly out of work. 
But the surplus is way over what is needed. The 
excess is parked in the government's general 
revenue account. And that's wrong for all the 
federal government is doing is taking the money 
it is getting from overtaxing us to then convince 
us it is doing a good job in running the country. 
Better the feds should cut El premiums and 
return the money to those who sweat blood to 
earn it in the first place. 
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;lark can't  it both ways 
VICTORIA - Pssstl Wanna 
buy some savings bonds. B.C. 
Savings Bonds, that is? They're a
good investment, according to 
Premier Glen Clark, backed by one 
of the highest credit ratings in 
Canada. 
Wait a second. I thought B.C.'s 
credit rating had been reduced from 
AAA to AA and might go another 
notch down, unless the above-men- 
tioned premier gets the province's 
debt-management under control. 
I also was under the impression 
that British Columbia is in some- 
what of a recession. At least, that's 
what 'manc¢ minister Joy MacPhail 
has been telling us. Speaking of 
MacPhail, fellow columnist Jim 
Hume mentioned the other day that 
more and more people believe the 
t'inanee minister's name should be 
spelled with an F rather than a Ph. 
There's omething to that. 
Back to the savings bonds. 
They are, no doubt, still a safe 
investment, but for a premier who 
has been complaining about media 
bias, he should make sure that he's 
not overdoing the sales pitch. Stick 
to the facts, premier. If I can do it, 
you can. 
For instance, what happened to 
those 40,000 jobs your Jobs and 
Timber Accord was to create? I was 
pretty impressed when he premier 
HUBERT BEYER 
stood at that podium, announcing 
the accord, surrounded by industry 
big-wigs. 
Alas, no jobs. And the premier 
can't blame it all on the Asian flu. 
The bureaucratic n ghtmare created 
by the over-zealous implementation 
of the Forest Practices Code has as 
much to do with the decline of B.C. 
forest industry as the financial tur- 
moil in Asia. 
The mayors attending the 
recant convention fthe B.C. Union 
of B.C. Municipalities could be 
excused for expecting some words 
of hope and encouragement from 
the premier. Instead, he pitched the 
Nisga'a Treaty to them. 
I, too, support the treaty, and it 
is an important issue, but that was- 
n't the message the mayors of B.C.'s 
suffering municipalities want to 
hear ight now. They want o know 
what plans the government has to 
turn the economy around. They 
want to know what the premier is 
going to do about the resource- 
dependent communities' slide 
towards economic abyss. 
The Clark government has 
received a lot of bad news coverage 
lately, but contrary to the premier's 
belief, there is no conspiracy media 
to report he bad and embarrassing 
news only. 
A government's vibrancy, its 
ideas, its capacity for innovation is
invariably reflected inthe news cov- 
erage it generates. If it runs out of 
steam, there's little good to report. 
Clark go exactly the coverage 
he wanted when he stood uptop the 
Americans during last year's fish 
war, threatening to close down the 
U.S. military training site at 
Nanoose Bay. At least, I didn't hear 
any complaints from the premier 
then. 
Stories such as the Jobs and 
Timber Accord got big headlines. So 
did the premier's promise to bring 
another aluminum smelter to B.C. 
It's hardly the media's fault that 
"there's been o movement oneither. 
The premier has got to learn to 
take the good with the bad. Did he , 
really expect the media to ignore his 
government's involvement in the ' 
recent recall campaigns? 
The moment his spin doctors 1 
portrayed the efforts to unseat some 
of his MLAs as battles between i 
loyal ocal folk and self-serving out- , 
side forces, wanting to bring down , 
the government, he ought o have 
made sure that no outsiders from his , 
camp were involved. 
Instead, we found Out that the 
"locals" helping the MLAs keep • 
their jobs included B.C. Federation , 
of Labor members and some lumi- . 
naries from the premier's office. ' 
The long and the short of it is , 
that Clark can't have it both ways. • 
He can't, on the one hand, have his 
armies of spin doctors turn reality " 
into fiction and then complain when 
the media is on to his little games. 
Before he accuses the media of 
embellishing facts and sensational- 
izing what he calls minor issues, he 
should get his own house in order. 
And that includes creating the 
impression that British Columbia's., 
credit rating has never been better, ' 
regardless of how good an invest- , 
ment B,C. Savings Bonds may be. ,' 
Beyer can be reached at: Tel: 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 356- 
9597;  E -mai l :  ~, 
hubert@coolcom.cam 
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-uusecl elders l- a' ,e a fr iend,  
CLAUDETIE SANDECKI 
phone. Mom might well have 
been the only soul Minnie told 
about her grandson's battering. 
It's likely Minnie feared report- 
ing her grandson to his father or 
to the RCMP fearing embarrass- 
ment, criminal charges against 
her grandson, and perhaps 
retaliation from him. 
Elder abuse went unrecog- 
IN 1968 when my parents 
retired from farming, Mom's 
dearest friend was an 80-year-old 
widow who lived alone on the 
homestead next door where she 
and her husband had raised four 
_fine children. 
Minniewas a wizened ver- 
sinn of Olive Oil, less than 80 
pounds in her prime. Yet when 
one daughter-in-law had died of 
cancer leaving a two-year-old 
son, Minnie had raisedhim as 
her own until his father e-mar- 
ried 10 years later. 
By 1968 the grandson was a 
husky 20-year-old who visited 
his grandmother only when her 
monthly pension arrived. If she 
refused to hand the cheque over 
willingly, he used his superior 
size and strength to persuade her. 
Neighbours for 60 years, 
Morn and Minnie had regularly 
shared daily happenings by 
i ¸  !p !: 
[:: A! 
nized until the 1980s. -That's 
when the government asked citi- 
zens to watch for and report sus- 
pected cases. Recently, almost 
every issue of both Canadian and 
American women's magazines 
runs articles on elder abuse. 
Now Terrace has an advo- 
cacy service for abused adults. 
Organized by the Community 
Response Network and funded 
by a grant from the Public 
Trustee, this referral service is 
ready for contact from anyone 
who is being abused. 
The service also needs 
volunteers-preferably seniors or 
anyone interested in seniors' 
well-being-to talk with would-be 
consumers, to find out what serv- 
ices they need, and how they 
would like the services to be 
delivered. 
Similar pilot services exist in 
Castlegar, Duncan, Kamloops, 
Matsqui-Abbotsford, and 
Vernon. Operating since 1994, 
Vemon's office receives about 
two calls for help each month. 
How prevalent is abuse of 
dependent adults? i 
In B.C. one out of 12 senior ,, 
citizens has reported financial ' 
abuse over $20,000. One of 
every 20 seniors living in a pri- 
vate dwelling has suffered seal- . 
ous abuse at the hands of a ram- " 
ily member. In institutions and " 
care facilities, one in 10 staff " 
have admitted to physicaUy ,. 
abusing people they care for. 
Among disabled adults, a :' 
third of men suffer sexual abuse '" 
at some time in their lives and ,, 
more than half the women expe-., 
rience abuse of some form. ,, 
By dialling 635-1150, callers 
will be referred to someone who " ,i 
can confidentially help them deal ,, 
with their abusive situation. ., 
" L = ' '  , ' 
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'Preferred' multiplex a giant 
Not beyond 
city's scope, 
officials say 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE LATEST plan for the 
city's proposed multiplex 
has come in with a price tag 
of just under $11.5 million. 
And while it's described 
as the "preferred option" 
it's not necessarily the final 
word on what city council 
might eventually send to lo- 
cal taxpayers for approval in 
a referendum. 
Locals got a look at the 
plan last Thursday at the 
third and final open house 
aimed at determining the 
general concept of the com- 
plex. 
Parks and recreation su- 
MULTIPLEX conceptual drawings envision a large continuous complex from the second sheet of ice north of 
the arena to the aquatic centre. That's parks and recreation superintendent Steve Scott. 
perintendent Steve Scott 
said the new plan is larger 
and more comprehensive 
than four previous cenarios 
drawn up by consultants 
Johnston Sport Architecture 
that ranged in price from 
$7.5 million to $10.5 mil- 
lion. 
He said the two most ex- 
pensive of those sceuarios 
drew the most public sup- 
port on questionaires that 
were returned. 
That led the advisory de- 
sign committee to merge 
components of both those 
scenarios into one larger op- 
tion. 
The new plan calls for a 
second sheet of ice on the 
north 'side of the existing 
arena and a variety of other 
facilities built on two levels 
between the arena and the 
aquatic entre. 
Included is a 250-seat 
drama theatre and a double 
gymnasium. 
Other recreational facilties 
include an aerobics/dance 
studio, new parks and 
.recreation administrative of- 
rices, a weight room, climb- 
ing wall, squash courts, and 
men's and women's lockers. 
Community use facilities 
also ,in the building would 
include two meeting rooms, 
a community kitchen, a teen 
drop-in centre, a seniors' 
drop'in centre, '  drop-in' 
childminding area, an arts 
and crafts studio. 
The aquatic centre would 
emerge with new family 
change rooms where the 
weight room presently is. 
The second sheet of ice 
would have spectator seat- 
ing for 100 and change 
rooms. 
And parks and recreation 
administrative offices would 
move into the new section. 
One potentially con- 
troversial addition to the 
plan is space for a licensed 
lounge that could be leased 
out by the city to a private 
operator. It could serve as 
both a sports bar for athletes 
and a green room for 
theatre-goers. 
"We're  not sure of this 
idea of a licensed lounge," 
Scott said, adding it was in- 
corporated in the design at 
the last minute. 
He said that could be 
reconsidered if there is sub- years." 
stantial opposition. 
Other areas where they're. 
bracing for opposition is 
provision of weight rooms 
and squash courts which 
could be seen as competing 
with existing private 
facilities. 
ject to reduce the cost, he 
said. 
And the final cost of the 
project might not be the 
same as the final bill to tax- 
payers. 
It 's hoped that money will 
flow in from several 
sources, reducing the bite on 
taxpayers' wallets. 
The Rick and Paul Kin1, 
Foundation, which was 
formed to help back creation 
of a second sheet of ice, is 
still prepared to raise money 
for the project, Scott said. 
I f  a drama theatre is in- 
says. 
"We've started looking at 
it but we don't have enough 
information yet," Scott 
sai d . 
Some efficiencies are ex- 
pected by creating a single 
kiosk for entry off the main 
lobby, controlling access to 
both ice sheets, the pool and 
other facilities. 
If space is leased out to 
private operators - -  either 
for a licensed lounge, a con- 
cession or perhaps a clo- 
thing store or equipment 
shop ~ that would also 
"This isn't a burden today. This is an in- 
vestment in the future. We've got a grow- 
ing population and a very young popula- 
tion and this is going to last for 30 to 50 
corporated, Terrace Little 
Theatre has agreed to the 
idea of contributing a sub- 
stantiai amount to the capi- 
tal costs, rather than build 
"We have a squash court its own standalone theatre. 
• operator and we have some Government grants will be 
privately owned gymns in pursued. 
town," Scott noted. "We And Scott said a new op- 
have to reconcile govern- tion of selling community 
ment's role in providing bonds to local citizens might 
those services when the pri- help the city reduce its an- 
vate sector is already:doing-~ nual.borrowing costs for.the 
that." .... project. : ;~ ) ,~ ~[~ 
Some components could Annual operating costs are 
get removed from the pro- not yet determined, Scott 
generate revenue to the city 
offsetting costs. 
Scott said the plans also 
call for trimming the height 
of the hill in front of the 
arena. 
Lopping six feet off that 
area - -  reducing it to the 
same level as the aquatic 
centre - -w i l l  push the 
usable space 20 feet closer 
to Kalum St., opening up 
220 would be a more con- 
servative number. 
While that doesn't sound 
like a lot, he said, not every 
part of the complex is likely 
to be in use all at once. 
The report from Thurs- 
day's open house will lead 
to further discussions on 
what to do next, Scott says. 
Locals were asked in 
questionaires last week if 
they felt the cost was ac- 
ceptable, if the components 
reflect the community's 
needs and if they'd support 
the plan if put to 
referendum. 
One of the questions 
posed the possibility that the 
project could be tackled in 
phases. 
"Obviously you can build 
the arena separately," Scott 
said. "But it's not our intent 
to present his as a phased 
project at this time." 
"We don't believe it's 
beyond the scope of Terrace 
to support something like 
this," he said. 
"This isn't a burden 
today. This is an investment 
in the future. We've got a 
growing population and a 
very young population and 
this is going to last for 30 to 
50 years." 
So far the only money 
spent on the project has 
been the $45,000 the city 
more parking space . . . . .  : .  and  regiofial., district are: 
Scott said total parking for paying Johiiston Sp0~.~% ' 
the multiplex is estimated a t  ehiteeture for their involve:- 
270 spots, although about lent.  
Multiplex cost breakdown 
Community facilities - -  $1.96 million 
Recreation facilities - -  $1.676 million 
Double gymnasium - -  $1.958 million 
Second sheet of ice - -  $2.179 million 
Theatre costs ~ $754,000 
Family change rooms for pool - -  $224,000 
Lounge (tenant space) - -  not included 
Upgrade existing facilities - -  not included 
Subtotal: $8.75 million 
Additional costs: 
Site development 
Fees, disbursements - -  
Furniture, equ ipment -  
Contingency 10 % - -  
GST 3 % - -  
$525,000 
$950,000 
notincluded 
$900,000 
$334,000 
TOTAL COST: $11.46 million 
The road to .the multiplex 
• A major push to build a $2.82 million 
second sheet of ice with an attached leisure 
sheet ended in failure three years ago. The 
November, 1995 referendum was defeated 
with 55 per cent of voters in Terrace and 
outlying areas opposed. The Rick and Paul 
King Foundation - -  the ice user group that 
spearheaded the project ~ had committed 
to raise $750,000, reducing taxpayers' com- 
mitment to a maximum of $2.1 million. 
comfortable about possible hidden costs 
and abandoned the idea early in 1997. 
• Council then handed the entire issue 
off to its Parks and Recreation Advisory 
Commission to determine what new recrea- 
tional facilities are needed. Surveys and in- 
terviews were conducted and the commiS- 
sion came back with a lengthy list of ac- 
tivities and facilities ~ and reconunended 
a multiplex be built to house several ead- 
• Fallout from the referendum defeat saw ing activities. 
city council agree that any future effort • Council and the regional district de- 
would have to be more planned, more in- 
clusive of other groups, and not driven by 
any single interest group. 
• The city spent nearly a year exploring 
the possibility of getting a private company 
to build the second arena with the city 
buying thnc in it to then sell at subsidizcd 
rates to user groups. Council emerged un- 
cided to proceed and in early 1998 hired 
Johnston Sport Architecture as consultants 
to guide a local advisory design committee 
struck to decide what would go in the mul- 
tiplex. 
• A series of open houses over the spring 
and summer ended with the release of the 
preferred esign concept last week. 
Nisga'a government not municipal 
By MEL SMITH 
By no stretch of the imagination 
can the Nisga'a Lisim government, 
to be established under the Nisga'a 
treaty, be considered merely 
municipal-like in nature, as govern- 
ment spokespcople and publica- 
tions claim. 
Municipal government is relative- 
ly easy to recognize when you see 
it. First and foremost, it is not an 
order of government established by 
the Canadian Constitution - -  only 
the federal and provincial govern- 
ments are that. 
Municipal governments are estab- 
lished by a provincial legislature 
trade licenses, local policing, and 
the imposition of penalties for con- 
travention of these laws. There are 
other powers of like kind, but in es- 
sesce they result in the passage of 
bylaws relating to local com- 
munity. 
The third feature of municipal 
government is that all adult resi- 
dents within a municipality have 
the right to run for municipal office 
and, most importantly, vote for 
their municipal goveruments. 
The form of Nisga'a Lisim 
government proposed under the 
Nisga'a final agreement fails to 
delegating certain limited and local meet the test of any of the three 
powers to a municipal body which criteria set out above for a 
it creates. The important point is ' municipal-type government. 
that whatever powers the legisla- 
ture delegates to a municipality, it 
can at any thne in the future 
retrieve. It can even abolish 
altogether the very municipality it 
has created. The recent forced 
amalgamation a d consolidation of 
municipal governments in Toronto 
is a case in point. 
The second hallmark of genuine 
municipal government is the 
It fails the first test, because the 
powers it is given by the province 
under the treaty are not delegated 
to it but are, in fact, forever ir- 
retrievable because they are con- 
rained within a land clahn agree- 
ment "constitutionalized" by sec- 
tion 35 of the Constitution Act, 
1992. No city or lesser municipality 
in  Canada is given that kind of ir- 
revocable status. The federal minis- 
powers given to it are local in na- 'ter of Indian and northern affairs 
ture, such as: taxation of real prop- ' acknowledges this is the first time 
erty, zoning and land-use planning, '" in the history of treaty-making in
building inspection, regulation of Canada that this kind of aboriginal 
noise, animals and waste disposal, self-government is included within 
local road construction and a "eonstitutionalized" land agree- 
maintenance, local business and menu 
It also fails the second test of a 
municipal-type government, in that 
the powers to be given to it go far 
beyond the right to pass bylaws on 
what are essential community-type 
matters of the kind listed above. It 
will have the right "to make laws" 
(the language used in the Canadian 
Constitution to describe federal and 
provincial powers) on what are 
clearly provincial legislative 
powers and some federal ones. For 
example, laws on education (K-12), 
laws on higher education (including 
establishing one or more univer- 
sities), laws to do with the delivery 
of healthy services, child and fam- 
ily services laws, laws over 
businesses, trades and professions 
(except accreditation), and laws to 
do with their fish, aquatic plants 
and wildlife entitlements. The list 
goes on. 
These Nisga'a laws yet to be 
passed by a Nisga'a government, 
yet to be established under a 
Nisga'a constitution, and yet to be 
written - -w i l l  supplant federal and 
provincial laws on the subjects 
mentioned above if there is any 
conflict between them. 
On certain issues, the writ of 
Nisga'a government will extend 
outside of the Nass Valley to the 
Nisga'a people wherever they may 
live in B.C. Far from being 
municipal government, this puts 
Nlsga'a Lisim government in a 
category never before seen in Can- 
ada. 
Finally, Nisga'a government also 
fails the third test of municipal 
government, in that it prevents non- 
Nisga'a residing on Nisga'a lands 
from voting in Nisga'a government 
elections - -  notwithstanding that 
such persons are subject o Nisga'a 
laws of general application and are 
potentially liable to Nisga'a proper- 
ty taxes. To merely have some 
vaguely defined advisory input to 
lower level public bodies has not 
proven effective where it has been 
tried elsewhere. 
To sum up, the kind of central 
government that is proposed in the 
Nisga'a agreement is a far cry from 
municipal government. Any 
government ad, radio or TV spot, 
or spokesperson who says it is, is 
not being truthful. This, however, is 
far more than an issue of semantics. 
It is fundamental restructuring of 
how this province is to be governed 
in the future without our consent. 
What can be done about it? 
Mel Smith was a lawyer, senior 
bureaucrat and constitutional d- 
viser to a series of Social Credit 
governments in B.C., retiring in 
1991, lie's the author of Our Home 
or Native Land? lives in Victoria 
and is a columnist with B.C. 
Report. This column was commis- 
sioned by flue company that owns 
tim Terrace Standard. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
He wants work, dignity 
Dear Sir:. 
It's amazing how little money the government as- 
sumes omeone can live on. 
In the last six weeks I had to pay back $450 loaned 
me by Social Services. I realized the money had to be 
paid back but I had no idea it would be taken at the rate 
of 48 per cent of my EI. 
Instead of ~he $1038 (after taxes) I should have 
received in the six-week period, I received $586. Do 
you think you could live on that sum? 
Also I think most people assume if you're single you 
can drop everything and move on a moment's notice. 
It's not as easy as it souuds. 
I was offered a job in Williams Lake but it soon be- 
came apparent I would not be able to take iL Too many 
obstacles. First, the employer wanted me immediately. 
Well even a single person needs time to make arrange- 
ments; give notice, arrange to have your belongings 
moved and find an apartment in the new city. 
Secondly, you're poor enough when on EI, but with 
welfare deducting 48 per cent, making a move is im- 
possible. How would I come up with the approx. $1500 
it would take to move (damage deposit, rent, gas, car 
insurance, food and money for lodging while looking 
for an apartment)? I spent a week trying to get EI or 
welfare to see that they would save money if they 
helped me get to the new job. EI no longer offers any 
moving assistance and even though welfare made me 
fill out lots of paperwork (and have the employer fax 
the job offer to them), in the end they said I earned too 
muc h money for them to assist me? $586 in six weeks 
is to much money?? Oh, they did say if I had been on 
welfare and not EI they would have been able to pro- 
vide money to relocate. 
The bottom line is that once you get to a certain 
poverty level you're trapped. Too poor to take ad- 
vantage of opportunities no matter how lucrative. 
So, tomorrow I will have to phone the employer back 
and apologize for wasting his time. I honestly thought 
welfare would come through for me. 
I guess that's my naivete showing again. It seems the 
government claims of doing whatever it takes to help 
you find a job is just another empty promise. 
It looks like at the age of 361 will have to move back 
in with my parents for a little while. That's the only 
• way I will be able to move at a moment's notice, and 
the only way to get ahead financially. 
Not a great solution, but it'll have to do. 
Peter Randrup, Terrace, B.C. 
(received via email) 
This healing has value 
Dear Sir:. 
As a local Registered Massage Therapist (RMT), I 
was concerned after reading the story "Terrace's 
holistic healers", (The Terrace Standard, Sept. 23). 
My primary concern is that the reporter failed to ac- 
kJmwledge the healing value of the supplementary 
therapies currently recognized under B.C.'s Medical 
Services Plan, including naturopathy, physiotherapy, 
chiropractic and massage therapy. 
When it comes to health care, public safety must be a 
" primaly concern. The reason massage therapy, for ex- 
ample, is covered by the Medical Services Plail'is'that ~
it is proven to be effective and it is being provided by 
professionals with minimum education requirements. 
To become an RMT in B.C., current students must 
have at least 3,000 hours of training over three years. 
The College of Massage Therapists of British Colum- 
bia ~ the equiv:alent to the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of British Columbia m examines and li- 
censes all therapists and acts as the profession's 
regulatory body, ensuring the public receives afe and 
ethical care. 
People with other non-recognized designations, from 
masseuses tonatural healers, cannot bill to the Medical 
Services Plan and are not legislated to follow any 
recognized regulations regarding standards, scope of 
practice, ethics and advertising. 
Marceila Reay, Terrace, B.C. 
What about men? 
Dear Sir: 
I 'm concerned about he recent Take Back The Night 
women's rally in Terrace. I understand that although 
similar rallies in other communities allow male partici- 
pation, this one does not. 
This seems to help perpetuate an advcrsarial rela- 
tionship between men and women by not allowing men 
to contribute in a positive way. 
We so often use the abilities that we were born with 
to do harm to women. But it does not make sense for a 
women's organizations to refuse us a chance to do 
something helpful and useful. 
The fact is, every human being depends in some way 
on those around them. None of us live in a vacuum and 
everyone has something positive to contribute if they 
choose to. 
Emerson Squires, Terrace, B.C. 
So don't complain 
Dear Sir: 
Being a citizen surviving on OAS pension, I have 
little sympathy for those poor abused government em- 
ployoes whom I understand for the most part have had 
clean guaranteed work with benefits, holidays, etc., 
with more certainty of employment than most the rest 
of our society. 
Government employees were always considered to 
have cushy jobs. If these employees were so dis- 
satisfied for so long with their pay cheques, why did 
they not move on? They cashed the cheques, spent the 
money for years and stayed on the job. 
My heart goes out to these poor exploited slaves. 
They ought to be made to spend time in some of their 
fellow citizeus' shoes. 
I 'm sure if these poorly remunerated workers will 
give up their awful jobs, there are many thousands of 
unemployed people that would love to jump in, no 
questions asked. 
Douglas L. Bulleid, Terrace, B.C. 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. 
Our deadline is noon Friday for the following Wed- 
nesday's issue. Our maUing address is 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 51¢2. Our fax number is 250. 
638.8432. We particularly welcome letters via e.malL 
Our e.mali address is 
standard@kermode .na 
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Today's students are tomorrow's leaders. But to 
guarantee a bright future, they need greater 
access to education. They also need the job 
search skills that will help them reach their 
goals. To make sure that young `  people have 
!="wh:~at they need to succeed, the following 
programs and services are available• 
More Affordable Financing for Post-Secondary 
Education 
Helping Students Cope With Rising Costs: 
• new Canada Study Grant for students 
with dependants 
• for part-time students, a new deduction for 
child care expenses and the ability to claim the 
education tax credit 
• Canada Millennium Scholarships to more than 
100,000 students a year, over 10 years, beginning 
in 2000 
Helping Individuals Repay Student Loans: 
• new tax credit for interest paid on student loans 
• improvements to the interest relief plan to help 
students repay their loans, and extension of 
interest relief over a longer period of time 
• possible reduction in Canada Student Loan 
principal for those in serious financial difficulty 
SchoolNet 
Canada's SchoolNet helps connect the country's 
16,500 schools, 3,400 public libraries, and 460 
First Nations schools to the information highway. 
It links over ,1,000 national and international 
educational services and resources• This enables 
educators and learners to develop the skills 
needed in the global economy• 
For more information on these programs 
and services, or information on youth 
employment, please call 
I "800--935m5555 
TTY 1-800-465-7735 
Visit the Youth Resource Network Web site at: 
www.youth.gc.ca 
Or visit our Web site at: 
www.canada.gc.ca 
The Youth Information Initiative 
This service provides young people with job market 
information so they can make decisions about 
their education and careers. Information is 
available through a Web site, a toll-free information 
line, local information exhibits, Youth Link, a 
directory of Government of Canada programs 
for youths, and seminars and conferences held 
in  communities throughout Canada. Youth Employment f .emploi g'e 
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Doc's doubts rebuffed IT'S INEVITABLE  
D~r~e!'~!'~'~e~'~b:c';he'~a]?lh~ek I; , t  ~)angerous and "Fi eN° M"aii °'J3°ag  iii!i i°ii The w interweatherwi l l  cures," (The T rrace Stan. 
(lard, Sept. 30). 
misleading to make a few Herbs don't cure anything. 
be here  soon.  
Let us store your R.V. 
for the Winter. 
• Fenced, lighted & guard 
dog protected. 
Reasonable Rates. 
Phone 
general assumptions and as- 
sertions on a topic one has 
little or no k,  owledge 
about, especially when one 
is given credence by the 
general populace because of 
one's position in the corn- 
- munity. 
Sadly, people with the ini- 
tials M.D. after their name 
often have god-like qualities 
attributed to them. 
Ofteli I fiud so-called in- 
formed sources to be de- 
cidedly the opposite. Of 
course, everyone is entitled 
to their opinion, but let's be 
sure and point out that 
views expressed are just 
that, and may have no basis 
in fact whatsoever. 
I take exception to some 
statements in the article. 
1. "Heroin is natural ... 
etc," 
Heroin is decidedly not 
i natural. Heroin is not an 
herb. It is a potent drug 
synthesized and processed 
from another potent drug 
prescribed by doctors for 
pain relief called moq~hine. 
2. "There's no force to 
check up on them" (refer- 
ring to herbs). 
i We have the qealth Pro- 
i teetion Branch which over- 
! sees ilie Food and Drug Act 
and Regulations. It makes it 
an offence to sell any food 
that is poisonous, harmful, 
adulterated, unfit for human 
- consumption, or prepared 
under unsanitary conditions. 
" The act also makes it an 
~ offence to label, package, 
process, sell or advertise 
i any food in a manner that is 
i false, misleading or decep- 
Sinking 
feeling 
D~er Sa|r7 still living in this 
world like the people of the 
Titanic. O~dy the high 
classed are pri~)ileged. 
When the going gets 
tough, some people may 
desert their own children, 
spouses, etc. Others are too 
afraid of the head man, or 
leader to try to help others 
in need. 
A real man gives up his 
life for what he believes and 
that is what Jack Dawson 
did. Others were forced to 
give up their lives like they 
had no will of their own. 
How can anyone face a 
gun? They just locked them 
behind the locked doors. 
When does the door dose? 
It closes when our work is 
done on Earth. 
At times, some lives are 
spared to finish what they 
are suppose to finish. It is a 
sad existence to try to have 
material things just to show 
up others who are less 
fortunate. Super rich and 
some people with power are 
narrow minded. 
Wl~y have poor among us 
when there is enough to go 
around? The news media 
still thinks they can control 
our minds. When are they 
going to realize that they 
cammt dat their money 
when another crash comes 
our way? 
Multi-national corpora- 
tions will make it harder for 
lower classes to survive. 
They have hidden the star- 
vation in some parts of the 
world and they think we do 
not know about it? 
We have heard many 
thnes about ethnic cleans- 
ing. Many things are show- 
ing in the weirdest ways. 
Guess who is watching and 
listening? They said the 
Titanic was unsinkable and 
God himself cannot sink it. 
Well? 
N O  T A X I  
Lilac Robinson, 
Terrace, B.C. 
I l l  
V 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO AN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'GREAT,SALES PRICESI' FLYER 
Pago 19 • 3-CO Podablo Stereo, 44. 
1911.2. Cow toads: 3-CD Portable 
Stereo, Should read: 3.Piece Portable 
Stereo, This Is a I.CD unit, not 3-C0. 
WE SINCERELY REGRET ANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU. 
mo~ d33~ ./ul Z.orm 
tive. 
I think it important to note 
that there has never been a 
single recorded death at- 
tributed to herb consump- 
tion. 
3. "People spend 
hundreds of dollars on 
herbs." Now, I don't know 
about you but frankly what I
spend my own money on is 
my own business. 
Perhaps a more pertinent 
observation from a health 
practitioner might be 
"People spend hundreds 
and thousands of dollars on 
nicotine, alcohol, nutrient- 
free fast foods, and sugar- 
laden soft drinks." 
In fairuess to all, there are 
many disreputable herbal 
What they do is provide vi- 
tal nutrients (sadly needed 
in today's nutrient depleted 
world) that nourish the body 
so that it can achieve and 
maintain a state of opthnal 
health characterized by 
vitality and freedom from 
disease. 
Bryan Hunt, Terrace 
(received via email) 
~harp - I l le 1 ,I - B laCk 
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL! 
ALL YEAR ROUND 
.... :' ~: " ~': ' " "  :":":"; ......................... :: '"'"~: ~'~: ~ i~ i~ l~/~i . Id~Z~ our g~sl~ =mo~.:~1~SL,;.-..~:~.~::~;:~:~,~ 
Phone or Fax: (604)798-2267 
or write: 
Water Lily Bay Resort 
P.O. Box 70 Terrace, BC V8G 4A2 
4TH ANNUAL S HARP, 
N N 
EVENT N NOW* 
From Oct. 1 to Oct. 31 Only.= 
i .... 
CK32S40.,p ~ CK36S40 ~ 1 ~  
32" MTS Stereo T.V. 36" MTS Stereo T.V. 
• High Resolution .High Resolution 
• Universal Plu, Glow Remote ' , .:~., : :  :~:~ .Darklinl Pidure Tube 
.RP 
.:'.~ '.¢~.;.~.?,. 
CK25M10 
25" Colour Television 
• Front AJV Inputs 
• Trilingual On-Screen Menu 
$4 
~: ;3 !: 
CK19M10 
19' Colour Television 
*Front A/V Inputs 
*Random Access Remote 
• Blue Screen 
VL-E66 
8 mm Viewcam 
• 3" Pivoting Cdour LCD 
Vlowscreen 
' I  2:1 Optical Zoom 
• 1.5 Lux Minimum Illumination 
CDC422 
40 Walt Total Output 
Power 
*Surround Sound 
• ANVFM Digital Tuner 
*Full ogic Double Ca,effe Deck 
$2 j~ VCA382 
2-Head VHS VCR 
*Universal Remote 
• 360x(1 mlnuto) High 
*Speed Rewind 
..:~:::~:~:~:::.. ...... 
~i i~ i~ i! !'::
VLSE20 
8 mm Slirncam 
• 4" Colour LCD Viewscreen 
• Colour Viewfinder 
• "fille Writer 
CDC3400 
100 Walt Total Power 
• Built in Dolby Prolnglc 
• 5 Mode Preprngrommed 
Electronic Equalizer 
VCH982 
4-Heod VHS Hi-Fi VCR 
eUniversal Remote 
• 19 Micron Video Head System 
• EZ Selup 
s2499s 
VL-E720 
8 mm Viewcam 
• 4" Pivoting Colour LCD 
Viewscreen 
.16:1 Optical Zoom 
.1.0 I.ux Minlmum Illumination i ~ [~1 f_,A~ 
s8999 
MDMS702 
Mini -Disc Recorder 
*Ado Play 
=Front Loading 
,3 Mode X-Bass System 
*We will deduct an amount equivalent to the taxes at time of purchase. 
ELECTRONIC FUTURES 
4710 Keith Ave. Terrace 635-7767 
t 
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' Ss  , . , .n . . s  a..e.c,--n-,----,  Fish groups getting 0 , area scheols will be fertilized monthly" This I L program will run from May through October 1998. I 
FISHERIES GROUPS in • 
the northwest are getting 
more than $500,000 for 
stream rehabilitation' and 
other work from the provin- 
cial government's Fisheries 
Renewal B.C. program. 
Similar to Forest Renewal 
B.C., Fisheries Renewal is a 
stand alone entity and is 
designed to put money into 
safeguarding and improving 
fishery conditions. 
Provincial fisheries minis- 
ter Dennis Streifel wilt 
make the amlouncement 
tomorrow at Kitsumkalum. 
The money will be admin- 
istered through a group 
called the Terrace-Kit,mat 
Partners for Salmonids, 
formed through 16-37 Com- 
munity Futures Develop- 
Catch, 
release 
remains 
SKEENA ANGLERS won't 
be taking home steelhead 
this year despite record 
catches at a test fishery at 
the mouth of the river. 
The provincial govern- 
ment ordered sports fishers 
Thursday to continue to 
catch and release the fish for 
the rest of the year. 
Provincial fisheries direc- 
tor Jamie Alley said that 
even though the Tyee test 
fishery at the mouth of the 
Skeena showed strong 
results this year, steelhead 
roles wouldn't change. 
Fisheries managers would 
prefer, he said, to capitalize 
ou the run to rebuild stocks. 
It's a move that's been in 
effect since 19904991 
when the steelhead popula- 
tion here was devastated by 
record low runs. 
Steelhead Society. of B.C. 
presl~lcnt Dill BIl~i~..~sn~:. 
ports the province s deci- 
sion and the way at which it 
was arrived. 
"We oldy wish that all 
fisheries consultation was 
this effective and open," he 
said. 
"Conservation means ac- 
ting conservatively, doing 
no harm. They got :it right 
this time." 
Police 
Beat 
Explosives 
seized 
TERRACE RCMP have 
seized what they believed to 
have been a makeshift bomb 
from a Thornhili home Oct. 
1. 
Bruce William Anderson, 
33, has been charged with 
unlawful possession of ex- 
plosives and was kept in 
custody until his Oct. 6 
court date. 
Acting on a tip, police 
searched the home of 
Anderson on Larch in 
Thonlhill. 
They found four sticks of 
dynamite which had been 
tied together, blasthlg caps 
and six other loose sticks of 
dynamite. 
Woman 
found 
SHE WAS missing, but now 
she's found. 
New Hazelton RCMP lo- 
cated a missing New 
Hazeltou woman Friday. 
Laura Kathleen Roth, 17, 
was found safe in Van- 
couver after RCMP issued a 
press release last week as- 
king for the public's help. 
one of your clilp|o)'ecs 
from doing d~eir job well, 
we can help. 
Ca l l  CN IB  a t  1 -888-4 .31-0111 
• BC-Yu~O~ ~l~ t4=a 
ment Corporation, and go to chairman of the umbrella the response to a Fisheries 
membcrs of that group, salmonid group, said the Renewal inceutive to fi- 
Those belouging to tile money will go to projects nancc local fisheries 
salmonid group include the which might not otherwise projects. 
Kitsumkalum and Kitamaat bcpossible. "We'll be ableto identify 
bands, the Stcelhead "What's different is that projects and develop 
society, local consultants, this isgoing to bea lot more proposals and workplans," 
sessment and inventory 
work, said Reesc-Hansen. 
There won't be much of a 
chance of doing any stream 
work this year because of 
fear of damage to salmon. 
"There's a very narrow 
federal fisheries and the community based," said said Recse-Hanscn. window in which we can 
provincial cuvironment rain- Reesc-Hanscn. "Decisions The overall goal is to re- work without affecting fish, 
istry, on projects will be made in store and enhance habitat but we can do inventory, 
Lars Reese-Hansen, who the commun.ity." for sahnonids, collect data and plan for the 
works for the Kitsumkalum The saimonids group was That could mean either next available season," said 
band and who is the formed earlier this year in stream rehabilitation or as- Reese-Hanscn. 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
CR[Dff UNION 
Will be celebrating 
October 15, 1998. 
See our ad  in next weeks paper  for more details. 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
4702 Lazelle Ave Terrace Ph. 638-7822 
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~ . ~ i i ~  2 L i t re  Coke  I I  
or  Peps i  I I 
~ ~  Assorled vineries. Plus deposit or I I 
: " - - - -- I . enviro levy where applicable. 2-Ul'e. I I 
r,<f -~ - ~ FIRSTI'}'IREE- Coml~ned varleleJ. I I 
~ , ' i ~ ' : :  ~ SAVE up to 60¢ I I 
. . . . . . . . .  
• ~-~P '  1,301k9 
,. ,~ ...... Club Price 
Fresh  Honeydew 
Me lons  
Product of U.S,A. 
SAVE up to S0¢/Ib, 
~i.~' . :,-~:~'.,~%V ~f~'~'~,% ~.~  
• ~!,.f~'~c-;:,"~; . ,~ ;'~'; 7-': ",i~;/:'~:', . . .~ro .' ;"~'/i£,~ 
~: :;;~'b;':'.' "~ , ' ..' :4' ~ y , ,e  ,~ , . :~  
" "  .t9 ~i ~:~:~:~ - t • ,a: fi ~ 2.621kg 
Grade"A" 
. . ,  Thanksgiving Turkeys 
~4 Whole. Frozen, 
{~.~4:~{I Under 7 kg. 
" ~'~?"~:~'~"1 LIMIT ONE. 
NORTHERN SAVINGS 
~e..; 
t ,  
'ii 
'1 
I 
I 
: I 
d 
,? 
.:~Ac, wav Club Pr ice |  
Lucerne  / 
I ce  Cream | 
Assorted lavours. / 
2-Llre, ' I 
SAVE up to $2.98 on two I ' 
(•/1•"•t .... ~,I :,few~-v ClubPrice "~ urown ~. :~erve  
~, . .~  / B read  SUcks  
.... :,..,i i~  ~' . . /  Package of 12. 
'~1  r :~L~J~'~ From the  Bakery  
1 SAVE,,p to $130 
e're in the Independence Busine 
Wage loss is the issue 
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Sidewalkers 
Trucker  s t r i ke  drags  on  ..,,, ..,., ..,,, . , , . ,  ..,.; 
[~E.~ i  Wool) Cotton and Fleece For All Oceeusien~l 
.~-T<-r~r~ ~ First Shipment  Of 
' ~i~l ~ Vintage Glass 
Depression, 30'e, 40's & 50's 
tian Labour A,~oeimion of Canada (CI.~C). 4~48 l".~.elle Avenue . 
The Teamsters applied to the federal abour board in July 
for a common employee successomhip. Under this con- 
cept, if work is taken away from an existing company and 
passed onto a sister or affiliate company, the employees 
must follow the work. 
Lomak Transport employees are angry Lomak gave the 
Northwood job, which they've done for years, to CLAC 
employees. The latter have agreed to work for approxi- 
mately $3 an hour less in pay and benefit packages than 
the Teamsters. 
Lomak has offered its Teamsters employees work as 
long as they agreed to do it for less money than they were 
used to. 
When the Teamsters refused, they were out of a job and 
went on strike. 
Lomak president Ron Gilbertson said it's a matter of 
Lomak being competitive in the marketplace. 
Gilbertson said all Lomak Transport operations have 
been shut down since June. 
"We can't service our customers," he said. "We're out 
of business.' ' 
Jim Jeffcry, a Teamsters Local 31 business agent, said 
the strike will last until the Teamsters get a decision from 
NOT MUCH has changed since the summer, when 
this picture was taken, concerning a strike by Team- 
sters against employer Lomak. At issue is accepting 
a new contract with a lower rate of pay. 
the board. 
"We're upset with the length of time the board has taken 
to decide," he said. "How long will it take? It's a crystal 
ball." 
Ramsey rumble 
NOTHER RECALL campaign is underway in Prince 
,eorge to remove MLA Paul Ramsey from office. 
The recall petition was to be issued by Elections B.C. 
~day and will give proponent Bob Viergever until Dee. 7 
submit it with more than 8,908 signatures. 
Viergever, who was the Liberal candidate opposing 
amsey i a the 1996 ele~:tion, st~ tee in his petition the 
~venune at is ethical ly ~nd mot ally bankrupt ~md that 
tizens tt ere want to olin inate the; "contrived h~ pocrisy, 
~rruptioz, lies and de~ :eit "epresen: ed by Paul Ran tsey." 
Ramsey condemned the petition as Viergever's partisan 
A
G
today c
to 
R n ction, ates 
governm nt i lly a  r ly and 
ci  here e minate  y crisy, 
cor upti n  ceit re r ted m ." 
attempt to refight he last election and remove the govern- 
ment - -  which he says was not the intent of recall legisla- 
tion. 
D ~,~i 6 Western's new"UNI-MOUNT"snow IE~ . .~;~ plow mount permits the removal of 
I~ '~ i "~~' the  blade, hydraulics and lights 
~ m.~:from the vehicle when it's not being 
used for plowing. 
= .... CALL US TODAY 635-~334 
l ~ L  ~u,o,,~,,,~.~,c~r.~.~_~__ 
~16"41" Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K4  
Mountain Max was conceived 
to be the ultimate powder sled. 
Featherlight and packing a
powerful punch. Yamaha's 
ProAction Plu s System's rigid 
lightweight aluminum chassis 
will amaze you with its ability 
to rise above the rest. And to 
ensure that you have plenty of 
power, you have the choice of 
the SMART Carb TM controlled 
600cc twin or the potent 
700co triple. 
Max out your marks in 1999. 
Purchase any new Yamaha Snowmobile 
before October 31, 1998 and be eligible 
to receive one full year of insurance 
coverage or yamahabucks. 
YAMAHA 
F ~  ~-~",~-._...-_.= @ @YAMAHA 
Ik I ?~ : " i lA : ,V ,  
Ken 's  Mar ine  
4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 635-2909 
Terrace Curling Club 
Ages 10 to 19 "'#~:l' i .' f ': : • . . : . :  , .~;'~'~ : ', ~. ~ .  ~ 
Sign up 
Wednesday, October 21, 1998 
Cost: $25.00 each 
Other leagues are 
filling up fast. 
Don't Be Left Out! 
Phone the Curling Club 
635-5583 
Enter 
Join In The Fun This Weekend at 
we're ~i~ino off the Thanksgiving ~oliday ~ 
in style with a good old fashioned ( ~ . . > ~ ~  
Turkey Shoot Weekend. 
Saturday, October lO 
4TH ANNUAL 
EVENT ON NOW* 
From Oct. 1 to Oct. 31 Only! 
5d; 
RX-V2092 
7-Channel Home Theater 
Receiver 
*Tri-Field Cinema DSP 
.Dolby Digital 
*On screen display 
,';"~ 7~ ":';~, ........ ~ .... ' " RX-V793 
70 MM Movie Theater and 
Sports Programs 
*Dolby Pro logic 
~Dired DSP program access 
RX-V393 
5-Channel Home Theater 
Receiver 
°Dolby Digital Ready 
°6 Channel Discret Inputs 
• Digital Delay 
°Unear Damping 
DVD-S700 
DVD Player 
• Sound Quality Technology 
°DVD/VCD/CD capability 
• lO-bit video D/A coversion 
*Stereo and 6-channel signal 
outputs 
L" > ~: 
CDC-565 
CD Changer with 
PlayXchange 
oplayXchange 
°CD-Tape syncro rec start 
• 1 O-key Direct Track Access 
KX-W321 
Auto-Reverse Double 
Cassette Deck 
• Yamaha 6F Head 
• Dolby B/C NR 
• Two speed dubbing 
• 4 digit tape counter (both decks) 
*We will deduct an amount equivalent to the taxes at time of purchase. 
eit Ave. Terrace 6 4710K h 35-7767 wsA 
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Red-dot lasers 
are dangerous 
STOP PLAYING games with red dot pointers, says a local 
optometrist. Red-dot lasers are a danger to your eyes, says 
Victor l-[awes. 
They're sold in B.C. as cat toys, as a target assist for 
shooters, instructional pointers and kids' toys. 
But Hawes says the laser can be dangerous. 
" I f  it's stared at long enough it can burn a hole in the 
retina." 
Hawes said the effect was the same as staring into the 
sun for a long period of time ~ it can burn out the centre 
of your vision. 
The B.C. Association of Optometrists, to which Hawes 
belongs, recently put out a press release saying the pointers 
can cause eye damage if misused. 
He said the issue came to his attention when Caledonia's 
principal got worried about kids who were shining lasers in 
each other's eyes. He confiscated them and called Hawes. 
Hawe'; thinks the toys are so dangerous they shouldn't be 
sold to anyone under 19 and wants the lasers put in a 
restricted place in the stores. 
Which, said Canadian Tire employee Kenny Doucette, is 
exactly what his store has done. 
The ones they sell are called Copperhead red dot pointers 
and are used as aiming devices on pellet guns. 
"Our in-store policy is to keep them in a locked show- 
case and restrict hem to people over 18," Doucette said. 
OPTOMETRIST VICTOR Hawes is worried that re- 
dot lasers in the hands of young people could lead to 
retina damage. Stores are now resb'icting sales to 
people over the age of 18, 
City bids for 
SEVERAL city councillors are seeking a 
scat on the Terrace and Area Community 
Health Council. 
Councillors Rich MeDaniel, David Hull, 
Ron Van,cries, and Olga Power ~ who is 
a former chair of the Terrace Regional 
Health Care Society that predates the health 
council ~ have all applied. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said council is dis- 
satisfied with the essentially undemocratic 
nature of the health council, which consists 
entirely of government appointees. 
That's led in the past to the accusation the 
body is loaded with NDP supporters who 
are less likely to level criticism at the NDP 
govemment ~ possibly to the detriment of 
local health priorities. 
Before the new health council system 
health seat 
took effect, the health care society elected 
an executive from its membership and local 
government bodies such as city couuell and 
the regional district also sent reps. 
"Nobody's sleeted any more," Talstra 
noted. The city and the regional district 
have continued to name representatives 
who sit in on health council meetings as ob- 
servers, but that's mostly futile, Talstra 
said. 
"They move even faster into in camera 
than at city hail," he noted. "So we're ex- 
cluded from the room, which never used to 
be the case." 
Talstra said council hopes a city council- 
lor will add an elected voice to the board. 
Nominations have been called and applica= 
tions must be in by Oct. 9. 
It's a noisy secret 
closed CITY COUNCILLORS met behind pa 
doors last Friday to debate what to do about "We don't want to run off at the mouth in 
continuing noise complaints about a chip- any direction. There's till complaints com- 
per in the Skeena Cellulose log yard. ing in and we've got to decide what we 
But mayor Jack Talstra would not say want to do." 
what decision might be taken, adding an In camera discussions are normally 
aanoucement could come this week from reserved for matters involving pers0nnei, 
Skeena Cellulose.:. ;*i .;' ptbp~rty I J~'~c't ]d~ con~a~c~'neg~13datJ~: ! " '. . . . .  ' 
Asked why the~dlscussions were held in and legal matters. 
The chipper is operated by Don Hull and 
Sons Ltd. in SCI's Poirier yard. 
Noise complaints in the summer led the 
company to restrict hours of operation and 
to surround the thumping machine with 
large piles of sawdust to muffle the sound. 
camera, he said he felt council should have 
an opportunity to discuss the matter pri- 
vately. 
"It 's of an extremely sensitive nature," 
Talstra said. "We're already in trouble with 
the farmers market and on the skateboard 
I ( IIIWII" .,,.,,.,.,,,,,, 63S.T PS !i
W n er 
Approach ng  
It's Time To Start Thinking About 
Insulated Coveralls. 
If you work out doors, a nice comfortable pair of insulated 
coveralls could mean the difference of getting the job done 
or sitting inside twing to warm up. 
Availabe in cotton, nylon, demim or canvas. 
Best Prices In Town, 
Order Yours Today.* 
Superior 
Linen 
Supply 
4404 Legion Avenue, 
Behind the Bingo Hall 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2838 
e~ 
L ~  19 full colour 
professional " 
quality portraits 
~ , ~  Package  o f fe r :  • 
'~:~ ~ * 1 -8"x10"*  
f!~i i !  * 2 -5"x7"*  
: ..... ~ • qG wa l le t  
: c :  .~! q s i ze  (2x=.) 
~:  : '~: .; ' ! "!. P ckap  offer foal  re! 
: i'i~i~*:il : ; f ra i l  t.,I, . . . . . . .  I plmloo~tu~. • ;~;?i . . . . . . .  : " : • r so lod lon  11 I~ o) 
, : onn IradlllonnU 
ir background. '~ :~: : ' LimitonespecFalofferpersubjsct(s), *Po trait sizes approximate. All ages :i~;~ welcome, minors under 18 years must be accompanied by a parent, Satisfaction guaranteed. A ditional portrail! available atreasonable prices. 
Ze l le r fSk~na Mall, TerraCe ....... 
'~' ' ~" Thur, Od. 15 Fri, Oct. 16 Sat, Oct. 17 
! j~  11-7 11-7 10-5 
Portraits for Chrislmasl Free photo magnet 
with porltait purchase 
Call for appt. 638-1196 
"r' ~U~ .~'f~j .. , 
ANOTHER COMFORTING IDEA 
• October is BC Hydro Power Smart month. The perfect time to make your home more comfortable by adding insulation, 
so the heat stays in and the cold stays out. Do it yourself by visiting your home improvement store, Or we'll explain 
i 
how improved insulation fits into your total home comfort system and put you together with a Power Smart contractor, 
Call us at 540;8883 (in the Lower Mainland) or 1-800-663-0431. You'll feel better. And so will your home. 
Bghydro 
THI  POWER I$  YOURS 
www.bchydro.com 
J 
Package worth $75,000 
City gives retiring exec 
a 'modest thank you' 
BOB HALLSOR worked 
his last day as city clerk- 
administrator Sept. 30, but 
he'll continue to draw full 
pay and benefits until next 
August. 
Hallsor, 57, had announc- 
ed in May plans to take ear- 
ly retirement, likely around 
March 1999. 
But city council decided 
his working days should end 
sooner. 
The agreement reached 
last week sees the 21-year 
veteran in charge of city hall 
take a leave of absence with 
full pay and benefits, except 
for holiday pay, until Aug. 
31 next year. 
Council said the package 
- -wor th  at least $75,000 
based on Hallsor's $85,854, 
a-year salary - -  is to take 
into account unused and ac- 
crued holidays, a normal 
pension plan top-up for ser- 
vice during his probationary 
period, and to serve as a 
"modest thank-you bonus 
in recognition of long-term 
service." 
"He has given us long, 
faithful and excellent ser- 
vice," mayor Jack Talstra 
said Friday. 
Taistra said Hallsor put in 
much unpaid work, many 
"extras" over the years, 
and his long service saved 
the city money and disrup- 
tion that would have oc- 
cur'red had administrators 
moved and been replaced 
every five or six years. 
"We really thought Bob 
deserved a thank you of 
some sort. We didn't want it 
to be too extravagant," he 
said. "We think it's fair and 
reasonable." 
The search for Hallsor's 
replacement is already un- 
derway. The city has ad- 
vertised the position and has 
started to receive applica- 
tions. 
"Some months will go by 
before we _have the • other 
person in place," Talstra 
predicted. 
IT WAS a time for warm words Oct. 2 in the city council chambers as council 
members said their good bye to retiring clerk-administrator Bob Hallsor. That's 
mayor Jack Talstra, left, with Hallsor. He's leaving after 21 years of city service. 
In the meantime, deputy 
clerk/personnel director 
Denise Fisher has taken 
over Hallsor's duties as ac- 
ting clerk administrator, 
with extra pay of $1,000 a 
month. 
The announcement in 
council chambers Oct. 2 
came amid universally 
warm words for Halisor, as 
councillors paid tribute to 
his lengthy service and 
professionalism. 
For his part, Halisor gave 
much credit to his co- ~k ~ ~" 9¢ 
workers on city staff, citing The next person to take 
their cooperative approach the top spot in city hall 
of solving problems. 
" I  can't say enough for 
them," he said. 
Hallsor worked under four 
Terrace mayors - -  Gordie 
Rowland, David Maroney, 
Helmut Giesbrecht and Jack 
Talstra - -  after taking the 
city hall job in 1977. He 
frst came to Terrace in 
1963 as public health in- 
specter. 
Terrace CO OP 
arm & Garden Centre 
FERTILIZER 
9-25 Kg Bags 
25 o. 
line 
E)°soenl z 
I OUll , ,  
• Bag 
 °0ff * Excluding Fall Fertilizer 
won't be called by the old 
title of clerk-administrator 
any more, but rather chief 
administrative officer. 
The name change is part 
of changes included in the 
new Municipal Act. 
Deputy clerk Denise 
Fisher will become known 
instead as deputy corporate 
administrator. 
Check out the incredible select ion of 
New Fall Bulbs In Stock*. 
See our selection of products to 
winterize your trees, shrubs and la 
Hurry! The fall blowout 
sale ends 
Saturday, October 10, 1998 
4617 Greig Ave., Terrace Ph: 635-6347 
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i 
at your service...everyday! 
COME IN AND MEET OUR PHARMACISTS 
SHAUNA IRWIN KAREN HATZL 
PHARMACIST MANAGER PHARMACIST 
FREE PLUS 
"Good heallh clinics =All drug plans accepted 
*Good heahfl centre-pamphlets & videos °Professional care and convenience 
°Prescription delivery =One-stop shopping for all your heahh care needs 
°Blood pressure testing °Personalized, confidential printout of all your 
prescriptions 
I "1 . ~ET TO KNOW YOUR ZELLERS PHA .PJV~CIS.T 
I Bring ,n this coupon and exchange ,t for our pharmacist business card I 
I anarece~ve I 
i 5000 ~ po in ts  I 
I FREE Offer exp Oct. 31/98 I
_1 
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"The Great Escape" Is Coming Soon: 
Are Terrace And Thornhill Residents Ready? 
When you hear the term "The also could save" their lives,' says 'q'he Great Escape" grand prize con- 
Great Escape', images of Houdini and Deputy Chief Rick ,Owens of the test. Everyone who develops a home 
disappearing acts may come to mind. Terrace Fire Department. "If a fire escape plan may submit it to the 
The Terrace and Thornhill Fire breaks out in your home, you and your Terrace Rre Department.,411submitted 
Departments are announcing thai'The family only have a few minutes to entries will be reviewed and one plan 
Great Escape" will take place in ascap•safely. Hame fireescape plan. from Terrace end one plan from 
Terrace and Thomhill this October, but ning and practice nsure that everyone Thomhill will be selected and sent to 
they're not planning ts make local resi- in the household will know how to use NFPA. In November, NFPA will 
dents disappear. In fact, the Terrace that small window of opportunity effec- announce one randomly picked grand 
and Thomhill Fire Deparlments have lively and get out alive.' prize winner, who will receive a trip for 
been working in conjunction with the NFPA, the official sponsor of Fire up to four people to Walt Disney World. • 
non-profit National Fire Protection Prevention Week for more than 70 This grand prize vacation Is sponsored 
Association (NFPA) and fire depart- years, developed "The Great Escape' by KIDDE Safety, the wodd's leading 
ments throughout the United States theme in response to results from its manufacturer d home safely products 
andCanadatoimplementtheflrat-ever 1997 Home Escape Survey that undertheKIDDEandNightbewkbrend 
No~ Amedosn fire drill - 'THE GREAT showed only 16% of respondents who names. 
ESCAPE' - during the 1998 Fire had escape plane actually practised When developing a home fire 
Prevention Week, October 4-10. them. 'These findings demonstrate escape plan please use the "Home 
'The Great Escape" is a concerted that most people are not well prepared Escape Plan & F..nt~y Form' provided in 
effort o get dtizens throughout North if a fire does occur in their home," says this paper. Entries must reach the 
Amedca ctively involved in fire safety, Med-K Appy, NFPA's vice president of Terrace Fire Department, at#3-3215 
sped~ly home scape planning and public education. "Our hope is that Eby Street on or before Wednesday, 
practice. The Terrace and Thomhill 'The Great Escape' motivates people October 14th. 
Fire Departments are strongly enceur- to begin thinking about fire safety in a "The Great Escape" uffere a wealth 
aging all residents of Terrace and positive, proactive way, and to start of opportunities for Terrace and 
• Thomhill to develop home escape practising their home escape plans Thomhill residents of all ages to par- 
" • plans and practice them on regularly, atleast wice a year." ticipate in Fire Prevention Week this = 
• • • • • • • • • • ® • • • • ® • • • • • • • • Wednesday, October 7, at 6 p.m., dur- In addition to "The Great Escape" year', says Deputy Fire Chief Rick • 
• - ~ -- lag "The Great Escape'., • ~ ~ |  ~ I  [~  ........ : fire ddll on October 7th, the Terrace Owens. 'We Io0k f0rward to s h a r i n g .  :: ~ ~ J ~ ~  ~  ~ • • "~l'he Great Escape is a fun activ- and Th0rnhill Fire Departments are these vents with the community and 
• • ity for entire families to parliclpate In inviting Terrace and Thornhill residents urge veryone to join in on the fun.' 
• • during Fire Prevention Week, but it to participate in the North Amedcan 
.+ < + .+~+, :+ + . . . .  ++ + + + +. .+ ~+ ++ + . . . . . .  :++ +M"":+++~ ":'~  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  + '++" . . . .  ~ ] +  " ": +:"+ ~':":~"+'-'++ :":'+' '+'  "" "++ ++:"":' +~!I~D~  :++"~£ " ' "~~: :B l~ i i  ~ ~ I " ~  ................ ">"~ : + "++ +'Ni° ': ~ 
• A Complete Line of Equipment • ++~+m ~:++ ,+ ..... + ,:::,+ +++++ .. + +.,. : :++ 
for Construction, Home & Industry In case of a fire you may not have much time to 4~6 ~wy. 16v/•st Te~ce, B.C. 
: 635-3038 : decide what to do, so it's important to 250-635-7187 
e 2903 Kolum St. Terrace ." KNOW WHEN TO GO:  React Fast To F i re  www.terraceautomall.co~ 
0 0 • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0  • • 
• . Here are some basic safety tips that could save your life! . , .  
1. Keep fresh batteries in your home 4. In heavy smoke conditions, cover 
smoke detectors to maximize potential your nose and mouth with a cloth and 
C ~ p ~ ] ~ , /  escape tirne, get down on your hands and knees. I N T E R I O R S  2. Always rnake note of where fire exils 5. Ifyou're caught inside during a fire, TERRACE 
• ' are located when entering any building, never enter a closed room unless the OFFICE!TERRACE B.c.PRODUCTS INC. 3.,. i i i l f  your clothing catches onl i ',fire' roll door is cool to the touch. ~ ' - ' - "  "-" " • " '-. - - 
, ~ O~) , ,~  ~ '~(~t  4613 LAZELLE AVE.II back and f°rih °nthe floor t° put itout" ~ ~ .  / I  
, ++,  .... . . . . . . .  +,.. ......... ++,. ,+~ -+~, In..l,.,zelle-. ~ve.. T~rrace, P,.C. 
++ +:  +++ + ,+++ + + +. +++ ...... ++ . , , , , , , , ,  
OO~/OOUU 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. ThomhiU Fire Fighters 
250-635-6558 ~ ~ 4652 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 635"4997 
www.terraceautomall.com I ~ 
I+M  WtlIt m-  ' I++++++++!+ + !+ I 
SMOKE DETECTORS +++~++++~!i|~ ~ ( 
i The quickest way to react to fire is by usin.q smokea year. .I,~t~/,/,,/O,R,,~¢,, ' "~  ~ 1 ~ Make sure your smoke alarms are in worl~ing order. Install one ~~iii+ ~ ) 
on each levelof your house and one in eacki bedroom. If they 
• +,  flee are battery operated, store extra batteries and change at least / / /~ , ,~ .  _~.  
Cross off each month you test your smoke alarms and circle ~~,~ ./:. 
when you changed the batteries. 
I~ Cedarland Tire Service • Test your smoEe alarm every month. . ~ 4904 Hwy. 16W, Terrace, B.C. "It, J 
l ~  • Vacuum .regularly to keep them free,,,~+, i~  Terrace:635-6617 Smithers: 847-9172/~,q~ 
4929 Keilh Avenue • Change bcitterles twice a year (If ~ '~ operated), once in Ihe /~-~i  ,2 Kitimat: 632-4444 j ' l  I , '~  
Terrace,5.6B.C.170 I • spring and once in the fall. ~ " : - 
63 ® Purchase. smoke .alarms that. are listed by a recognized testing agency such as Underwriters Laboratories of Canada. (ULC) 
8~P+ 
l l il©tr+, 1 
I e+mmm+ml~:~g 
+mg®aSm® +m 
mmm1~p mmmm m®eg +®~: 
8++'+~+'ml~t~ +am m 
~®m'++® + +  
AIO/   
~" TERRACE STOP n SHOP 
4760 Lake!se Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
i 635-6935 i 
Refills 
and 
Inspections 
ONE 
DAY 
SERVICE 
" • 
4602 Keilh Ave,Terrace, B.C. 
635-7383 
i 
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TYMOSCHUK 
AGENCIES 
5138 Keilh Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-2066 
Shop: 3129 River Dr., Terrace, B.C. 
250-638-1975 
a=mom 
SpeeDee 
Printers 
4554 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Ph. 635-7181 
l 
"THE GREAT ESCAPE" CONTEST 
JUDGING CRITERIA -The 
following Judging Criteria will 
be used when selecting the 
winning Home Escape Plan & 
Entry Form. 
1. All entries must be sub- 
mitted on the NFPA's official 
"The Great Escape" entry form. 
2. Eligible entries include 
only those that are signed by a 
parent/legal guardian stating 
the escape plan has been 
practised by the entrant. 
3. The Plan shall include: 
a) a floor plan showing each 
room in the home; 
b) two marked exits (a doo~ 
and a window) for every room, 
if available; 
c) an outside meeting place 
in front of the home; 
d) a drown path from each 
room to the outside meeting 
place; 
e) the local fire department's 
number (638-8121). 
4. Neatness and legibility 
will be a factor in the Judging 
process. 
DEADLINE - Home Escape 
Plan & Entry Form must reach 
the Terrace Fire Department on 
or before Wednesday, October 
14, 1998. One entry from the 
, • Thornhill Fire-Department and 
; ~ _. one entry from the Terrace Fire 
I m Department will be forwarded 
I B ~ W ~ ~ ' ~ C  I for the grand prize draw on 
I ~ I October 23rd. The winner will 
I Not ' them I be announced at NFPA's Fall i , Meeting inAtlanta, Georgia, on 
I v- , . ,  ~w.  I November 16, 1998. 
l ~ ~  .m,,,,,.,, m PRIZE: One grand prize 
I O~,~) ' / , LY  I I family vacation (maximum four) 
I . . . . . . .  i to Walt Disney World, spon- 
:ll ~ 2900 KERR ST. TERRACE, Bc :ml passes, ing soredmost by will KIDDE meals be warded S fety, and includ- bypark the ,. ,. 
~ , , . NFPA. The winner of the grand 
.~TI=PR TC} Rl=,.'r- R~HT, • ':i:prize will b'e notified by tele- . . . . .  ~ m _ _ _ , - _ _ r ' A L I V E  : ~ ~ ~=, 
• : ; , ,  n . . . . .  pho e and/or by mad and w, II 
Step 1 Install smoke alarms and test them be required to return an affida- 
regu lar ly . ,  vit of eligibility and releases on 
Step 2 Sleep with your bedroom door closed, behalf of winner and guests I 
Step 3 When the smoke alarm sounds, crawl to within 7 days of receipt, or an I 
the door. alternate winner will be I 
Step 4 Check the door. If it is hot or there is selected. The trip must be 
smoke crawl to the second exit. completed by December 31, 
1999. 
Step 5 Get out! Go to a planned meeting place. 
Step 6 Stay outl Call the Fire Department. 
l ,~  ~ a~ be,;w te create a 
Plan & fry F01' I"an°ryour : °''n Home Er<  [n • I showthg two escape routes from 
(Please read ~ Great Escape" contest rules) I each room to the outside. 
Participant Information: (/f,tou are not a student, p/ease write N/A where apprepdateJ 
Name 
School Grade 
City/State/Province "" Country 
Parent Verification: (P/ease type ~pdnt legibty) 
I, confirm that (Nm~  Pz,tumm~nX/t~e C,,~mu~ developed fN=n~ o~c~ 
and practiced the home escape plan below with all members of our household On 
Parent's/Legal Guardlan's/ParUclpant's Signature: . . . .  i 
i 
For Fire Deparl~ent Uae Only:. (Please typeorpflnt/egib~,) 
I, Chief • . confirm that o f . the__  home escape plans • 
(Name #/~ Oepelrm~ O'~e~ ' i'P,~,t~ ~ Pla~) 
submitted to , this is the single wtnnin~ entry bel~ submitted to 
NFPA's "The Great Escape" grand prize contest I can be reached at ( ) 
/PI'~t~ Numb=' ~th Area C~e I',n~ 
My fire department's zip code Is 
For FInD Cbl~m Only-- 
Did you remember to: 
• review thls plan for safety? 
• authorize tills plan with the 
"Sparky's Great Escape" stamp 
I statnp here for entry amJmdzatl~. 
• enter only ONE 
plan from your 
department? 
• fill out all the Information 
requested on this form and 
sl~ your name? 
• confirm that the entrant has 
read and understands the 
contest rules? 
nnnnunnnmi  
mmmmmmmmmml 
Keml~er: P0er your home matm plan i~.lude two uuyf oct of e~ r~+a ~1 m Meefl~ Fbxe oqidc(e? 
ELIGIBLE ENTRANTS - Open to all residents of the U.S. and Canada, except employees of NFPA, KIDDE Safety, American Red • 
Cross, U.S. and Canadian fire departments, and their Immediate families. 
_ . | 
TERRAOE 
3207 Munroe Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6273 
1-800-470-DOLT 
wwvJerrecebuilders.com 
! L ¸  
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-7283 
In 1986 Ricky Olmstead  parents qave him life. 
Ten years later he returned the favour. 
On November 1, 1996, 10-year-old Ricky 
Olmstead smelled smoke, His home was on 
fire. He quickly warned his parents and led 
his brothers and sisters on their hands and 
knees out of the house. Moments later, the 
Surrey Fire Department arrived to find the 
entire family safe outside. Ricky had learned 
about home escape plans thanks to the 
local fire department. 
For the past 13 years McDonald's and 
local fire departments of B.C, have worked 
together to teach children about fire safety. 
Watch for the Learn Not To Burn program 
in your community during National Fire 
Prevention Week, October 4 to 10. 
Ricky Olmstead is glad he took 
part. And so is his family. 
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MP calls it ethnic nationalism 
Treaty fails fairnesss test 
NISGA'A self-government 
is government based on eth- 
nic nationalism, says Skeena 
MP Mike Scott. 
Scott says his overriding 
objection to the treaty now 
set for ratification is not the 
land, cash or resources to be 
handed to the Nisga'a, but 
its government provisions. 
" It 's the self-govermnent 
package that troubles 
people. It really is," Scott 
says, adding that's where 
the treaty breaks from the 
Canadian sense of fainmss 
and equality. 
"We don't unify and iden- 
tify on the basis of ethnic 
nationalism," Scott said. 
"We unify and identify on 
the basis of civic nation. 
alism, a belief that we are 
held together by common 
principles and beliefs." 
Foremost among those 
beliefs, Scott says, is equali- 
ty of status in the eyes of the 
law. 
"We break with that when 
we go to this notion that's 
inculcated in the Nisga'a 
agreement." 
"These pipe.smoking bearded 
socialists philosophizing about what 
ought to be have forgotten the fundamen- 
tal principles •of democracy," Scott says. 
Mike Scot t  
He said special services, 
government, and elections 
only for Nisga'a people mn 
counter to Canadians' 
prinicples. 
Scott says he finds it par- 
ticularly surprising that 
those who fight for equality 
and universality of govern- 
ment programs on other 
fronts turn a blind eye to the damental principles of dem- 
inequality to be entrenched ocraey," Scott says. 
in the Nisga'a treaty. "And as we engage more 
"Glen Clark would be the in these kinds of un- 
fits, one to stand up and democratic adventures, we 
decry a two-tiered health weaken our country." 
care system," Scott says. Ethnic nationalism, he 
"Universality has long says, is alive and well in the 
been the standard of the province of Quebec, where 
socialists in this country, language and other policies 
But not when it comes to are setting people apart and 
this issue." causing discontent. 
He attributes that to a pen- "Good grief, take a look 
chant of the country's elites around the world. Wherever 
to find new avenues for so- yml have people that want 
eial engineering, to practice thnic nationlism 
"These pipe-smoking you have problems, some- 
bearded socialists philo- times severe problems." 
sophizing about what ought The most alarming thing 
to be have forgotten the fun- about the treaty, Scott says, 
are that non-native residents 
don't get a vote in the area, 
that accountability is lack- 
ing, and that jurisdiction in 
some federal and provincial 
areas are permanently hand- 
ed over to the Nisga'a. 
"In the end, in my view, 
the treaty is going to put the 
Nisga'a people themselves 
at the hands of their leader- 
ship without proper tools for 
ensuring democracatie ac- 
countability and with ab- 
solutely no recourse if any- 
thing goes wrong," he said. 
Scott said he could still 
support self-government for 
Nisga'a if it's altered sig- 
nificantly. 
" I  think self-government 
is acceptable provided it's a 
delegated authority, proper 
mechanisms for fiscal ac- 
countability are in place, 
and provided there is a clear 
method of overriding the 
self-government if in fact it 
varies or strays from ac- 
countability to the people 
they're supposed to be 
representing." 
Stewart N ! 
at Wayside Grocery, 
d ecri es All . _ __ . .  a complete line of Northern , 
land " b q~ White Dairy Products. 
loss 
STEWART RESIDENTS 
will tell the provincial 
goverument there is opposi- 
tion in the northwest to the 
Nisga'a land claims treaty. 
They're holding a public 
meeting Oct. 27 and hope to 
present a petition to 
aboriginal affairs minister 
Dale Lovick. 
" I t  is simply wrong for 
h im to say on his trip north 
recently that he hasn't heard 
any opposition," said 
Stewart resident Mike 
Clarke last week. 
"We've got a petition of 
more than 100 names in- 
dicating otherwise." 
Clarke's also the Stewart 
representative on the 
regional advisory committee 
set up by the provincial 
goverument to seek 
opinions on the run up to the 
Nisga'a treaty. 
He's upset that there are a 
number of fee simple sites 
in the Stewart area going to 
the Nisga'a despite objec- 
tions he has raised. 
"We never had any access 
to the final document until it 
was announced as done 
deal," said Clarke last 
week. 
Of the fee simple sites, a 
number are on the Portland 
Canal at places where 
Stewart residek. 
"We've got a petition of 
more than 100 names inde 
places where people go, 
drop their anchor and open a 
beer to get away from it 
all," said Clarke. 
"Our lifestyle will be af- 
fected and we did not have 
any say in the matter." 
Now, with those areas to 
be part of the Nisga'a treaty, 
Clarke fears access will be 
cut off. 
There are also objections 
to a fee simple site at the 
Meziadin Junction which 
could become a Nisga'a-run 
commercial enterprise. 
"That'll be an unfair com- 
petitive advantage to the 
businesses already there," 
said Clarke. 
He and others are also 
worried about a fee simple 
site on Mcziadin Lake as it 
takes in salmon habitat. 
In a letter to Lovick, 
Clarke said the treaty 
doesn't ake into considera- 
tion the opinions of Stewart 
residents. 
"As this treaty does not 
take any land away from 
Terrace and its residents, I 
would be very surprised if 
there were any opposition," 
Clarke wrote to Lovick. 
"Terrace and most of the 
people from that area could 
not care less how much of 
Stewart land is given 
away." 
I t 's  Not  About  T ime.  
• Free airtime on your first 30 calls every 
month, no mattter how long you talk 
• Unlimited free callling each and every weekend 
• First 30 days of usage free. 
• Just 30¢ per minute. $~' Jh/mo.  
Hunters 
I r Tired of gett ing wet all day, 
and all you catch is a cold? 
I "~' Come in to 
" ~" SLICKERS 
and see how we 
can keep you dry! 
We have camouflage 
;"~i~. raingear 
] jus t  for you hunters. 
S LIC KE RS Raingear Warehouse 
4611 Laze l le  Ave . ,  Ter race  635-1364 
Judy's Sewing Corner 
Authorized Pfaff Dealer 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL I 
TERRACE KITIMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
ANNIVERSARY 
. TERRACE I 
STANDARD 
~fERRACE 
#1 1 5 Scott Vanderlee 
delivering the Terrace 
Standard since August 1991. 
The Terrace Standard is proud to 
announce that Scott is our Carrier 
for the month of May. 
Would you like to nominate your carrier as "Carrier of the Month?" 
If so, call our Circulation Deparlment at 638-7283.  
Sponsored by: 
~:' ~ ~:. ,~::.. ~. 
~ ........... .~,. . ..... ~.~ ....... ~ i f "  ..~::, 
' r l¢-,~ ...... ~ / , J /~  ~ ...... ~ 
Due to the Thanksgiving Holiday on October 12 
STANDARD 
will have early deadlines to meet our press deadlines. 
THURSDAY, OCT. 8 T" at 4:00 p.m. 
T,E R R A [C!E I 
PHONE STANDARD 638-7283 
FAX 638-8432 
All Display And Classified Display Advertising Copy 
and word classifieds for the 
OCTOBER 1#"Terrace Standard is 
3210 CUNTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5112 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Call 310-SPOT (7768)for take-out from your favourite White Spot. 
"Offer expires No~[ 30. No eash i.al,e. 
Not redeemable with ate' other promotional offer. 
Offer valid at hsted Iotation only ,~ter I l:OO am. 
Triple "0" a-Go-Go. 310 SP T 
B Informed: Ceiling plan and $49.95 Nok a 252 phone based on.12.month contract. New cuatomi=¢ ,~nly OAC ........................................................................................ " ........................................ ;.;.;.~;~.;.~;~;.:~.~.~:.:.:o~:.:.:,,:.:.:.:.:.:+~<,x.:.x.:.~x¢~:.~ • , . Free slrtlme applies to Ioc81 calls only. Monthly service free, long distance charges and taxes extra. Annual system access fee of $48 applies. Cancellation fee applies. Limited time offer. 
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About 
L iquor  p lan  
suppor ted  
A REQUEST for a liquor 
licence for a proposed ance 
cabaret behind Home 
Hardware has the support of 
city council. 
Councillors said they had 
no objection to Harold 
Daumont's proposal to open 
an cabaret/dance studio later 
this fall at 4818 Highway 16 
West, formerly the Cactus 
Flower Dance Studio. THE CRUSHER: B.C. Liquor Store manager Brian Axwo.~,y feeds an empty Iiq- 
Daumont indicates the uor bottle into a glass crushing machine set up in the store s warehouse. It's part 
business would run Monday of the new deposit/refund system to recycle liquor and wine containers. Axworthy 
to Wednesday evenings as a is the new manager of the store, arriving last month. But he's no stranger to the 
dance studio, teaching tap northwest, having spent the previous 25 years in Prince Rupert. 
dancing, country two-step 
dancing and ballroom danc- Liquor stores expand ing. From Thursday to Sat- 
urday it would become a 
booze bottle recycling cabaret featuring live bands performing country and 
classic rock. 
The class C liquor licenco 
Daumont is seeking doesn't 
require the public hearings 
and extensive public consul- 
tation when a neighbour- 
hood pub (class D)l iquor 
licence is requested. 
Polishing up 
OLD WINE and liquor bottles are now 
worth money if you take them back to the 
B.C. Liquor Store. 
The deposit/refund system for beer bottle 
recycling has been expanded to take in all 
wine and liquor containers effective Oct. 1. 
Alcohol buyers have been paying deposits 
on beer, cider and other containers for al- 
most 30 years now. 
The B.C. Liquor Stores' new "Bring 'Em 
Back" now includes every product sold in 
liquor stores. 
A glass crushing machine and containers 
are now in place at the Terrace store to 
handle the flow of bottles expected to be 
returned. 
All the collected materials will be pro- 
cessed an d recycled into products uch as 
fibreglass insulation, construction 
materials, fabric and paper products, the 
Liquor Branch says. 
Customers will pay 10 cents deposit on 
containers one liter or less and 20 cents for 
larger sized bottles. 
The new regulations apply to all wine and 
spirit continers, including glass and plastic 
bottles, miniature bottles and even 
cardboard wine casks. 
There's a limit of 24 containers per 
customer per day that will be accepted at 
the liquor store. Any more than that, and 
recyclers are asked to take them to the Ter- 
race Bottle Depot. 
When returning containers, customers are 
asked to leave the labels on but to remove 
caps and corks and ensure leftover liquid is 
emptied. 
Like most recycling programs, this one 
isn't expected to come close to recovering 
its costs. 
Liquor distribution branch spokesman 
Leslie Myers said the anticipated cost of the 
program is $4 million a year. 
About half of that comes from the cost of 
extra work within the stores and half from 
the costs of processing and transportation. 
Money to be raised from sale of the 
crushed glass, plastic and cardboard 
gathered is estimated at $500,000, Myers 
said. 
ONE LOCAL business is 
finding its getting more 
clients from Prince George. 
Performance Plating and 
Polishing owner Chris' 
James said the more busi- 
ness from Prince George he 
gets helps buffer any 
downturns in this area. 
The company plates 
chrome, gold and silver 
among others and polishes 
items such as silverware and 
restored bumpers. 
Feed time 
THERE's a new feed store 
for livestock and pets open . . . . . . .  
in Thornhill. 
Urban Acres, located on 
at 3382 Old Lakelse Lake 
Drive at Thornhiil Creek, is 
being run by Shirley Kyle 
and her daughter Jody Kyle. 
They're offering a full line 
of grain, feed, and pet food. 
MacPhail cancels visit here 
meat's fiscal plan, and ~seek 
comment on local economic 
conditions and local busi- 
ness issues. 
Instead, MacPhail has can- 
celled and is instead taking 
a trip to Malaysia, according 
to a statement issued Thurs- 
NORTHERN B.C. chamber 
of commerce r ps expressed 
disappointment af er finance 
minister Joy MacPhail can- 
celled a planned visit here. 
The trip was to see her 
speak about B.C.'s econom- 
ic situation, the govern- 
BI Steak & Seafood Grill 
Where good ~ ~  
[r~encls meet ~ ~ ~  
SEE YOU. ~~~=~~~;:::,.~,~=.~:~ .... ?~.~.~" ~ 
TONIGHT ,~ , .~ ,  
EVERY FRI &SAT 
PRIME RIB N IGHT , 
~jD Dinner: Sun-Thurs - 5-10, Fri-Sat - 4-1 
"~, ,~ [S teak  ~ 4 2Lun~ h:Tue'Fri'11-2 
D 33 Lake se Ave., Terrace, 
~. / .~ .L  Seafood  635-9161 
day by the chambers inter-  
race, Prince Rupert, 
Smithers and Fort St. John. 
"Obviously the input of 
the northern electorate on 
these critical issues has been 
down-graded by the minis- 
ter," the statement said. 
INSIDE PASS.aGE 
PORT HARDY - PR INCE RUPERT 
There will be a schedule change 
on the Inside Passage route between 
Port Hardy and Prince Rupert from 
Sunday, September 27 to Friday, October 16 (inclusive). 
For complete schedule information, please give us a call at 
1-888-BC FERRY 
E5 
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Terrace's 
Own 
[~,~ ~~-7117 To Order Ahead! ~ l  
Need help with your 
Business? 
D 
)) 
If you're thinking of starting a 
new business... 
or need help with your 
existing business... 
16/37 Community Futures 
can assist you with: 
• Free Business Planning 
• Business Counselling, 
(financial, marketing) 
' .  Self Employment Benefits Program 
• Business Loan program 
! i! 
.4  " : 
k 
Drinking Driving 
/!,i. /
ac',i~rl,,,o to ,,nV,,"ve~::"-,: !"i-~, '~.i-h~I~"~BRITISH ..... .-.: ... ~- .. I~,I~,G. i : r'~l I 11~,'II21A 
• j;'il'o~ ~,,~b.,,/t., l .all  V' i i,~pnla" i
, t t 
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,. James W. Radelef Lov,ck wants fast OK RADELET&COMPANYaarriSt~rs&Sdkitors 
Tax Law ° Trusts, Corporate & Commercial for the Ni ga'a t ty 1330 -1075 Wed Georgia Slreet, V.n¢ouver, B.C, Y6E3¢? s rea  . Phone: 604.689.0878 Fox: 604.689.1386 
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THE NISGA'A debate in must cast ballots in favour 
the B.C. legislature could for the treaty to pass. ~ B0×22, Odober 14, 1998 7:30 pm 
come as early as mid- Once that's over, the ball IMPROVING "li~rrace,8.C. MaJ0rCreditCatds 
November. is then in the court of the ~ YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted Don Hull & Sons  Office 
Aboriginal affairs minister province and federal ODDS . 
Dale Lovick hopes a special government. BEAm" AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is 
session of the legislature Introducing federal legis- ~NnSmO~ CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 3998 Desiardines St., Terrace 
held solely to ratify the lation to implement the 'rOUNO '^noN #1KILLER For more  information 
f 
Nisga'a treaty could get un- Nisga'a treaty might not be Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send Phone Brian McNoir 
derway after Remembrance as quick as what might hap- your donation to the address above, 'along with the name Day and go "right .p to pen in Vi~toria, says Ual. 635-1854 
Christmas if need be to get calm Bernard, the press ee- and address and the name and address of the next'of' 
it done." retary for federal Indian Af- " kin, for an acknowledgement card. New Members Welcome 
fairs minister Jane Stewart. , ,, The province would hold 
off until the Nisga'a have The legislation is rec0g- C a n w o o d  S o l i d  P i n e  F u r n i t u r e  
O On D isp lay  
October  5 to  11 in  the  
Skeena Ma l l  
ratified the treaty - -  some- nized as a priority, but the 
thing that could happen on timing of its introduction 
Nov. 6-7 if Nisga'a people will be measured against 
vote for the deal in suffi- other business being con- 
cient numbers in a dueted by Parliament, he 
referendum that weekend, said. 
The first ratification Dale Lovick m it is, legal experts are 
hurdle for the treaty comes not yet finished writing the 
legislation, Bernard added. 
this week, however, to send the deal to And as with all bills, it'll 
The Nisga'a are holding a referendum in November. 
special assembly in Lakal- require not only debate in 
zap (Greenville) this week If  that happens, the the House of Commons but 
! debating issues raised in referendum will be the true examination by a committee 
community consultations test of whether the Nisga'a of MPs before it goes 
that took place over the last • support the treaty. More through a final vote. 
mouth in each village and than 50 per cent of all It must then be considered 
urban local. Nisga'a eligible to voie - -  by the Senate and, ultimate- 
The assembly culminates not just the ones who show ly, given Royal Assent by 
Friday in a vote on whether up on referendum day - -  the Governor-General. 
Focus groups like treaties 
widespread support for a 
referendum, with people in 
the groups calling the is~-ue 
too complex to be boiled 
down to one question. 
newspapers 
right in your backyard 
~NA 
C..ad~,° Co=...,t, Sponsored by- Totem's Countrywide Furniture & Appliances. 
Newspapers Association 
/: .? ~ 
~ 
BCTEL  in t roduces  a who le  new way tobuy  
Local residential line 
¢ j~ 60 minutes pre-pald long distance 
within Canada 
3 SmartTouch'" Personalized 
Call Management services 
• Ter race  $38.B5  • K inmat  $36 .95  
~hone serv ices•  
Now there's a way to buy your basic phone services together at 
one low monthly price. It's called the Value Bundle. And it's the 
first of its kind in Canada, The Value Bundle is designed to give 
you maxtnmm value on your basic residential services with the 
simplicity of one low price, And it's just the first of many innovative 
new Bundles you'll soon see from BC TEL. Talk to ,I representative 
today about your BC TEL Value Bundle. 
THERE'S GENERAL sup- 
port for land claims settle- 
ments in B.C., indicates a 
series of focus groups con- 
ducted the early part o f  Au- 
gust for the federal govern- 
ment. 
Angus Reid, a national 
opinion research eompany, 
gatheredpeople together in' 
Vancouver, Prince George, 
Victoria and Terrace just 
days before the Nisga'a 
treaty was initialed Aug. 4 
in New Aiyansh. 
Focus groups are con- 
ducted differently than are 
opinion polls. The latter are 
intended as a snapshot o f  
opinion while the former 
i 
gives people a chance to 
speak more about a specific 
issue. 
A draft report prepared by 
Angus Reid indicates those 
in the focus groups want 
more information about land 
claims and appeared 
satisfied once their ques- 
tions had.he,if answered. 
Thee report also suggested 
people don't want a general 
one size fits all settlement 
package. Instead they prefer 
that specific claims be nego- 
tiated under specific 
mandates given by the fed- 
.eral government to its nego-. 
tiators. 
And there wasn't 
Available to single line residential customers only. Rates apply to direct-dialed residential calls placed from Canada only to destinations within Canada, 'Price may vary depending 
on where you live. SmartTouch is a trademark of Stentor Resource Centre, BC TEL is a licensed user, Some restrictions apply. Please call for details. 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
You are here 
y ou know those simple maps found in shopping malls or zoos that have "You are here" 
marked on them? I find them so 
helpful. 
As soon as you find the little box with 
"You are here" in it, you can orient your- 
self. You can see that the chocolate shop is 
three stores away, for example, or that you 
need to swing a left at the elephants if you 
want to see the monkeys and gorillas. 
It would be so useful if we could have a 
"You are here" map for life in general, not 
just for the small things like the West Ed- 
monton Mall, but for larger things like How 
to Maintain Democracy. Wouldn't that be 
handy.'? 
Let's say we could make a map like that. 
To orient ourselves in time, first we'd have 
to include the fact that Diana, Princess of 
Wales died just over a year ago, because 
I'm pretty sure historians of the future will 
argue that her death marks the beginning of 
the end of the monarchy. So there's that 
milestone. 
Next, a bit further away from our box 
marked "You are here" is the Quebec 
referendum of October 1995. That's when 
so many people voted Yes that they almost 
didn't get a majority of people voting No, 
thereby expressing a very clear and 
emphatic Maybe to the whole question. 
Closer to our box marked You are here 
we have the two Recall Campaigns of 1998 
in which we apparently decided not to un- 
decide something we had previously de- 
cided. So there's that decision. 
Geographically, our "You are here" box 
is just under all the maps of the Nisga'a 
lands being shown on national ' IV and in 
magazines and newspapers around the 
world. We here were practically famous for 
our fifteen minutes, while journalists passed 
through Terrace on their way to the story. 
Just downstairs from us is the campus of 
UBC, where pepper spray was aimed at 
television camera operators and students 
with placards reading "Freedom of 
Speech." The PM says now he had never 
heard of pepper spray, which might be true 
as he probably doesn't hike around here too 
much, even in his spare time. 
Fairly far away from our "here"  box, two 
provinces over, we have the birthplace of 
the late great reporter Eric Mailing, who 
died after complications form a brain 
hemorrhage, on September 28, 1998. 
Democracy in Canada becomes more 
fragile with his loss. During "IV coverage 
of the 1988 federal election, Mr. Mailing 
said a Saskatchewan riding he was familiar 
with had been won by the NDP. Peter 
Mansbridge chastised him live, with his left 
hand chopping the air, saying, "Eric, now, 
Eric. CBC has not yet declared that official- 
ly." 
Our Eric just laughed. He was right in the 
end. And now we're going to have to strug- 
gle along without him, which is unfair. He 
was 52 years old. 
Then quite far to the south and east of our 
"here" location is the last available site on 
the National mall in Washington, D.C., 
where the planned construction of the Mu- 
seum of the American Indian has been 
halted. A rift between the Smithsonian In- 
stitute and Canadian-born Metis architect 
Douglas Cardinal may yet be repaired. 
Scheduled for completion in 2002, the Mu- 
seum is meant to be a symbol of forgive- 
ness and healing. 
This is a very crude and simplified map, 
of course, and it is not to scale. Still, here 
we are, shortly after the deaths of Diana 
and Eric, shortly before the millennium bug 
will hit and shut down all or none or some 
of our most vital computers. 
Here we are, north even of Hollywood 
North, west of almost every place else in 
the country, and just south of a neighbour- 
hood that has captured more attention than 
any of us are used to. 
Oh, sorry. This kind of map 0ely tells you 
where you are, not where you might like to 
go. If it were up to me, though, l 'd take us 
straight to the chocolate and skip the 
primates. 
KARAOKE: (Left) Hal Stedham lets himself go sing- 
Ing "Just a gigolo"at George's Pub last Thursday 
night. (Above) Pat Colgan sings a mean version of 
"Peggy Sue." 
Born to be rock stars 
By day he's an administrator for the Kitselas 
native band. But by night Hal Stedham is THE 
KING. 
The karoake king. 
It's a well .dese,tye_d....tjfle con.side.rjng.h¢, s up
on stage belting out karaoke tunes four nights a 
week. He started singhlg five years ago. 
Nowadays he's so keen he  goes to karaoke 
nights at George's Pub on' Thursdays, the 
Thonlhill Pub on Fridays and Hanky Panky's on 
Sundays and Mondays. 
In fact, he loves it so much that he bought his 
own karaoke machine so he can sing at home, 
too. 
"If  I can't go to karaoke I suffer from with-' 
drawal," he laughed. "It's addictive." 
Stedham really knows how to work the crowd. 
Singhlg his favourite song "Just a gigolo" (by 
David Lee Roth) he dances, pumps the mike 
and gets the audience to sing along with him. 
He said songs like "New York, New York" 
(Sinatra) were easy crowd-pleasers. He said he 
also does a mean rendition of Neil Diamond 
songs that make the ladies swoonl 
At Christmas, he and his wife Barbara are 
going to Las Vegas, not to gamble but to sing 
under the big city lights. 
HesaidJhey've been to karoake bars that play 
until 6 a.m. 
"They have to throw us out," he said. 
better he sings. 
Most people at George's Pub August 1 agreed 
that alcohol plays a big part in how they sound. 
"The first song I sang was crappy because I 
didn't have enough to drink,"• saidCarol Pup 
cell, a visitor from Edmonton. 
Purcell said that being a professional singer 
When asked why he likes karoake so much, was always her dream, and karoake makes her 
Stedham said, "It relaxes me. It's the only thing feel like she's the real McCoy. 
I can do to take my mind offwork." 
For most people, karaoke isn't exactly calm- 
ing. 
Singing in front of an audience still~makes Jon 
Blake sweat. 
He's been singing at the Northern for a year 
- -  ever since friends coerced him to sing a 
Beatles ong one night. 
"I'm a karaoke junkie," he laughed. "I never 
realized I could sing, but people clap. I don't 
know if its just out of kindness or what." 
To Jan, karaoke is a good stress-buster. 
But he admitted the more drinks he has, the 
She goes to karoake bars at least once a week 
back home and she didn't want to miss out 
while she's here. 
Karaoke has been a hit in Terrace since Jaquie 
Munson brought he first karaoke machine to 
the Northern Motor Inn (George's Pub) in 1990. 
"It was a new craze and I thought we could 
have a lot of fun with it," she said. 
But Munson said it didn't get really popular 
until 1992, when the bar would be packed with 
closet rock stars. 
"It brought people out of the shower," she 
said laughing. 
Mental illness conference 
helps break the cycle 
Learning about men- 
tal illness could save 
a friend's life. 
AN ORGANIZER OF a conference on 
mental illness in Terrace Oct. 23-24 says 
the seminars will teach people more about 
mental diseases and how to help those in 
anguish. 
"You have to have the knowledge and 
infonnation to stop the cycle of suffering 
of people with schizophrenia,"said Josette 
Graham. 
Graham said that had she recognized the 
early warning signs of schizophrenia nher 
son Marshall, perhaps she could have 
stopped him from committing suicide last 
year. 
"In hindsight I would have done things 
differently if I had known more about he 
disease," she said. 
She explained that the signs were there, 
but she couldn't see the cycle Marshall 
was going through because she didn't have 
knowledge of the disease. 
"His depression became more than wc 
realized and more than his friends real- 
ized," she said. "Flags were out but we 
didn't sce them or recognize them." 
For example, when Marshall told her 
that he heard voices in his head (a com- 
mon symptom of schizophrenia), she ad- 
mitted everyone has voices in their head. 
What she didn't realize was that his voices 
were instructional. And when Marshall 
started doing drugs and began distancing 
himself rom friends, she assumed itwa~ a 
teenage phase he was going through. 
"It wasn't hat we did anything wrong," 
Graham said, "we just weren't educated 
enough." 
Since schizophrenia is very complex to 
diagnose, many families go through the 
same kinds of problems Graham and her 
family went through. 
She explained that she's helping to bring 
the conference here because more in- 
formation and education on mental 
illnesses gives people a better course for 
treatment of those suffering. 
She said the conference will teach people 
how to look for symptoms of 
schi~phrenia and how to break the cycle 
of suffering, provide strategies for families 
coping with the disease and how to deal 
with mental illness with or without addic- 
tions. 
"Information really helps people cope," 
Graham said. 
According to Heather Baxter, B.C. 
Schizophrenic Society regional coor- 
dinator, seven per cent of the population in 
B.C. suffers from severe mental illness. A 
further 30 per cent can be touched by 
episodes of metal illness. 
"Your mind is an incredible thing," she 
said. "We don't know the cause of mental 
illness and their isn't a definite cure." 
Baxter said mental illness strikes one 
person in 100. Schizophrenia could happen 
to anyone. Some people, she said, have a 
one episode of mental illness or 
schizophrenia and recover. 
"Those are the lucky people," she said. 
"Most people have it for life. They be- 
come debilitated (lose social skills and 
have problems thinking properly.)" 
Speaking at the conference will be Lois 
Boone (minister of Chddrcn and Families), 
Jeamne Richard Harris (addictions-mental 
illness-youth), Dr. Teresa Sande (child 
psychiatrist), Yvonne Henderson (con- 
sumer education BRiDGES and consumer 
support, Schizophrenia, Inc.), Heather 
Baxter, Eileen Callanan and Marg 
deLange, 
The conference takes place October 23- 
24 at the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, 
LITERACY: Eberle Balfour is in charge of a new 
family literacy program to help get preschool chil- 
dren reading before they start school. 
Parents teach 
children to read 
ATrENTION PARENTS: It's important o get your 
preschool children reading as soon as possible, says 
Emily Balfour, Terrace's new family literacy coor- 
dinator. 
She's launching a five month literacy program, 
funded by the federal and provincial governments, for 
parents who don't know how to get their children (aged 
3-6) interested in reading at home. 
"It's important that children learn to enjoy reading 
when they're young, so once they start school they're 
off and running," she said. "' 
Reading at home, Balfour said, will introduce chil- 
dren to the school atmosphere, teach them how to listen 
and get them interested in the magic of story time. 
If you are interested in the new literacy program, call 
Eberle at the Terrace Public Library. The program 
starts at the beginning of next month and runs until 
Dec, 15. Classes, which are free, will be held in various 
primary schools around Terrace. 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
I . I 
A Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S. 
AGIGI 'S PUB presents KINGFISH, a 
local five-piece rock n' roll band. THE 
LOUNGE features a variety of sports 
on big screen 'IV. 
COMEDY 
ATERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY 
PRESENTS: VANCOUVER 
THEATRE SPORTS. See BC is an im- 
provised sketch comedy that satirizes 
the. personalities, programs and the 
news stories we watch on television. 
Presented Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. Tickets at 
Erwins's House of Fine Jewellers in the 
mall. 
FOR KIDS 
MUSIC 
ATHE TERRACE MUSICIAN'S AS- 
SOCIATION presents Andrew and the 
Oldtimers at a Coffee House Saturday, 
October 17. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
Admission is $4 for members, $6 non- 
members and $2 for children under 12. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
AMR. DRESSUP ISCOMING TO 
TOWN Saturday, October 10 with his 
musical friends Jim Parker, Lance 
Anderson and special guest Dudley the 
dragon. Showtimes are 1 p.m. and 3 
p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets 
on sale at Sight and Sound'for $10.50. 
BOOKS: 
AMisty River Books' 
September Bestsellers: Fiction 
1. From Stone Orchard, by Timothy 
Findlay 
2. Red Shoes, by Robert Sullivan 
3. Bird.song, by S. Faulks 
4. Stories from Vinyl Care, by Stuart 
Maclean 
5. Cold Mountain, by Charles Frazier 
6. West by Northwest, by David Stouek 
7. White ~Bone, by Barbara Gowdy 
8. Visible Worlds, Marilyn Bowering 
9. Any Known Blood, by Lawrence Hill 
10. Famished Road, by Ben Okri 
Misty Rivers' 
Top Canadian Bestsellers 
1. Pioneer Legacy, by Norma Bennett 
2. On South Mountain, by 
Cmise\Griffiths 
3. My Valley's Yesteryears, by Floyd 
Frank 
4. Geology of Northwest Mainland, by 
Allen Gottsfeld 
5. Wilderness Beginnings, by Rose 
Hertel Falkenhagen 
6. Vancouver Boyhood, b~t Robin Wil- 
liams 
7. George Little Founder of Terrace, by 
Belle Watt 
8. Lighthouse Chronicles, by F lo  
Anderson 
9. On Island Time, by Hilary Stewart 
10. Curve of Time, by Blanchet 
Multiple sclerosis usually 
strikes people aged 20 to 40, 
in the prime of their lives. 
Hultiple Sclerosis 
Soclety of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
i i  I :? . : i ;  : ; . . . . .  . . : :  : 
The best in 
sports, food 
and live music 
Tuesday To Saturday 
Thursdays 
Tough Times Thursdays 
2 for I Beverage Feature! 
Live Music & Karaoke 
REMEMBER! 
Our courtesy van will pick up and 
drop off your party at Georges Pub. 
!i ~:ii:: ~ :~ • : !: i/:/:i ¸¸  ~i :/i?:~i:iil : ~i!::~i!ili~!:i:;i!i!il/i!iii:i!!ii~i~i  iii~ 
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THE TERRACE AND DISTRICT. KERMODE FRIENDSHIP The writers Guild will be meeting CHALKY'S BILLIARDS pool month. For more info call Peggy at 
COMMUNITY SERVICES presents, SOCIETY presents Oct. 8 from the last Tuesday of every month in tournament held Sundays at 2 p.m.. 635-5887 or Mike at 635-4043. 
Mother's "nine off. All mothers are 1:30- 3:30 p.m. an informational the Library at 7:3O p.m. Very in- starting Sept. 27. There is a $10 entry , TERRACE YOUTH ACTION 
Society meets the second Monday of I. ." 
each month at the Skecna health unit at ! .i 
7:30 p.m. If  you're interested in sup- '.'i 
porting youth projects and the:~ , ~ 
skateboard park, please attend. For " 
welcome to come with their.children session on Legal Aid services by formal get together to share in- tee. Address: 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
to the Knox United Church Monday Shidey Gray at the Kermode ' formation and give positive en- 
to Friday from 10-11:30 a.m.,For. .... Friendship Center at 3313 Kalum :couragement. .. TERRACE BAHA'I. community of- 
more information call Trish or Ivy at St. Everybody.welcome. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i :~ ...... fers weekly classes in spiritual educe- 
635-4147' • ..... .......... . ........ i :  ' WEEKLY  MEET INGS'  ~on for children. For mo~'e'info call 
Friday, Oct. 16 635-4595. 
YOUTH PARUAMENT: Are you 
between 16-21 years of age? Inter-, 
ested in developing leadership, 
public speaking skills and learning 
about the parliamentary procedure? 
Then you should join the 70th BC~ 
Youth Parliament. Held at the 
Legislature Buildings in Victoria 
Dec. 27-31. For more information 
contact Jeff by Oct. 20 at 635-3259., 
FREE INTERNET LESSONS are 
available at the Terrace library from 
Tuesday-Thursday 1-9 p.m. Les- 
sons are for one hour one-on-one. 
Call the library 638-8177 to book an 
appointment. 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN SEA- 
SONAL GATHERING OF FOODS: 
If you don't want your rhubarb, fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
muniUes. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter. 
Games, B.C. Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices, 
affecting your community are made 
- -  and be part of that decision- 
making process. For more Informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www,youth.gov,bc.ca 
WOMEN WEIGHT LOSS SUP. ~ 
PORT GROUP: Anyone Interested 
in forming a group, call Kdstin 789- 
9990. 
TERRACE PARENT SUPPORT 
CIRCLE (formerly Parents in 
Crisis): Are you a parent over- 
whelmed by Isolation, in the midst 
of family cdsls, with a very difficult 
child? Need to talk to someone? 
Call Anna ~35-2152 or Darlene 
638-1863. Confidential weekly self- 
help group meetings available. 
• TERRACE PUBUC LIBRARY will " more information call Maureen at 638- 
be holding a book sale Friday, Oct. FRIDAYS TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 0263. 
16 from 5-9, Saturday, Oct. 17 from THE TERRACE WOMEN'S meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- The Terrace Standard offers the 
10-5 p.m., and Sunday, October 18 ~ RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a los- days at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You com.munit 2 calendar as a public set- 
from 1-5 p.m. For more info call bian drop-in during lunch hour, the ;don't need to bring your own set to vice to its readers and community or- 
638-8177. , first Friday of each month. For more " play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch ganizations. 
info call 638-0228. at North Sparks and Hailiwell (beside This column is intended for non. 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS REGISTRA- Heritage Village and the Kin Hut). profit organizations and those vents 
"rION takes place at the Skeena SATURDAYS Beginners and all ages welcome, for which there is no admission 
Mall 6:3028:30 p.m. For more info ' FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
call Jo at 635-7936. (genealogy) at the Church of Jesus MONDAYS fore each event. 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- We ask that items be submitted by 5 
Monday, eeL 19 days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS p.m. on the Timrsday before the issue 
, TERRACE CHURCHES FOOD from 7-10 p.m. CLUB meets at its new clubhouse on in which it is to appear. 
, BANK opens its doors Oct. 19 for the Thornhiil Community Grounds Submissions s/muM be typed or 
. the first food distribution of the sea- SUNDAYS every fbst and third Monday of the printed neatly. 
son. Center is at 4634 Walsh Ave. '. 
Food bank operates from Oct. 19- 
22 from 1-3 p.m. It is important o 
bring your id card and your 
dependants id cards, Donations of 
food and money can be made 
through your local churches and 
through Overwaitea and Safeway 
. stores with the B.C. sharing 
coupons. There is a food drop off uan  Y0u I'r0anm0cyanlalns! 
box in the customer services area 
of these stores. Forn?er cardiac surgeon Dr. Robert Wi[lix is doing research 
on the treatment and prevention of diseases-even a~ing, 
Tuesday, October 20 usinq antioxidanls. To ;llustrate the power of antioxidants, 
TERRACE L ITTLE THEATRE ~n 's~==-  ~fs~*,*e:. Will& gives the example of a bacteria that can survive in 
AUDITIONS for Norm Foster's sl~m Mark Ma~eeMedcoDee~e radioactive waste water. One o[ the ways that radioadlvi~ kills most lib forms is by releaslnq cascades of flee radicals. 
Date & Time of Birth: Dale & 1line ofglr~: The bacteria Ihat surv*'ve are ab']e to neutralize these free 
"Motor  T rade"  at the McCol l  september 13,1998 at 4:43 p.m. September 16,1998 = 8:25 p.m. radicals ~Fause ~ey, generate 50 times higher levels of anti- 
Playhouse at 7 p.m. October 20-21. Wd~ 7 Ibs l0 oz. Scc Mile WeigM: 6 Ibe 7 oz. Sex: Femh oxidants than other boderia. As we live in a world loom- 
For more information call Gordon z,=~t= lgm a Mark h',/~ra Parents: Cr~eea Cah~ quack barded with toxins, it makes sense to choose foods and sup- 
plements upplyin¢l the full range of antioxidanls. 
Oates at 638-0096, t 0 Many bloflavonoi~]s are natural antioxidants. One group oF 
bJ~s Name: Baby's Name: bioflavonoids, called proanthgcyanldins , are 10raven [ree 
Thursday ,  October  22 ~Jacob A lle~ Hall ~mmlOb'ae Pinto Dos Rets radical scavenqers-at least .50 times more pgwerful than vita- 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA-  l)mallmefBirth: i~te&11m¢ofSirth: min E and 2"0 times more powerful than vitamin C. 
TION workshop at 7 p.m. In the Ii- Sep~nber 14, 1998at2:48 P.m. September 11,1998 =8:37a.m. Proanthocyanldins are the brightly colored p.igments found in 
brary board room. Topics covered FeW- 8 Ibe 4 oz. Sea: Male Wel~t: 11 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male fresh fruit and vegetables. Grape seed is Jhe richest known source o[ readily available proanthocvanid ns. These water 
in the workshops include the impact ~t= Healher &Richard l~weuts: I)anldAngeh &lYado soluble antioxidants are rapidly abser'bed by the body and 
of separaUon on you end your chil- oo6P.~ have been used for more than two decades in Europe. The 
dren, strategies to help families ad- ~ e effe,ds~ientificalJy'd°cumentedhave been observed.Stu ies are substantial and no side 
just to the changes, the new child ~n's Nine. ~ Name: Bilberry is another well known source of these bioflavono ds, 
support  guidelines, and effective DInoJull~C~olllll EdumJodChlsholm which have been shown in clinical trials to improve capillar X 
& 11me of Birth: i )~  & 11me of Birth: .tpxicity to such an .extent hat even the delicate membranes of 
ways to communicate. To register September16,199~atS:40~Jn. SeptemberlZ, 1998atS:08¢m. theeyqaretortified. 
Proanthqcyanides oatrol your bocly , protectina it from free or for more info call 1-888-456- wd~e61be6oz Se=M£e Wdl~t: 101bs Sex: Male radical damage, l~ey also help improve overall health, and 
2876. i~,~t~ Ces~do & Vaae~ C~ol~lll Parents: Dee dzLdto~ the body's repair system and increase tissue flexlbilily. 
Friday, October 23 
BCSS NORTHERN CONFER- Get A 
ENCE at the Pentecostal Assembly Free  PURIFIED 
presents Breaking the cycle: mental 
illness-addictions-youth-relapse. BUt"fLED WATER 
Speakers Dr, Teresa Sande 
' (psychlatflst), Jeanne Richard Baby Gift. tess  than  79 cents 
Harris (addictions.mental health), 
Mars deLange (BCSS coordinator), (Simple, huh?) per day] 
Saturday Oct. 24 speakers included 
Honourable Lois Boone, Yvonne Just see our service desk for more information 6 3 5"2  3 4 1 
Henderson, Krysta Solie, ect, T o ,  - - ..,,~__ _ __,~_,_ _, , I 0verwa,tealregister call Heather Baxter 635- 
5605 or Eileen Callanan 635-3620, 
Tuesday, Oct. 27 L ~ J :~ '~ '~J 'O~l ]~00,1~' J  
WRITERS SUPPORT GROUP:, 
Thursday, OcL 8 
LADLES AUXlUARY OF THE 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
Branch 13 will hold their General 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. 
Zone commander will be at this 
meeting. 
t 
tt 
a 
Katimavik youth here to give 
THERE'S A NEW gang in 
town. 
,But these youths aren't 
here to cause trouble, 
they're here to do volunteer 
work. 
;The ten teenagers are 
members of Katimavik, a 
federal program run by a 
non-profit organization that 
helps enrich young people's 
lives through volunteer 
work, training and group in- 
teraction. 
Youths from across Cam- 
da aged 17-21 are eligible to 
tak e part in this eight-month 
program. Living in three 
different cities or towns 
across , the country, 
participants do volunteer 
work, Practice their French- 
speaking skills and improve 
their interpersonal nd com- 
nlhnication abilities. 
Katimavik participaut Jen- 
nifer LeRoux, 18, said 
Ksltimavik is a great op. 
l~:rtunity for her. 
" It 's free travel and a total 
work experience, which is 
hard to get in my town be- 
cause it's so small," she 
said. 
LeRoux is from Deer 
Creek, Newfoundland (pop- 
ul/~tion 5,000). 
She said she's also excited 
A ~:!~!!~ :~i!i: i il;;i:iil;~:!~i:iiii  
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VOLUNTEERS:  Ten teens from across Canada (only provinces not represented 
are Sask, and P,E.I.) are living in Terrace to experience life in Northern B.C, 
'SUNDAY LIONDAY' TUESDAY WEpNESDAY THURSDAY ~" ,FRIDAY ' I L sATu ~ D~ 
about learning a second lan- 
guage (she only knows "un 
petit peu" of French), meet- 
ing people from across the 
country, and experiencing 
different Canadian cultures. 
Her biggest challenge she 
believes will be learning to 
get along with her ten new 
frieuds for next eight 
months. 
"It 's a challenge - -  a real 
challenge to live and work 
with people everyday." she 
said. " I 'm not used to hav- 
ing everyone I live with 
SEE BC comedy 
TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY PRESENTS 
WHO: Vancouver Theatre Sports 
WHERE: 1LE.M. Lee Theatre 
V(HEN: Saturday, Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. 
TICKETS: Tickets $17 per person. Tickets on sale at 
Erwin's in the Skeena Mall. 
GET READY TO laugh so hard you're stomach will 
hurt - -  Vancouver Theatre Sports are comin' to town. 
Critics have called Vancouver Theatre Sports the 
most daring and innovative theatre in the world. 
: That's because the comedy troupe's unique brand of 
improvisation combines the dramatic elements of com- 
edy and tragedy with the edge-of-your seat excitement 
of professional sports. 
This Saturday, Vancouver Theatre Sports presents 
SEE BC, a family-orlented, improvised comedy that 
examines the people of B.C. 
Improvisers will poke fun at the coffee we drink, the 
sandals we wear, the expressions we use and the 
politicians we love to hate! 
Set in a vexed TV station, the improvised sketch 
satirizes the personalities, programs and the news 
stories that British Columbians watch on TV everyday. 
Facts, folklore and farce is provided by the audien~. 
and, the actors~improvisers use this information" to  
create ashow that is personal to Terrace~ 
not  their $3 a da~, wage 
bothered any of the 
participants, their answers 
were a unanimous "no". 
"Look at what we're get- 
ring ~ everything is free," 
shouted 17-year-old Kceley 
McLean, from Victoria. 
"We're here to have a great 
time and to experience Ca- 
nadian life." 
This group of Katimavik 
participants will live and 
work in Terrace until Dec. 9 
when they head off to their 
next work place, Agog, 
being the sameage." Quebec (two hours west of 
When asked whether or  Montreal.) 
When this group leaves, a 
fresh new gang will arrive 
to pick up where these 
volunteers left off. 
Since their, arrival Sept. 
23, the group has been im- 
proving walking trails on 
the bench and cross country 
ski trails at Onion Lake. 
Next on their "to do list" 
is helping the Terrace Anti. 
Poverty society, Child De- 
velopment Centre, Paces 
Daycare, Terraceview 
Lodge, Youth Employment 
Centre, Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre and the 
Family Centre. 
Kim McIntyre, the group 
coordinator, is still looking 
for billets so volunteers can 
experience r al Terrace hos- 
pitality. For more informa- 
tion call Kim at 635-6874. 
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Around Town 
Thank you 
TheatreBC-Skeena Zone had a Lighting Workshop and 
would like to express thanks to all the individuals and 
businesses that contributed to it's success. 
Alan Weston 
Regional Workshop Co-ordinator 
Audit ions 
The Terrace Little Theatre is holding Oct. 20- 21 audi- 
tions for Norm Foster's "Motor Trade." Auditions are at 
McColi Playhouse at 7 p.m. both-evenings. For more in- 
formation call Gordon Oates at 638-0096. 
Raffle winner 
Terrace's Darryl Loeppky is the proud owner of the 1940 
GMC 1.5 ton truck, valued at $10,700 thanks to the Cana- 
dian National Institute for the Blind's (CNIB) vintage 
truck raffle. Through the raffle, the CNIB raised $15,000 
to help blind, visually impaired and deaf-blind British 
Columbians adjust o blindness. 
Rehearsals  
Rehearsals now taking place every Monday evening 
'starting at 7:30 p.m. at the Evangelical Free Church for a 
Christmas concert featuring selections from Handal's Mes- 
siah. Join ' members of the Vox Polaris Community Choir 
as they raise their voices hi the Hallelujah chorus and other 
selections. 
~OL RRACE 
UNTEER 
IF BUREAU 
• AHD SENIOR'S INr'O~IRN ACGSS 
Interested in offering support 
and assistance to a senior? 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
For 
'TOLUNTEERS FOR SENIORS PROGRAM" 
(commiknent of only two hours-once a week) 
Program Training Session for Volunteers 
October 26, 1998 
SPEAKERS, INFORMATION, DISCUSSION 
For more information 
CALL SONJA AT 
638-1330 
Funding for volunteer training provi~ by 
Vancouver Foundation 
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CELEBRATING THE BIG 50: Casey and Pini Braam have been happily married 
for 50 years. Congratulations to both of them. 
Celebrating 50 
years together 
IT WAS 50 YEARS ago 
when Casey and Pini 
Braam were married in 
Sassenheim, Holland. 
They. suffered a long 
separation during the war, 
so when their wedding 
day finally arrived Sept. 
10, 1948, it was indeed a 
day for celebration. 
It was also a time for 
new beginnings. 
Since decent jobs and 
places to live were scarce 
in Holland after the war, 
the newlyweds had little 
choice but to rent a room 
in the home of an elderly 
couple. In exchange for 
rent, Pini helped take care 
of the household for the 
couple. 
Casey, meanwhile, 
worked in a bulb house, 
packing flower bulbs for 
export. 
The couple was thrilled 
when their first child, 
Marianne, was born Au- 
gust 15, 1949, She .was 
YVONNE MOEN 
i , 
and Pini's sister Rita 
from Houston. 
The second celebration 
took place Sept. 12 with 
an afternoon tea and open 
reception at the Kin Hut. 
While guests enjoyed 
the goodies there was 
also a wonderful display 
of family photos to look 
at. The children put to- 
gether avery special fam- 
ily photo album as a gift. 
I wish both Pini and 
Casey ~ my very good 
daughter Yvonne was friends ~ many more 
born. A year later, a son, years of happiness and 
J0-1an Was born. good health. May God 
In 1956 they purchased bless them both. 
five acres of land at the 
end of North Sparks for 
$100 an acre. . .,. ,~ ~.~ ,...,.~, 
Here Casey built the i 
Braam family home, 
where they still live 
today. 
While they loved 
owning their own home, 
living was a bit on the ... . .  II.= 
the first grandchild: for. rustic side, with the wood !: : : i : /  
both,families. : stove ..... and == outhouses;. I Although, they were They reared chickens, 
overjoyed whentheir sec- 
ond child, Ralph, was 
born a year and a half 
later, Casey and Pini felt 
cramped in their small 
room and were tired of 
their jobs. 
Pini now looked after 
two households and 
Casey was frustrated with 
work at the factory. 
This was when they be- 
gan to think about 
emigrating to Canada. 
Pini's brother had already 
made his way to B.C. and 
his letters were encourag- 
ing. 
Although it was painful 
to leave their native 
homeland, Casey, Pini 
and their two little ones 
made the move of their 
lives. 
They travelled by ship 
to Halifax and by train to 
Southeast B.C. In 
Wynndel, they found the 
family who had 
sponsored their immigra- 
tion. 
Here, they found a place 
to stay. Casey worked on 
farms and in a small saw- 
mill. 
The couple soon learned 
English and began to ad- 
just to life here. 
Casey purchased his 
first car a green 1939 
Hudson for $100. 
Meanwhile Pini's 
parents and other family 
members had immigrated 
and were living in Ter- 
race. 
So in the spring of 
1954, Casey and Pini and '
their three children (their 
daughter Janette was born 
here May 1952) moved to 
Terrace to be closer to 
their family. 
When they first arrived 
in town, theystayed in a 
small cabin on Agar Ave- 
nue. Later they moved to 
a house on Eby Street. 
Casey found work with 
Ernie Sande in~Sande 
Sawmill. 
February 12, 1955, their 
pigs, rabbits and grew a 
large garden. 
The Braams had another 
child, Hawed, in 1958. 
Casey continued work- 
ing for SandeLumber 
mills until 1967 when he 
started work at Skeena 
Forest Products. 
Their fourth daughter 
Phyllis was born in 1962. 
And their last child, Gor- 
don, their fourth son, was 
born in 1967. 
These early years in 
Terrace were full and 
very busy. Being long 
time members of the 
Christian Reformed 
Church, they were active 
in building not only the 
church, but also the 
Centennial Christian 
School. 
Casey and Pini now 
have 14 grandchildren. 
After retiring from the 
sawmill in 1987, Casey 
keeps busy with his 
artwork and Pini enjoys 
her knitting and crochet. 
To celebrate the very 
special 50th wedding an- 
niversary Casey and 
Pini's children arranged 
two special occasions. 
First, on Saturday Aug. 
29, the couple enjoyed a 
catered dinner for the 
whole family at the Kin 
Hut. There was wonder- 
ful food, lots of singing 
and many stories told. 
Out of town guests in- 
eluded their daughter 
Janette, from St. Albert, 
her husband, Henry, and 
their children. From 
Kelowna came Alberta 
and her son Gordon and 
his wife Tracey. 
Travelling a very long 
way from Holland, was 
Casey's sister Jo. His 
brothers-in-law Klaas and 
Dirk came from Ontario, 
• and Pini's brother Nick 
• and his wife Jean came 
-from Michigan. 
• Also present were Pini's 
brother Len and his wife 
Maria from Chilliwaok 
, 
Wearhouse Sale 
3228 Kalum St. Terrace 
(Beside Happy Gang Centre, basement level) 
635-6870 
r o 
9 
From Terrace & Kit 
j 
I f 
Nass Valley and points  north 
OUR TWO PUBLICATIONS WILL GET YOUR 
MESSAGE THERE 
ADVERTISER 
Reaching Thousands of 
Customers and Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
to The Hazeltons, 
Place your ad in the Terrace Standard and at a substantial ly reduced rate 
swing it into our Shopper the Weekend Advertiser... VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Br ian  L indenbach  - Sam Bedford  - Bunn ie  Cote  
638-7283 
Circulation Of The 
TERRACE 
?ANDARD 
& 
TERRACE STANDARD 
t ' . .  
,?  
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sKEENA ANG. i.ER 
ROB BROWN 
Windcutters 
and Accelerators 
) cubic-tapered floaters are the least 
expensive, most versatile fly lines 
on the market. Like all great inven- 
tions, the double-tapered fly line, 
with short tapered sections on both 
ends connected by a long belly of fat level line, 
is simple and brilliant. When you consider its 
use in context it's easy to see why. 
Most river fish are hooked close to the near 
bank. There are number of reasons for this. Cur- 
rents are gentler near shore, therefore migrating 
fish travel in them to conserve energy. Non- 
migratory fish, and fish that spend their lives 
making relatively short forays inland then return 
to the estuary ~ sea trout and char, for example 
do most of their hunting near the edges of 
streams because that is where aquatic insects, 
minnows and salmon juveniles are found. 
Fishing close to shore requires horter casts. 
Anglers fishing there exert more control over 
their flies and leave less to chance. Finally, 
water near shore is sh~illower. 'When getting the 
fly down to the level of the fish is necessary be- 
cause of, say, lower water temperatures, it is 
easy do so by simply changing to a heavier or 
more sparsely dressed one. 
For the last week I had the privilege of fishing 
with Art Lingren, who is as fine a river angler 
as there is. Art goes right to the high percentage 
water, and begins covering it with a minimum 
amount of energy. Except for the time it takes to 
execute quick precise casts, Art's fly is in the 
water. He moves quickly, devoting almost all 
his attention to the water a 10 to 40 foot cast in 
fi'ont of him. Art can and will make a long cast, 
but they are rare. For this kind of work the 
double-tapered line is perfect since one can 
make a delicate presentation within that critical 
zone using the tapered part of the line and a bit 
of the heavier belly. At 40 to 60 feet there is 
more belly outside the guides to facilitate the 
longer cast. 
Recently a series of new custom fly lines ap- 
peared. Designed by Jim Vincent, built in 
Idaho, then marketed under the name RIO, the 
new radiant chartreuse lines come in two major 
types: the Windcutter, and the Accelerator. The 
first has 96 feet of shooting line, 22 feet of bel- 
ly, 15 feet of taper, nine feet of lighter level line 
followed by two tips of six feet and one foot, 
respectively. The second has 70 feet of shooting 
line, six feet of back taper, a 42-foot belly a 15- 
foot tip, a five-foot hybrid tip, a chunk of line 
made up of nine feet of belly and six feet of 
taper and a one foot level tip. 
As you can see these are very complex, com- 
pound tapers. Though experience has made me 
• wary of All Star fishing pros like Jim Vincent 
and Jim Teeny, and though I 'm a conf'mned 
reductionist, and devout adherent to the princi- 
ples less is more, and unbroken things need no 
mending, I succumbed to the lure of novelty 
and bought an Accelerator line. 
After prying open its plastic sarcophagus, I 
read through the promotional bumpff and short 
booklet on fishing two fisted rods inside. The 
booklet is a dud with just enough hazy informa- 
tion to confuse a beginning spey caster and not 
enough in key areas to set him or her on the 
right track. 
After spooling the line on my reel, I called up 
Bruce Hill, who had recently mounted a Wind- 
cutter on his outfit. Together we drove up to the 
Copper River to give the new 'improved' lines a 
try. 
What a disasterl A good spey cast should un- 
furl over the water in a tight loop in the same 
way a good overhead cast does. After a while I 
was able to do this with my Accelerator, but it 
was difficult. The line was unforgiving and 
awkward; the belly tended to flop on the water 
whereupon the tips would flip forward in an un- 
gainly manner. When fished in close (where 
most of the fishing is, you'll recall) the two 
large braided loops with which the tips are 
fastened, rattled crudely through the guides 
presaging some lost fish in the winter. When I 
removed one of the tips, then cut the second in 
half, the $200 (including taxes) Accelerator 
worked ahnost as well as my $40 double 
tapered floater. 
Bruce,s Windcutter proved ideal for shooting 
lots of line. If your goal is to throw great dis- 
lances using hybrid roll casts, then watch the fat 
end of your line whip through the current out of 
your control, then this is the line for you. 
I told Art of my experiences with the new 
spey lines. He'd recently tried them on a 
friend's rod, " It 's hard to beat the old double 
taper," said Art, Hard indeed, In fact, i tmay be 
tmposs~le to improve on this excellent, old-line : 
design. . . . . .  
Badminton beats all 
IT MAY not have the fame 
or popularity of hockey or 
tennis but badminton is bet- 
ter for you. 
When comparing profes- 
sional badminton and tennis 
matches, singles badminton 
players covered twice as 
much distance on the court 
and hit almost twice as 
many shots. 
But that comes as no sur- 
prise to a lot of people here 
who sweating up Thomhill 
Junior Secondary's gym 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
who know it's all about a 
person's peed, stamina and 
reflexes. 
Terrace boasts the most 
active adult badmintion club 
in the area - bringing in be- 
tween 150 and 200 people 
per year. 
Prince Rupert and then 
Smithers clubs come in a 
close second and third. 
Terrace's club treasurer, 
Diane Cey says in peak sea- 
son -- when tennis and out- 
door sports don't steal 
player's time - - the club 
usually lures up to 35 
players per night which 
packs the gym and allows 
players to rotate on and off 
the court. 
When the weather's nice 
though, the club's at- 
tendance drops to 20 people. 
And because it's drop in, 
that's fine with Cey because 
she wants the sport to fit 
everyone's schedules. 
"Some people just come a 
few times with friends to 
have fun," she said. "And 
then we have the real regu- 
lars." 
"This is not a team 
sport, you come for 
what suits you." 
Cey herself has been play- 
ing badminton with the club 
for 15-20 years. Her hus- 
band Chuck travels to na- 
tional competitions. 
The Cey's, along with 
club president Norm Perry, 
and zone badminton repre- 
sentative Melodic Jnlseth 
make up the club's nucleus. 
:ii! 
! i~ i  ~ 
[] HOCKEY ROCKS! 
GOT ITh Brian Van Dyk stops reams of practice 
shots at an adams division (10-11 year-olds) minor 
hockey practices at the arena Saturday morning. 
The practice was meant to be a game between 
KiUmat and Terrace, but Kitimat cancelled at the last 
mlnute. Terrace Minor Hockey registered almost 400 
youth here for the winter season and regular play 
started Sept. 28, The ttrst minor hockey tournament 
here will be Dec. 4-6 when the peewee house league 
rallies against its other teams 
But there are plenty of 
others like Dan Toumi who 
lives in Smithers but plays 
badminton with the Terrace 
club whenever his work 
brings him here. 
" I  come because it's a 
good form of exercise, you 
get to do something dif- 
ferent and it's a relatively 
cheap sport," he  said be- 
tween games last Thursday 
night. 
Julseth said the costs 
amount o a plastic bird m 
which lasts lofiger than the 
feathered kind, gym clothes 
and a racquet. 
Even more, Juseth said 
badminton is an all-ages 
sport. 
"Even my two-yesr-old 
can swing a racquet," she 
said. 
The Terrace club's oldest 
players are about 60 or 70 
said Cey. 
" I 'm the oldest fart here," 
said 69-year old Ernie Gipps 
laughing. 
Terrace's youngest players. 
are teens - -  able to play in 
the adult league only be- 
cause they've been 
sponsored by high-school 
teachers or coaches. 
Julseth stressed that bad- 
minton is a lifetime sport. 
Many players started in  
elementary or high school 
and decided to return to the 
game as adults. 
And internationally , bad- 
minton is second only to 
soccer in popularity. 
" It 's  huge !n Asia," said 
Cey. 
But she stressed, the club 
likes to keep things individ- 
ual. There's no pressure to 
come out, she said. 
"This is not a team sport, 
you come for what suits 
you." 
And even though tennis is 
better for you than either QUICK MOVES: That's one of the badminton adult league's youngest players, 
tennis or volleyball m Ccy Roy Hernes swinging away at the the birdie. Heroes is a sponsored player who is 
says she sees all shapes and able to play in the league because he's been recommended by a coach or 
"sizes of people come out sponsor. He's the youngest of three brothers who play badminton at Thornhill 
and enjoy the game. Junior secondary two nights a week. 
For those who want to try 
their luck in the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games in Skiel'S 
Prince Rupert, the club will 
host a tryout tournament in 
mid-November., w s n  t e d  
=Ready? 
THATS HAZELTON'S 
lead setter at the Junior 
girls volleyball tourna- 
ment Saturday. 
The tournament, was 
held at Caledonia this 
year with teams from 
Skeena Junior (host 
team), Smithers, Thorn- 
hill, Prince Rupert, 
Hazelton and K]tlmat tak- 
ing part. ~ 
IF YOU'RE interested in 
helping others while you hit 
the slopes this winter, the 
Shames Mountain Ski Patrol 
is for you. 
But you don't have to be 
good to help out. 
"Solid not fancy skiers 
will do," said Barry Peters, 
who organizes the Terrace 
division of volunteer patrol- 
lers who join a Prince 
Rupert contingent to help 
skiers on the hill. 
Every year, Peters sets up 
an information session (held 
last Monday) and then sets 
up first aid classes for 
volunteers. The course runs 
two times a week for three 
hours. It starts early to mid- 
October and finishes two 
months later. 
The total cost: $150 in- 
cluding first aid lessons and 
a supply pouch. 
Once the hill opens on 
Dec. 3, Peters expects the 
volunteers to make them- 
selves available every third 
weekend. 
But there is a reward m a 
flee season's pass to ski 
your heart out this winter. 
Peters say the most acci- 
dents on the hill consist of 
broken legs and twisted 
knees. The worst he's every 
seen in 10 years of skiing at 
Shames is when a skier suf- 
fered a spinal injury on the 
hill. 
But that shouldn't scare 
potential patrollers. 
"People feel confident 
after they help their first 
person," he said. "They 
just need to get the willies 
out of them." 
Besides, said Peters, they 
get really good training. 
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Sports Scope 
Seniors elect officers 
MEMBERS WANTED: Members of the B.C. Seniors 
Games Zone 10 team should attend the group's annual 
general meeting. 
Officers will be elected at the Happy Gang Centre 
Saturday Oct. 10 at 2 p.m. For more information call 
Maxine at 638-8648. 
The Happy Gang Centre 400 Club winners for Sep- 
tember are Gordon McCo~inell (number 323) and Inez 
Lopez (number 378). 
Curlers wanted 
GRAB YOUR broom and curling gear this winter and 
sign up to curl on Sundays. 
The Sunday Mixed Curling League is registrating in- 
dividuals or teams for their fun curling league. 
Beginners or experienced Curlers are welcome. Con- 
tact Lynn Tryon at 638-20~4 or the curling rink at 635- 
5583 for more information, 
Winter  games 
athletes wanted 
DO YOU want to participate in the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games in Prince Rupert Feb. 5-7? 
If so, check out the list of 30 sports the games will 
host to see if you should register. 
archery badminton 
carpet bowling 
masters basketball 
bowling chess 
curling darts 
diving : duplicate bridge 
eight ball i jude 
floor curling ladies hockey 
peewee hockey ~. indoor soccer 
marksmanship karate 
one-act plays figure skating 
slalom skiing snooker 
snowboarding squash 
swimming tae kwon do 
waterpolo mixed volleyball 
wallyball wrestling 
Organizers plan to encorporate a few unusual ac- 
tivities including one-act theatrical plays and wallybail 
a fonn of volleyball which is played in squash 
courts and allows playes to use the walls. 
Anyone interested in participating should contact 
Wade Loukes in Terrace at 635-1142. 
Water-polo plans 
THE TERRACE Water Polo Association is holding 
their annual general meeting Oct. 15 at 8 p.m in the 
Aquatic Centre meeting room. 
All members and former players or anyone interested 
in the sport are invited to elect officers and make plans 
for the upcoming season. Call Steve Dotto at 638-1395 
for more information. 
Hawaii herelwb ' ' " ' '  " come 
THE TERRACE Northmen Rugby club invites family 
and friends to their 1998 Awards Dinner and Dance, 
Come to the Terrace Inn, Saturday, Oct. 10 at 6:30 
p.m. dress Hawaiian and .enjoy a little dinner, awards 
and dancing. There'll be a live band, sand-building 
contests, cheap drinks and draws for a Texas Mickey. 
Tickets are $25 each. Contact David Hull at 638-1327 
or Malcolm Smith at 638-8769 to rsvp. 
He shoots, he scores 
HOCKEY LEGENDS Guy Lafleur and Tiger Williams 
will battle Kitimat's Allstars hockey team at Tamitik 
Areua Thursday, Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. as part of the Old- 
timers' Hockey Challenge.' 
The challenge is part of 60-city North American tour 
All proceeds for the Oldtimers' Hockey Challenge go 
to the Kitimat/Terrace Crimestoppers program. Single 
and family-of our tickets are available now for $16 or 
$48 by calling 1-800-661-0178. 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadlantlre.com 
Or Emall us at 
www.cant i re . terrace@oeg.net  
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
www.ter raceautomal l . com 
www.ter racebu i lders .com 
 EaRACE Tg_ERRACE J 
:~,,~v,~.,~ q:~9 m'm~r~ j
te r race ,automal l@osg ,net  I 
(~, - i~ A ~T'F~ A ~1"~~" - - -~~~ The Terrace Standard I 
l_k'~l.N U_/-kJL'N.U atandard@kermode.net l 
 vo oe . 
terracebuilders@osgenet . 
Your website/email  address I 
_ could be here! I 
Contact us at 638-7283 . 
Double deuces 
THE SKEENA Valley Golf and Country Club was the 
place to be Sept. 26-27 to sac local kids play great golf. 
Cam Harris and Andy McCleary were inches away 
from a hole-in-one when they racked in two deuces at 
the year-end junior championship. 
"It was an exceptionally good tournament," said 
club manager Bruce Carruthers. "They ' re  good kids 
and we enjoy having them." 
Carruthers aid 30 of, the club's 100 jnnior members 
came out in mixed weather. He said more youth would 
have come out if but some had other sporting commit- 
manta with the winter sport season just starting. 
Regan Heal, a rotary exchange student from New 
Zealand won the overall net with a score of 144 and 10 
junior-junior members participated, playing nine holes 
each day, 
Junior coordinator Ron Nixon said the club's junior 
program will continue next year as the club has a 
strong commitment tothe program. 
Lessons should start next May with three six-week 
sessions. The club hopes all kids will be back next 
year. 
Score Board 
Skeena Va l ley  Jun io r  C lub  Championsh ip  
Championship. Flight 
PLACE GROSS NET 
F~t  Stew McIsaak Cam Harris 
Second Ryan Nixon-cb Brian Rigler 
Third Ken Eyjolfson Warren Eichoist 
"A"  Flight 
PLACE GROSS NET 
First Jon Sarsiat Marc Wilson 
Second Shawn Fagan Carlin Rilkoff 
Third Carl Walsh Michael Dahms 
PLACE 
First 
Second 
Third 
"B" Flight 
GROSS 
Brad Sousa 
Kathy Sainis 
Cory Johnson 
Overall gross 
Overall net 
Girl's Club 
Jr. Junior 
Scott Rigler 157 
Regan Heal 144 
Kathy Sainis n/a 
Chad Casper 106 
Special Olympics 
REGISTER for special olympics on Friday, Oct. 16 at 
the Skeena Mall between 6:30 and 8:45 p.m. 
For more information call Jo at 635-7936. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
How Could He 
Kaveer, my darling, youre home early, Let me get 
you some tee. 
Prylanke hurried over to relieve her husband of 
his briefcase. 
Honey, your briefcase Is so heavy. I know 
accountants must work hard. But youve been look- 
Ing so tired lately.. 
Kaveer dropped like a lump Into his favodts wing 
chair and stared Into space. Just as Prylanka 
brought the tea, Kaveer sprung up. 
Prylanka, w.hat am I doing, lounging around like 
a partner of the firm? Before I start my evening work 
I must go down to the garage and fix the car brakes. 
Theyve been giving me trouble latsly~ 
Prylanka cleaned up the kitchen and then sat 
down on the sofa waiting for Kaveer to return, 
She fell asleep. 
At 11 p,m, Rylanka woke up with a start, 
Kaveer? Where Is Kaveer? Its tlme for bed, 
She rushed own to the garage, 
Why Is it all dark? I know Kaveer likes .to save 
pennies, but even he cannot fix a car without light, 
She turned on the light. Everything was still, 
Abnormally still, 
Suddenly the horror set In. 
Kaveerl What Is he doing, slumped over the 
wheel ike that? 
Prylsnka dashed to open the car door. 
The smell of exhaust fumes overwhelmed her. 
Kaveer, Kaveerlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Walling, Prylanka threw herself over Kaveem still 
body. 
WHY, WHY DID YOU DO IT?IIII WE WERE 80 
HAPPY. EVERYTHING WAS 80 GOOD. WORK, 
CHILDREN, OUR MARRIAGE. 
Prylankas terrifying screams woke up their teen- 
age son. He rushed, down to the garage. One 
glance, and he scrambled to the phone to call for 
help. 
Leave Me Like This? 
BA~ED ON 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
HOW could he leave me like this? 
The ambulance swept Into the driveway, sirens 
blazing. 
Too late. Kaveer was dead, 
The police rushed In soon after, Shaking their 
heads, they examined the car. 
No question. Suicide. Check this out. The guy 
connected a hose to the exhaust pipe, led It Into 
the car and closed all the doors, Then he ran the 
engine. 
Kaveers life Insure.nee refused to pay, We pay 
for accidents, Sulclde Is not an accident, 
Devastated, end worried for the future, 
Prylanka sued the Insurance company. 
In court, Pryianka spoke quietly, Your Honor, this 
was a hordble accident. Kaveer had no reason to 
commit sulclde. But even if he did kill himself, his 
death Is still an accident In the eyes of the law, 
wiping a tear, Prylanka shuffled through papers. 
Ontario law defines accident as 'an Incident in 
which the use or operation of an automobile 
causes an impalrment. That fits my husbands 
death. Please, it was accident, 
The Insurance company wouldnt budge, Your 
Honor, lets face it, Kaveer committed suicide, Why 
else would a hose be connected to the exhaust 
pipe and fed Into the car? A suicide is certainly no 
accident. An accident Is a tornado r an Icy road, 
We shouldnt have to pay for something ike this, 
Should the insurance company pay Prylanka 
benefits? YOUl BE THE JUDGE. Then look below 
for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY  
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
Grant Lindsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Holly Grueger 
General Law 
Marshall Matias 
Family Law 
Phone 638-1764 Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
O PRYIANKA, YOU GET THE BENEFITS. Although evidence shows your husband ¢ommined suicide, under 
utario mw a suicide may be considered an accident. 
M YOUI BE ,THE JUDGE Is .balled on actual court cases,. Today's dee s on s based on the facts of the case and the law of the province of 
annoua, =r you nave a similar problem, please consult Undaey & Grueger. Claire Bernsteln Is a Montreal law'/er end nationally syndicated 
¢olurnnlst, Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises. B15..3 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on  a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine Is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all display and classified nd~ 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (Standard & Ad~t~d $12.00 (+tax) *Additional t$7.00 
3 weeks (Sta~d~ & ~ra~$19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional t $7.00 per column Inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10. REAL ESTATE 10. REALESTATE 10. REAL ESTATE 101 REAL ESTATE: LARGE WEll MAINTNNED 
4 BDR, 3500 5Q. FT. AND 
BASEMENT HOME. 
Located in a quiet cul-de- 
:mc in Horseshoe, 2 n/g 
fireplace, sauna, under- 
ground sprinkler system, 
jocuzzi and many other 
f~tures. A beautiful home 
fo r  Ihe discriminating 
buyer, $330,000. 
1-250"635-7708 or 
1 -250-635-2676 
• INVESTMENT 
II REAL ESTATE 
JJ Diversify our investmenls 
II wlth real estate. Good return 
IJ wlth limited capital invest- 
I I  ment. Three rental suitesplus 
J J  mobile home pad on.0.81 
• - JJ acre site. Nelson Rood, 
JJ New Remo. Rental revenue 
II $1390 per month 
U Asking $119,900 
I Custom Built.Home 
I 3 bedroom, 2 balh, 
I 1900 sq. ft., 3 blocks from 
• I college, partially 
I unfinished basement ~ 
I hardwood floors, skylights, 
I large decks, cedar sid|ng, 
| - out buildings. 
I 3904 Marsl~all ill $198,000 
, [ CALL DICK OR ANNALEE AT 
635-2054 
1 1/2 year old 1243 fl sq. home 
Iocted in popular new subdivi- 
sion. Three bedrooms, one and 
3/4 baths. Fully landscaped, 
back yard fully fenced, large 
new cedar sundeck, large dog 
run, paved driveway, fruit trees, 
and many finishing touches. 
Asking $164,900 obo. 638- 
7724. 
1993 14X70 e bdr mobile home. 
F/S, build in D/W. Great floor 
plan. Asking $52,000. 635- 
5737. 
2 LEVEL 1300 sq ft 4 bdrm 3 
bathroom house, 7 years old. 
Fenced yard 12x16' wired shed. 
Brand new siding 6 appliances. 
$165,000. Serious inquiries only 
635.3885. 
2"~--"~'.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full,sun deck, Ig work 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 64x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
169,900.open to offers Phone 
635.3763 to view. 
appl., blinds. On site mini stor- 
age. #4-2609 Braun Street, Ter- 
race. 6 3 5 - 6 1 7 9 ~  
~4653 Johnston Road 1 
6,7 acres J 
3000 SCl.fi. 3 + 2 bedroom 21  
1/2 batfi. RecenHy renovated |
with new kitchen, floors, rao f l  
and septic system. N/G heat, I 
cablevision. Paved driveway. 
School bus stops at door. 
3000 sq.ft, shop. Barn, fenced 
yard for horses. 
$295,000 
• 638-0771 
•AFFORDABLE 
I I~ /H I~ of Ter race  
638-1400 
hnmediate Possession 1 Acre 
$~.7,900 MI~ $~,900 M~S 
' :  ~ ' . ,  : ~ ~ _ ~ '~/ba l  
:~"~:~ "  .::.~:~ 
Rancher Priced Right 
Reduced 1/2 Aere 
$149,900 MLS $169,900 MLS 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 7, 1998-  B7 
TION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent ' 
S0 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Miso 
80 Wanted Mte¢ 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Alrc raft 
120 Recreation Vehlctes 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equlpment 
170 Farm Machlnery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus OpportunPlea 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appmpdate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:' ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the fight o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those aeswedng Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnal documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It ie agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he ,ability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the ponton of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #..__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  .Credit Card No  Expiry Date 
VISA Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 2 
e 7 
11 12  
16  
12.1S 
12.go  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
17 
12 .30  
13 .O5 
3 
8 
13  
18  
12 .45  
/ 
13.20  
ST ARD 
4 
9 
14 
12 .60  
13 .3E  
5 
10 
lS 
20 - $12 .00  
I~7 v 
13.SO 
For longer rod, 4sale use m separate mhoet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
5 BEDROOM home 1/12 bath- 
rooms, approx 1250 sq.ft, fin- 
ished basement on 0.9 acres in 
city limits. Call 635-0912 or 
250-564-8138. $155,000. 
5 BR custom built log home on 
80 acres. 5 miles east of To- 
pley. Full basement, large shop, 
but buildings, year round creek. 
Call eve and weekends. 1-250- 
845-3735. 
6 YR OLD 3 bdr split level 
house located on bench behind 
arena. Partially finished base- 
ment. Paved driveway, fenced 
yard. Fruit trees. $168,000. 
635-9652. 
APPROX. 2730 sq.ft. 4 bdrms 3 
bath, double garage, on quiet 
dead end st. 5 mln to down 
town. 80x132 lot. Trade to rural 
rancher lake or acreage. From 
Terrace to Vanderhoof. Call 
250-635-9312 aft. 5pm. 
$169,000. 
BRAND NEW 1300 sq.ft. 
rancher in 2-mile on 1 acre lot. 
Phone 842-5808. 
FLY 
WITH 
DERICK  
1000 Bonus Ai r  
Miles When You 
Purchase  One Of 
These Homes! 
U 
Imacttlate Condit ion 
$196,000 
Motivated Vendor 
$177,500 
Southside Rancher  
$134,900 
W]ghtman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Bus. 635-6361 Res. 63~-3042 
4 BDR 2 1/2 baths. N/G heat- 
ing, d/w. Finished basement, 
sauna. 24'x36' 2 10' door shop. 
Heated N/G. Insulated. 220 wir- 
ing. Seut up for woodworking or 
mechanical. Loft. Landscaped 
yard, flower garden, fruit tress. 
Quiet cul ds sac. $193,000. 
638-1701. 
END UNIT condo. Three bdrms. 
And main bath up. Kitchen, liv- 
ing rm and 2 pc bath on main. 
Rec. rm, bd~m, laundry/storage 
area in basement includes 
firdge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer & dryer. Asking $67,000 
obo. 
FOR SALE 3 bedroom house 
plus one down. Fully finished 
basement. On quiet cul-de-sac 
near Uplands. Asking $237,000. 
635-2873. 
FOR SALE by owner a 1245, 
sq.ft, home on full basement. 
with 4 bedrooms, den, 3 baths 
& central air conditioning. Situ- 
ated on a large nicely land- 
scaped fenced lot close to SOft 
course & has a 24x32 fully fin- 
ished wired & plumbed shop 
with 12 ft. ceiling. A must see at 
$159,900. Cell 635-5511 for ap- 
pointment o view. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3 bdrms, 
• 2 bath, IMng room & a den. As 
well as a family room. Lg green 
house, sundeck, yard is bsauti- 
:fully landscaped. 4518 Olson 
Ave. $95,000. Call 635-3735. 
This great 4 bedroom, 
newer home close to 
school in Thornhill is too 
good to pass up. Fully 
landscaped with 9 fruit 
trees, double garage, new 
energy efficient ~g fur- 
nace, built-in vacuum, z 
full baths, etc, etc. 
Only $137,900 
Call 635-9530 
This newly renovated duplex 
with 2 bedrooms in each unit 
isa stealat 
Only $117,000 
Call 635-9530 to view 
This large lot on quiet strsel 
close to schee]s has a mobile 
and house on property both 
needing total renovating but 
what a steal at 
Only $47,5oo 
Call 635.9530 
Price b not negotiable 
BRAND NEW 
3539 CORY DRIVE 
WESTRIDGE ESTATES ON THE BENCH 
~ ~ % ~ ~ ~  " ~  
. . . . . . . . .  ~ 
-1800 + sq. ft. traditional split, 3 bedrooms, 3 full balhrooms, 
fop quality finish wilh vaulted ceilings, F/P, oversized garage etc. 
includes landscape and asphalt driveway. 
• $184,900 ~,~i~ G~ Col, Doug o, 635-0646, 
BURNS LAKE.Nadina Estates 
on beautiful Francois Lake is 
not offedng 5 acre lake front 
lots. Beautifully landscaped. 
Ready to build. For more Infor- 
mation call 1-250-695-6413. 
DISTRESS SALE by owner: 
Rivarfront property, dock your 
boat, 431 Royal Avenue, 4 bed- 
rooms, 4 bathrooms, A/C, In- 
law suite, owner has bought, 
was $194,500 now $188,000. 1- 
800-663-6430 or 1-250-554- 
2819 (ask for Mac). 
ON THE BENCH 
S 195,000 
Spacious 5 bedroom, 3 bath 
home with finished basement. 
Built in vacuum. N/G fire- 
place, jacuzzi lub. Will con- 
J sider trades. Very nicely land- J 
l s caped with large driveway I
I with RV parking. I 
I 4916 Cooper Drive. I 
I For more info ' I 
I 638-1249 ! 
Rusty's 
Showcase I 
CUSTOM BUILT 
Charming three bedrm, full 
basement home, brick fireplace, 
hardwood floom in living, dining, 
and rec room areas, 3 pce ensufle, 
finished basement and double 
garage. 
$18S,200 M.L.S. 
EUROPEAN FLAVOR 2 STOREY 
Tucked away in a quiet cul-de-sac 
in Thomhill offering 3 bedrooms, 
large kitchen with skylights, 
covered deck over garage, stone 
and bdck faced fireplace, rsc room 
with wet bar and hardwood flours, 
large landscaped lot and much 
more. M,LS. 
MOBILE IN WOODLAND 
TRAILER PARK 
xl livina can be had in this 2 
more living space. 
$3g,5OO M.LS. 
UNIQUE DESIGN- LARGE LOT 
Bdght three bedroom 7 year old 
hoe, gas heat, open vaulted 
ceilings, patio doors to conuete 
deck, attached ca/put, 2x6 
construction, twin seal Windows on 
over 3/4 of an acre lot landscaped 
n flower beds, greenhouse and 
shed 
SfZ2,5OO M.L,S. 
Wla~htman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Bus. 685-6861 Rein. 636-3042 
SALE BY  OWNER 
.. ~ :':=":";~ :: ............... ::!:~:~:~" CLEAN & SPACIOUS . . . . . . .  :' :: .: :' .... 
:" : ;'/:~:!.::+ :!i~'"~'::::; 2/3W/EXPANDo.BDR 14'X70'  ' ~ . . . .  ;:i~i::"~"~::~:~: ........ i"::"~"": .....
10 acres • Terrace 
No .expense spared in 
servICeS. 
IO',~(Y wired sho p ~" '~.'~ 
PRICED TO SELL AT $131,900 
SERIOUS ENQUIRIES ONLY (250) 674-3575 
FRASER LAKE, B.C. 2000 sq. 
ft. 4-5 br homes, full basement, 
double car garage. Shop 36750' 
on 5.62 landscaped acres. Fan- 
tastic view of mountains/lakes. 
School bus. Owner wants to re- 
locate. $180,000 obo. 250-699- 
6291. 
IF YOU are looking for a clean, 
like n.~.w home, In good repair, 
we have nine to choose from. 
Prices ranging from $26,000 to 
$135,000. These consist of mo- 
bile homes, duplex units, and 
single family houses, all set up 
and ready to move in. Please" 
call 638-8084 for an information 
package. Please note, these 
are for sale by owner. Don't be 
fooled by the low pdces. These 
units are worth looking at. 
MOVING MUST sell, large older 
home in N. Usk. Needs renova- 
tions & finishing, much new 
work already done. Suit car- 
penter. 2 storey w. basement & 
workshop on 1/2 acres w. fruit 
trees. $70,000 - by owner. 638- 
8526. 
MOVING MUST SELL 3 bdr 
home on 2 and half acres. 1400 
sq. ft. plus 3/4 basement. Re- 
cently renovated inside and out. 
~Garden, shop, garden shed and 
;~greenhqpse... P,r.[va|e b'eed lot; 
Asking :;..$155,000,,; Call; 638. 
1984. 
THREE-BEDROOM rancher- 
style home on large landscaped 
lot. 1,080 square feet, fireplace, 
skylight, garage, and concrete 
driveway. Asking $129,900. Call 
638.3084. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND . Blue- 
berries 40 acre farm (20ac dch 
bottom land, 6ac blueberries, 
100+ fruit trees, retail store, 
commercial freezer) Sutton 
Group, Doug Watson (250)798- 
5060. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
"UTll .E MADNESS" on Fran- 
cois Lake. Character log home. 
5 acres. Lakeshora frontage. 25 
mine. from Bums Lake paved 
road. Private. Hay field. Brilliant 
garden. Bed & Breakfast in- 
come. $190,000. As good as it 
gets. $190,000. 1-250-695- 
6673. 
For sale 1972 trailer, 12x68, 
Handyman special, needs work, 
fully fenced third of an acre, 
N/G heat, thomhill water, close 
to school, drive by 3838 Kirkal- 
dy street, $50,000 obo, 635- 
3826. 
-1971 MOBILE home. 3 bdrm 
w/d, f/s, NG heat. $24,000. New 
windows, new gas, hot water 
tank. 635-9654. 
1972 12X64 mobile home in 
Pine Park. 2 bdr. F/S, W/D. 
New carpet. Joey shack. 
$21,900. 635.2126. 
1991 14'X66' 2 bdr manufac- 
tured home with 12'x14' fin- 
ished addition, sundeck and 
8'x10' garden shed, Imm. condi- 
tion. Offers to $49,000. Even-. 
ings 638.8684. 
1996 14)O'0 mobile home, 2 
bdr. Large addition & sundeck, 
5 appl. Incl. Close to town & 
schools. We will pay one year ,. 
pad rent, $65,000. 635-9260. 
6 14'X70' mobile homes to 
choose from In Bums Lake, No 
reasonable offer refused, We 
deliver. 1-250-692-3375. 
BRIGHT OPEN spanlous 14x70 ; 
2 bdr mobile home. New floor, 
counters, 13/I. D/W,, F/P, Well 
maintained. Must be moved.. 
$~,500. (250)632-4028. ~. 
MOBILE HOME situated on 
large corner pad In Thomhlll. 
Newly renovated 12'x48' 1968 
Duchess with a new 12'48' ad- 
dition. 3 bdr, new floors, wldng, 
plumbing, drywall throughout. 
Storage shed, garden shed, 
chllds playhouse. Must sell. In- 
quldes 635-1740. 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyoncing 
Wilh, 
Mobile Home 
Trander=, 
Dedarofions, 
Documentallon, 
No~rizofions Member 
4921 Geir Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fmc (250) 635-5926 _,~ 
BRING YOUR mobile. New mo- 
bile home park located near 
Salmon Arm. Security gate, nat- 
ural gas, sewer, views, RV stor- 
age. Call 250-635.8860 Fax 
250-835-4323 for Information. 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY onour 
awesome Chapparal ; factory 
displays. Custom homes 30 
daysi Lowest prices everl Call 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 3075 
Sexsmith, Kelowna. Toll Free 1- 
888-765-8992. 
MOBILE HOMES for sale. One 
12x63, 3 bedrooms; two 14x56, 
2 bedrooms; one 12x60, two 
-- bedrooms. Priced from $13,000 
to $26,000. View next to the 
Costa Lease Motel. Phone 638- 
8084. 
30/FOR RENT : 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638-1595, 635-2424 
available immediately. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635.5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR basement suite. F.P. 
F/S. In Thomhill. Motz Road. 
$450 month. Heat Incl. Plus 
D.D. 635-2312. 
1 BDR basement suite. Suitable 
for single person with quiet lifa- 
style. $500 month. Horseshoe 
area. No smoking. No pets. Call 
Terry. 635-5081. 
1 BDR for single gentleman 
with kitchen facilities. And 1 
basement suits for working per- 
son. No pets. 635.5893. 
1 BEDROOM condo. Covered 
parking, natural gas fireplace, 
short walk to local mall. Refer- 
ence required. 635-3042. 
NOW 
AV~LE 
Souths ide  . Two 
bedroom apts. in secure 
building near hospital. 
From $550 per month. 
(Hot water included) 
Available immediately. 
Bench  Executive 
style, 4 bedroom, split. 
. c~tR iVn~vVi th  eat- 
mg area. Family room 
down. Large deck, 
fenced yard. Double 
garage with paved 
drive on quiet cul-de- 
sac near Uplands 
School. 6 appliances. 
$1,100 month. Avail. 
Oct 15th. 
~ . 3  bed. 
room home. Large lot, 
view of lake. Cat & 
smoking ok, no doge. 
$750.00 per month. 
(Reduced to $700) 
Available immediately. 
HE[JPII! 
WE NEED RENTALS 
Our phone is ringing off 
the hook--people look- 
ing for homes. Please 
call me if iyou would 
like me to rent~ your 
home for you. 
STEVE COOK 
COLDWEIL BANKER 
let Terr~ze Realty 
638-0371 Bus. or 
638-7144 after  hours 
B8 - The TerraceS~ndard, 
14X70 THREE bedroom mobile 
on private lot. Natural gas heat; 
$750 per month, available No- 
vember 1, 1998. Call 638-8084. 
16 MINS out of town. 3 bdr dou- 
ble wide. Stove, frldge, W/D if 
needed. Avell Nov, 1. $700 
month. 635-2518, 
2BDR apt. Avell Oct 15 or Nov 
1. No pets. Raf. reqd. 635-1128 
or 635-6991. 
2 BDR al~S. Newly painted 
clean. Avail Oct 1. And Nov 1, 
Laundry fee. in building. Rent 
Incl hot water. $500.635-7058. 
2 BDR basement suite near 
downtown. Avil Oct 1. $550 
month. Ref. reqd, 335-6824. 
2 BDR doublewwide treller In 
Coppomlde Eetatss. Avail, 
Immed. $850/mo. Ref. required. 
Call Usa 638-8639. 
2 Bedroom Aperient I 
Quiet and cleon. 8~skefooll, 
racquet boll court, volleyball. 
References reqd. $525 monfn 
63S-0662 or 615.6762 
2 BDR house with 2 ~r  base-' 
ment. N/G heating. Close to 
school & hospital. Avail Nov. 
1/98. No pets. Ref reqd. 635- 
3528. 
2 BDR house. N/G heat. Close 
to town. Avail. Jmmed. 635- 
2360. 
2 BDR MOBILE HOME in Pine 
Park. 4 appl. newer windows, 
new carpet. Fenced yard. $600 
month. Avail. Immed. 635-i 
2126. 
2 BDR suite. Avail immed. F/S. 
In town, No pets. $525.635- 
2932. 
2 BDRM mobile home. F/S, ca -  
ble, ell utilities Included. Full fur- 
nished. $550/month plus $225 
deposit. 635-2362. 
2 BDRM trailer N/G on Simpson 
Cres in Thomhlll has a 12'x24' 
shop. $525. Available Imme- 
diately. 635-2224. 
2 BEDROOM apt-no stsim. On 
site mgr. Available Oct 1. No 
pets. $575 for long term renter. 
635-5308 after 6 pro. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 BedroomUnits 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ca l l :  635-4478 
Wednesday, Octobe r 7, 1998 
2 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, N/G heat, F/S. No pets. 
Ref. require. $550/mo $275 se- 
curity deoosit. 835-2946. 
2 BEDROOM unit townhouse In 
5 pisx, with f/s., w/d hookups. 
No pets please, 835-5213. 
2-2 bdr. suites located in Skes- 
na Valley Trailer Perk 
$400/month. No pots available 
Oct 1, Nov 1. 635-4854. 
2-2 bedroom basement suites, 
f/s, heat lights supplied, space 
for washer/dryer-large yard. 
$650/mo '+ damage deposit. Ph 
835-5842 or 635-6241. 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath condo near 
schools and downtown. Quiet 
street. Fenced yard, paved 
parking. No pets. D.D. Rof reqd. 
635-3766. 
3 BDR 1 1/2 Lath duplex on 
Graham Ave. Avail Nov. 1. 
$775/mo. Ref. requires. Call 
Lisa 638-8639. 
3 BDR house large fenced yard 
close to schools. Uplands, large 
800 sq. ft. patio. Phone~ 
(250)847.4895 leave message. 
$750 per month. 
3 BDR house on bench in town. 
F/S, D.W. N/G heat, N/S, N/P. 
ROF. reqd. '$900 plus D,D. 635. 
9652. 
3 BDR house on Medeek. Oct 
1/98. $800 + deposit. N/S, NIP. 
No parties. Ref. a must. Call 
collect (250)359-6629 or E-mell 
ts@netidea.com. 
3 BDR house. F/S, W/D. attch. 
garage. 3'blocksto downtown. 
Avail Oct 1. $850 month. N/S 
)referred. Ref reqd, 635-3813. 
4 BI~ DOUBI£ WIDE 1RAil.IE| 
JACKPINE FLATS 
Fully fumished, all appliance: 
or unfurnished, oil and wood 
heat. Private seltln~ on acre- 
a~e, wired, 2 ~tall ~m,  ha~, 
loft:, out buildin is, outdoor nd- 
• ing arena. ,' atellite dish, 
greenhouses 1875 ;)tus D.D. 
Ref. req. Ava fable Nov. 1, 
798-2456 or 635-0612 
3 BDR mobile home in Them- 
hill. Close to schools. Ref reqd. 
Avail today. $650 month. 635- 
5737. 
3 BDR newly renovated house 
. at Lekelse Lake. $800 month. 
638-8089 after 6:00 pm. 
• 3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
em $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400.035-4315. 
3 BDR upper level of house. 
One end half bath, F/P, laundry 
fac. Largo back yard. Walking 
distance to D.T. & schools. 
$675 plus utilities. 835-0616 or 
after 4:00 638-0503. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
i $420 .00  monlh. 
' No Pels, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
? 
PARK MANOR 
We are taking 
.applications for o 
2 b~iroom apartment: 
$580 .1~ ~' mc nth, 
includes h mt c ~d hot 
water. Nopets; 
adult-oriental. 
References req ~.  
Ph. 63 S-3, 
• i .  i 
2 BDR house in town, 4 appl. ~ 
N/S. Ref reqd. $550 month. N/G 
heat. 635-2963, 
3 BDR mobile home In Pine 
Park, 4 appl., newer windows, 
new carpeting, fenced yard, 
$850/month, avail Immed, 635. 
2128. 
3 BDR upstairs. F/S Incl. Close 
• to town & school. No pets, no 
smoking, No parties. Avail. Sept 
1. 635-5174 anytime. 
3 BDRM duplex F/S washer 
dryer hookup, on bus route, 
Southslde. ~No pots. Raf. req. 
$600/month. 638-1691. 
3 BEDROOM condo. Fenced 
back yard excellent. In town lo- 
cation. References required. 
635-3042. 
4 BDR house. 5 mine walking 
d:ct,znce to town. $850 month 
plus $425 damage deposit. 
Avail now. 635-9151. 
4 BDR~/c.~mt suite avail. Sept 
1~. Sbuths/de. $700/mo. Heat 
Included. ,r.lef & deposit req. 
798-955/,. 
,;6% LESS rainfall than K~mal 
at Beulderwood MHP"~n 
Tarraos, and 21% leas snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own Instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182: 
AVAIL IMMED. 3 bdr home 
f.p., F/S. Sorry no pots. $645 
month plus D.D. heat Included 
inThomhill Motz Rd. 635-2312. 
CLEAN AND spacious 2 bed- 
room basement suite: 5 minute 
walk from Communtiy College. 
Call: 638-1164. Available Nov. 
1.  
DOUBLE WIDE mobile In adult 
park. 4 appliances, new floor- 
ings, N.G.H. Suit mature cou- 
ple. No pets. $500 month. 635- 
7411. 
DUPLEX FOR rent In the 
homeshoe. Three bedrooms, 
fireplace $700. Phone 638-2081 
after 5pro. 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom house, 
new kitchen, n.e., no pets, f/s, 
$475 per month plus $225 darn- 
age deposit. Home pasture 
available. Avail lmmed. 635- 
3657. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Talcing Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom sui~ 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. Ample partdng 
, Laundry facilities on each floor 
, Close to schools & downt0wn 
. On bus route 
, Security entran~ 
' On site management 
,Nopeis 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
FOUR BEDROOM 2 bath 
house. New Remo. F/P, DW. 
Set up for homes. $900. Refer- 
ences, damage deposit. 638. 
1080 eves, 
FURNISHED BASEMENT su- 
Ite. Caretaker, handymen, older 
type gentleman wanted. No 
pets. No parties. Rent is negoti- 
able. 635-6128. 
FURNISHED ROOM to rant. 
Close to college. Private bath- 
room. Laundry & kitchen facili. 
ties, $375 month. 638-1287. 
IMMAC. ALMOST new one half 
duplex. Located In one of Ter- 
race's most desirable ames. 3 
bdr, 5 appl. Avail Oct 1. $850 
month. (250)756.0899. 
LARGE CLEAN 3 bdrm apt In 
Thomhitl. F.S.W.D. heat Includ- 
ed. N/S, N/P adult oriented. 
$700 per me. $350 damage da- 
posit. Av. Nov 1. Call 635-2469 
leave message. 
LARGE HOME. Homeshoe 
area. 3 & 2 bdr (down). Very 
close to schools and down 
town. No pets. Ref. reqd. F/S. 
N/G. Asking $1000. Avail 
immed. 635-3108. 
LARGE, 2 bedroom upper du- 
plex. Frldge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer. Includes heat 
and electricity. Walking distance 
to downtown. $875 per month. 
635-9202. 
LG MODERN 3 bdrm home on 
a clulet street in Thomhill. 636- 
2311. $950/month. Oct. 1/98. 
NEW 3 bdr condo 1320 sq.ft. 5 
appl., blinds. On site mini stor- 
age. No smoking. No pets. Rat 
reqd. #5-2609 Braun St. Ter- 
race. 635-6179. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdr 
apt., no smoking. No pets. 
Close to schools & hospital. 
$585 month plus deposit. Avail. 
Oct. 1st. 635-8220. 
OLDER WORKING male look- 
ing for shared accomodation, 
non smoker. Call 635-5973 
leave message. ' •. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
• QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. No pets. 
Security entrance. Laundry 
facility. Ref reqd. 635-7216. 
RENT OR RENTO TO OWN 
FOR QUALIRED APPLICANT. 
2/3 bdr mobile with ex- 
panda. Spacious bright 
& clean on 10 acres in 
Terrace. N/G and wood 
f.p. heat, ~Landscaped 
property. Sea system. 
10x60 wired shop. F/S, D/W 
Incl. Will conslder!W/D. N/B and 
mf reqd. $800 month. (250)674- 
3575. 
SMALL HOUSE. Bench area. 
Suitable for couple or single. 
$650 month. Newly renovated. 
638-0484. 
SPACIOUS 1 bdr suits in 
Thornhili. F/S and usa of W/D. 
-(250)824-4894. Leave mess. 
SPACIOUS 2 bdr basement su- 
ite. Private location on Skeena 
River. Near town. Heat Incl. No 
• pets. $495 month. Avail Nov. 1. 
638-1292. 
TOP FLOOR 3 bedroom house, 
2 bathrooms, natural gas fire- ' 
place, frldge, stove Included. FAMILY LOOKING for 2-3 
Washer & dryer hookups, quiet bdrm house or trailer to rent. 
location, near park, no smoking N/S, w/cat, praf. Thornhlll area. 
& pets. Call 638-8544. Also for PIS call 635-3388 after 5:00 
rent 20)(26 shop wired. Call p.m. 
638-8544. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mtnl storage. No pots, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
2071. Blackbird Lodge. Lesvanworths 
Best View Hotel Spa. Compli- 
mentary breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446-0240. 
SINGLE WORKING gentleman COVERED STORAGE space 
requires 2 bdr accom with ga- avail for RV's & heavy equip. In 
rage/shop. Phone 635-1872. Terrace area. 635-9171. 
FOR LEASE or rent. Store front COMPLETE 20' solarium. 8' 
space. 4038 Motz Road. Unit wide. New - never been assem- 
#11 - $800 month or Unit #12- bted; Stilt irrpackages w/assem- 
$500 month. The price is right, bly instructions. Aluminum and 
635-2312. , glass panels. Belting type as- 
' sembly. One open side to Join 
I DETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE building, plus Iouv- 
~ltlal~ BgJ~d'mg ' ere/vents/door. Coulb be used 
as greenhouse, Real bargain. 
3219 E~y St. Asking $1600. 846-5827 leave 
2,500 sq.fl. I~e~il or 01fi~, C-r~d floor message. 
1,00~qJt.101,~l.fi.0~e2ndF~ DOUBLEWIDE OFFICE trailer 
Ph: 635-7191 24'X40', 2'x6' construction, pro- 
. pane/gas furnace, air condition- 
ing, 125 amp electrical panel. 
OFFICE/RETAIL Must be moved. $19,900 obo. 
, SPACE Contact Tere-Les at Blgfoot 
FOR RENT Homes (250)832-8375. 
Up to 5000 sq. ft., next HAMBUN FARMS Pork Sale.• 
$1.29/Ib. Sides cut at your 
to Kondolas, ] location specifloaUons. Lean n' Tender. 
1500 sq• ft., $1285 Satisfaction guaranteed. 1-25o- 
+GST/ rnont~,  1000 sq. 545-2133 (Houston) or 1-800- 
if. $950+GST/mon~, 665-6992. 
HEAVY DUTY battery, 800 c/w. 
]0x]O office room 190 r/c. New condition, 6 month 
$450+GST/mont~ old, new $160, asking $90. 3 
yearn left on warranty. Call 638- 
Car l  638-0555 7263 
" . . . . . . .  r : [1 I i " 1 ' ml 1 
ier!i i,ii 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior .newly renovated. 
Contact John Sh'angway at 635-3333 
,,,,. v,:,,,u,:,,:s,.-ro. IIII! Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
$008 Parle Avenue 2709 Kdm Street 
998 sq.ft new offke/storehont 5, uu s0.h, (ommerdol 
r/w ~mouse & compound 
2901 ~en~ey Stroot 6rdg Aveni~4".entrd ~etioe 
1,735 sqft slorefronlw/ 1,700 sq.fl reloil/offke space 
~re~use ol ~k/01t door 900 sq.ft relo~offke sl~ce 
r • 
70. FOR SALE : 
: :(MISC;); 
: ~•  :i ~i~:'iii(•:•::~: ~:il ¸ :~• •,•: . 
• ~ ~ " ~. '~ii:L i•:~i::~;  ~•. ~ ~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  ^ ~ i~ ~ ~:  ::' ~..,'~: ,<~'~ ~,.~:.~  :.~...~ ' , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.. . . . : . .~.. . ,  .: 
: .... '........... ' ........... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'~ ~ ~': ~ ........ ' '  TUPPERWARE 
: Sales, Service & 
~' • . . . .  ~ Recruitlnn 
! KAREN MAU'EIS "" " °  
Hitachi comp~;ct" disc stereo 
system with double cassette, 
$203. 638-0640. 
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. Sony 
28" floor model t.v., $200. Td- 
umph exemlse bike. Ski ma- 
chine. Maple end tables with 
lamps & coffee table. Large 
Toshiba m/w oven, Lazy boy 
chair. Small desk. Swing set. 
Rocker love seat. 6 drwer bu- 
reau & night table. AImont 
fddge & stove. Set $550. 635- 
2913 after 1:00 p.m. 
KENMORE MICROWAVE oven 
with two door, one drawer cart. 
l.Jke new condition. $300 obo,~ 
"IV stand with storage compart- 
ment. $65. 638-1325 
KENWOOD STEREO double 
cassette deck, stereo receiver 
five disk player two Ioudspeak- 
era. 635-8329. 
LARGE QUANTITY of heavy 
wall culverts, c/w collam, many 
never used, 30"-84" in diameter, 
up to 90ft. long. Good for road 
r building, wells, manholes, etc. 
'Can deliver anywhere. 847- 
4083. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
birch. Phone Geisr Logging Ltd. 
' 638.7290. 
MES/VBOOGIE GUITAR Amp 
excellent condition. $900 abe• 
including footswitch. 638-7274. 
MOTORCYCLE. SET of dishes, 
office desk and chair, enterteln- 
ment centre, table and chelm, 
wheel barrow, doom, windows, 
excercisem, large suitcase. 
635-6290. 
NEW INTEL pent II 266. Full 
multi-media monitor modem 98 
C.D. 2 year warrantee. $1599 
or $53/mo. 1-888-603-4441 
dept 150. 
QUEEN SIZE mattress & box 
spring $150. Dresser $45, 
couch & chair $60, table & 
chairs $30, wood dining table 
$45, stereo cabinet $30, couch 
$25. 635-5973. 
SEASONED BIRCH firewood 
for sale. $85/2/3 of cord. Deliv- 
ered Terrace area. 635-6910. 
YAMAHA 1600 watt generator. 
Low houm. $850 firm. 46" lawn 
mower. Fits Craftsman tractor. 
Never used. $300. 14 aluminum 
posts and hardware. Tan co- 
Iour. For patio fence, Some 
smoked glass panels. $250. 
635-6600 days 635-2052 after 
6:00 p.m. 
FOR SALE radial arm saw. 
$100 abe: 635-2873. 
"VINTAGE" 9 piece dining 
room suite. Solid wood. Set In- 
cludes 6 chelm, table with leaf 
hutch & buffet. Asking $2000. 
638-1508 after 6:00 p.m. 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
LOOKING TO buy an alto 
saxophone. 638-8375. 
OUTBOARD MOTOR wanted 
(2-6 horsepower). Leave mes- 
sage at (250)632-4655. 
COTTONWOOD 
SEATON 11MBER INC. 847-9888 
FAX 847-5901 
EVENINGS 847-8981 
NORTHWEST AGENTS FOR 
• K-PLY INC. • 
~i~i~/~ ~ ~ i~ I ~ / .~ .  ~r .k  8ale Flair, 4 door, 5 speed, 1 owner, 
very reliable. EC. $3900. 635- 
~;  "--- : ~HONDA Civic. SI. Black 5 
I ~ G ,  ~ ~1~ r spd.,.elarm, lowprofile~ras. Ai. I specifications, lay rims. Fog lights. Tinted 
................................................................................ ~ l I r Lean 'n Tender Never winter driven. Exc. 
i • NEW HOME • RENOVATIONS ' ~ I Satisfaction Guaranteed . cond. $8300. 632-2527. 
; ' , ~ g l n e .  
CONSIltucnoN • TILE & BRICK WORK ~ | 1.250-845.2133 (Houston) Auto, NC, cruise, p/w. Recently 
. CONCRETE WORK • SIDING , FREE STIMATES ServingTerrace & Kitimat ~ i ' or 1"800"665"6992 ~ ~pe~t' ed" G/C" $5795" 635- ~ ~ i  :: ::~iii:i:~ ;:. • WOOD and CHAIN UNK FENCES ~ 
" : :  : ~ Steve Titden'sI°aded" V/G/C. Auto, Cruise, t i l L c a rlot. 
--~ :~ :~,~, rmr ' - )~r~ ,- I 
4 brand new fires, a/c, tilt stser- i &l ad e ,rig, p/fecks, $9000 obo. Phone 
F o._' s spot could be Grand-Am. Low km ,, = I your:, ... ! $1503obo.Pholl , ~0 1~ i
Call 638 7283 I I ,,..": SA, . 
[ ; 1 .  FORDFI: , [ STAL I~TDARD ~ km. Fuel In]. 31 ~;~ ,i:i, ~ ," ,! ~ ~ Skeena 4844P/B" WithwelshcanOl:or 
Driv ing 8:oo. $8996. 
L_ . . . .  1991 CNEV 314 
• y- -  School spd. new tiros• ~ 
dableThrough , , . . . . , . , . . . , . ,  House Plans Ave i~ i~ ~  ,,, ,~, ,~ ,~ ~ ~. .  ~ . .  = .  ,,, , .  ,. , ,~  Gi f t  Cert i f icates spd,1981newCHEV' 3/4tires, 1
. ,  , ,  . . .  . . ,0 i~ , ,n .  ~ i  ~ Nor thwest  T i le  6 ,  Marb le  ~ 
i Lee~ ~ j ~  ~ Tsrmal, B,C.G IL@ ~L~ I'I"I ~ SALES AND INSTALLATIONS ':: r'1~Ik • .,.. ~ = . I~i(2~0) 638-2~01 _[ ' ~ to find ~ for panssnge, 
Christmas, Birthday8 tion, two t 
• ~ W~a&IR,M,o TOLLFREE ~i  F -  I~ I .,~e~Z I cer~' ~e,,~o/~a,~'G~,~mod~lZ~l 4 847-4715. \. ~ Phone: 635-9280 l i~ '~ or Graduation 
J~ " '~Ps~ Fax: 615-0022 ~lL~[~ lg~1, 
( ~  10rmcebuilders@osg.net i111  1.800.635.2801"q L- • ABses8ment8 EB ~-  GA~ CHmS'ru~sm r ip  '~ • Evaluations bush 
~ -  1-800"470 DO n' ~ " - -  ~ (omsseeusetourNBNIomtionl II[.11,,¢' good. E.R.C.$12,000obo.835- 
I 3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 R, Pdce & Sons Ltd, ~. .  M Pa P~. 4038,~. Molzm. ,.Rd',aUnitM m#1 usa . . .~PI~IC : . -  ~'  TernS ,  KIUmak]prl~ee ]Bupe~ 9129. 
]( I I I I - ,, P',,.~-,,~r,.~s,~ g298. . ..... 
i001:TR UC,KS FOR 
, : S LE i ~ i ~ 
~. " : ::.i .i " . .  
1994 FORD Tempo. G/C. Auto. 
Pontlsc 
- . 's needs 
Asking 
$1500 abe. Phone 635-2873. 
988 RD F150 4x4. 90,500 
km. Fuel Inj. 300 6 cyl. P/S, 
P/B. With canopy. R/B. 4 spd. 
4844 Welsh or 798-9505 after 
8 /4 ton, 4x4, 350 5 
SlXI. ne  tiros. 154k. $11,830. 
1-250-692-7799 Burns Lake• 
1991 CHEV, 3/4 T, 4X4, 380, 5 
SlXI, new tires, 54 k. $11,900. 
1991 FORD Van, E350 XLT, 15 
passenger. Fully loaded, Incl. 
front/reer AC, excellent condl. 
l   one blue• $6800 abe• 
1981 GMC one ton 4x4 crew 
cab. 350• 4 speed, auto• Never 
 driven. Low miles, Body 
Im w Jeep, 2.8L, new ti~;i:: 
exhsu= b=tery, $10.500. 847-: 
SNOWMOBILES 
' *h , 
! 200: ' FARMERS 
MARKET: , 
1992 DODGE 4x4. 318. 
110,000 kms. Canopy, FUB, box 
liner. 4 extra winter studded 
tires. G/C. 635-7400. 
1993 DODGE Caravan, 
130,000 kin, excellent condi- 
tion, $11,500. Phone 846-5494. 
1993 MAZDA pickup. Low, low 
mileage. One owner. Excellent 
condition. $950(). To view 
phone 638-8C84. 
1994 GMC pickup. Ext. cab, 
Z71 pkg., 350 auto. AM/FM 
cess., cruise, a/c, tilt. Tundra 
hlgbeok canopy. $16,500 obo. 
635-0878 after 5:00. 
1995 CHEV 6.5 turbo diesel 3/4 
ton extended cab, short box, 
fully loaded, leather, Pioneer 
stereo system, alarm, Com- 
mand Start, aluminum work, 
$29,500 evenin~s, 635-2126. 
2 oi: L.0.ST- D. 
-FOUND • ; ,  
• , . .  ." . - 
1995 FORD Superduty-one ton 
dual wheels 7.51 460 cu. in. 5 
speed. Rear wheel drive. Heavy 
duty steel deck, am/fro cas- 
sette. Tilt, cruise, power wind- 
ows & locks. Air conditioning. 
64,780km. $21,950 obo. Phone 
(250)847-9519 after 6 pm. 
110. AIRCRAFT 
FORD 1996 FORD van. 53000 kms. 
$12,500. 635-2838. 
FOR SALE or trade. 1953 Ford 
1/2 ton. Driven daily, $4500 or 
trade or a smaller truck of equal 
value.~250-846-9389. 
FOR SALE or trade. 1953 Ford 
1/2 ton. Driven daily, $4500 or 
trade for a smaller truck of 
equal value. 250-846-9353. 
RANS S-7, 582 Rotax, heavy 
crank, E-box, electric start, 3 
blade warp drive. Lotus floats 
wheels, always hanagered. Uke 
new. $27,000. Will consider 
trade on certified aircraft. 250- 
743-6926. 
230.PERSONALS 
1972 VW camperized van. Not 
a bad deal at $2000. Leave 
mess for Paul and he will return 
mess on W.E. 635-4802. 
1991 TERRY R.V. 21.5' 5th 
wheel. $10,000. Call (250)849- 
5634 Kitwan~a. 
1997 27 1/20kanagan 5th 
Wheel. 14' slide out ducted air, 
skylights, awning, stereo, mi- 
crowave, outside shower. Ex- 
cellent condition. $34,900 will 
take late modal camper in 
trade. 638-8443. 
8' CAMPER. Sleeps 4, propane 
fridge, stove. Good roof. Good 
condition. ChV camper jacks. 
698-7627. 
• KEN S.. . . . .  
MARINE:  
Come in and see the 
new Phazer 500 
Boat Rentals Available 
For Hunting Season 
Yamaha Generators 
Priced To Clear 
All Prince Craft 
Alum Boats On 
Clear-0ut Prices 
Yamaha MM600 
Demo, Only 105 km 
Yamaha Snowblowers 
In Stock 6 - 8 hp 
All Marine 
Accessories 
. ;  20%off : '  
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
2 - up Seat, Reverse 
;4,999 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Gre ig  Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 mi. 
Excellent shape. Asking $4500. 
Phone 692-7967. 
1996 ARCTIC Cat, powder spe- 
cial low miles, stock, mint condi- 
tion. $5400. 1-250-692-7799 
Bums Lake. 
COMPLETE HERD dispersal. 
100 cows. Fifty percent 3,4,5, 
year aids. Fleckvleh simmx 
bred to Fleckvieh simm bulls. 
60 s/minx/Red Angus cross 
heifers bred to proven Red An- 
gus bulls. Phone Houston: 1- 
250-845-7263 (Owen Lk 
Ranch). 
1998 POLARIS 700 RMK 
snowmobile. 1.75" camoplast 
track. Mountain bar. Speed 
grips. Tether cord. Tank bag. 
Immac. cond. $7000. 635-9530. 
1994 16 ft. aluminum boat with 
1993 40 hp Suzuki outboard. 
Has floor, live well, pump and 
depth finder, $3500, evenings 
635-2126. 
FOR SALE 10' Zodiak asking 
$1000 obo. Also 2 hp Johnson 
motor asking $150 obo. 635- 
2873. 
6400 JOHN Deers 4 wd tractor, 
3 pth, cab. 85 hp with 640 load- 
er. Bucket & hay fork $55,000. 
D6D Cat with cab & winch. Two 
blades. Good condition. 
$50,000. 950 Cat Loader. Re- 
built engine & trans. $45,000. 
Carl (250)992-7390. ' 
FOR SALE 1976 H. duty dump 
truck - runs great. Good yard 
track. Asking $3500 obo. Ph. 
638-8700 ask for Derrick. 
AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS. 
We buy and sell used 
tractors. New, used and 
rebuilt parts. We salvage trac- 
tors. Handlers Tractor Parts. 
Toll free 1-888-302-3612. 
FOR SALE - one cattle squeez- 
er in good condition. Asking 
$1,000. For more information 
call 845-7707. 
FEMALE POODLE pups, 1 
black, 1 white. Ready Oct 13, 
98. Will be CKC. Registered, 
micro-chipped, vet checked, 
first shots. $500 firm. 1-250- 
567-5001. 
FOR SALE: Miniature 
dachshunds, red, smooth. 
Adults available for viewing. 
Ready Sept. 25. $300 each. 
845-7490. 
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies 
unrsg'd. Bred for looks, intel- 
ligence and disposition. Dark 
classic to black colors, parents 
exceptional family dogs. No his- 
tory of hip d/spies/a. Dewormed 
sod first shots,=,8,...W.e~s old~. 
S~'pt 10th. $250; ~750-982-2670. 
REGISTERED BLACK and yel- 
low labrador puppies, first 
shots. $400-$500. For informa- 
tion call (250)842-6447. 
2 SADDLES. One 14" western 
brown. Lots of carvings. Suede 
seat. Very nice. $495. 14" west- 
ern. Brown. $200. 635-1308. 
Leave mess. 
FEED- oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Info and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
HAY FOR sale, round and 
square bales. Call Glen 638- 
0254. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sirs, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
merslal cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
PROBABLY THE best bred & 
best looking AQHA 3 yr. old 
stallion in BC. For sale or lease 
to parties who have a good lo- 
cation, proven' management, 
and a desire to build a great 
reputation. He ie big, beautiful, 
super confirmation and disposi- 
tion. Contact Holder's QH 
Ranch, Box 562 Bums Lake, 
BC, V0J 1E0. Phone 1-250- 
692-3722 - Let it dnnl 
ROCKY ACRES agrimarkating, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692, rts 
SUPER GREAT 4H prospect 
yearling gelding. Super well 
bred, super confirmation and 
disposition. Ha'll make a win- 
ned Love at 1 sightl Delivery 
possible. Holder's QH. Ranch, 3 
miles South of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 35. Shown by appt. Phone 
1-250-692-3722. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Talkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-868-636-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
URBAN ACRE, Introducing Pro 
Form Feed. Full line of livestock 
& pet food. 3382•Oid Lakelse : 
Lake Rd. 1/4 Mile past Thornhill 
Pub. Open Monday-Saturday, 
10:00-6:00. Stop In & check us 
out. After hours call 635-3055. ' 
VANDERHOOF AUCTION 
Market Saturday Oct. 31, Bred 
cows, bred heifer, herd sires. 
Dispersal for Simrsse Umousln. 
Pure bred & percentage Ilmou- 
sin. For more info call 567- 
4333. 
PORK FOR sale. Organically 
raised, by the side or whole. 
Also 70 Ibs for BBG. 635-6910. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent horse hay. Will 
trade for round baler. Phone 
250-846-5504. 
SUNDAY OCT 11 9 am-2 pm. 
4708 Weber Ave. Misc house- 
hold items, furniture, t.v., exer- 
cise equip. Baby furn. clothers, 
leather iacksts and much more. 
FOUND. SMALL gold ring in 
Skeena Mall parking lot on Oct 
2. Phone 635-9405 and identify. 
LOST CAT. Female long hair 
tabby. White feet, chest & face. 
Grsen/yellow eyes. Straume 
Ave. area. 635-6951. Reward 
offered. 
LOST NOKIA 252 cell phone, 
black in color, if found please 
cell 635-5922. Reward offered. 
LOST ONE ceramic lawn orna- 
ment. St. Bernard dog. Tan co- 
Ioured 20" tall. 4900 block 
Scott. Reward offered• Senti- 
mental value. Plastic ornament 
deer left in its place. 635-6644. 
LOST. CRUISERS vest on 
Beam Station Road near tow- 
ere. It is urgent that we get this 
back. Please call Michelle or 
Walter. 635-6889. 
*CAROLYN* 32 . Coming to 
P.G.? Sophisticated, beautiful, 
discreet. Greatest rates. 
(250)614-6048 (Iv. message.) 
or (250)552-0149. 
HERBAUFE- A way of life/ 
Have more energy, get slimmer, 
feel better. Products and 
information shipped anywhere. 
Mary Decker Lake, B.C. 1-250- 
698-7319. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
Ut le  #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
t*" ~ =rn, 
¢AIE I I  ~ . ~  PSY(HICS 
• 1 '900-451-40S5 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
BC'S LARGEST Chatllnel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
DISCRETE XXX live 24hrs. 1- 
800-337-8122 c.c.'s. 1-900-878- 
2740 ph billing. From $2.25 
18+. "Now hiring 1-800-337- 
8122." 
FIND LOVE and happlnessl If 
you're a single adult looking for 
a long term relationship/mar- 
riage, call The Swan and The 
Rose Matchmakers Ltd. 1-250- 
474-6685. 
IF ALCOHOL Is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
NON SMOKING lady 42 yrs 
5'3" 120 Ibs enjoys outdoor ac- 
tivities, skiing, long walks, quiet 
evenings at home. Would like to 
meet gentleman with similar in- 
terssts. Please reply with photo 
(if possible) to file #150 c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace B.C., V8G 5R2. 
S.F. LOOKING for S.M. 45 to 
55 for friendship and possible 
relationship. Interests: outdoor 
activities, learning, travelling 
and socializing. Non-smoker. 
Reply to File #124. (3/0 Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race B.C., V8G 5R2. 
SLIM, ACTIVE, honest, caring, 
.and sharing gentleman (50) 
Iodking for lady 35-45 wilh the 
'same qualities to share inter- 
'ests and life with. Hopefully m- 
,lat onsh p will blossom. Kids no 
.Iproblem. Please reply to P.O. 
. Box 1204, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
5P7. 
XXX Live 24hrs 18+ 1-888-913- 
78122 cc billing. 1-900-870-2740 
ph billing. Canada's #1 Psychic 
11-900-451-7711 $3.29/min. 
HAPPY 50 
BIRTHDAY 
BOB DAD GRANDPA 
Luv & Best Wishes 
From Your Family 
to hit you J 
or push you l 
,~ or yell at you l 
or scare you I 
You can be safe. I 
There are safe places. I 
TERRACE TRANSITION I' 
HOUSE: [ 
635-6447 [ 
- 24 HOURSADAY J 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
" 3901 Dobbie St, 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
a##it~s on atTYeT,a~ 
• Homeolmlhy ,Detoxiflcation oPreventalive .Nutritional 
eFo~d Allergy Testing Progrommes Medidne Consultation 
• Vllnmin & Botmicd for appointm, ents, call: 847-0144 
SuFplemenlation 1283 Ma,n St. 5mithers, B.C. 
ii ii IIIH 
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Corp. Start saving $10O's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avllable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Car/boo. Call 
11800/625-7747 anytima. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply, 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay' 
ments. One easy paymant. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
DO YOU need a Ilcenced Bar 
THANK YOU 
We would like to express our sthcere 
thanks to the Tenace Fire Deparlment, 
Local AmbulanceAttendants, RCMP, Dr. 
Warbuck, Dr. Kenyon and all other emer- 
gency staff at Mills Memodal Hospital for 
Ihe rapid response and supedor care our 
loved one received inhis t~me of need. 
SpedaJ thanks to ICU Nursing staff, 
Ward nurses. Dr. Redpeth and assod- 
atns who assisted in Michaels expedi- 
tious recover/. Many, many thanks to the 
person or persons who summoned for 
emergency help. 
Sincere Thanks 
The Bourque and Glaser Family 
B-ALTA TRANSPORT. Li- 
cenced, insured, general 
freight, furniture, local/long dis- 
tance. Truck loads, van, high- 
boy trailer. 847-4654. Fax 
• (250)847-4686. " Res. lan 
(250)846-5659. 
Winter Is Comingl! 
Are you ready?.? 
Is your Snowblower eady?.? 
Power Plus Engine Centre is 
offering a 'Service Special' 
dudn0 the month of October, 
Free pick-up and delivery and: 
complete inspecUon PLUS oil 
change and new spark plug. 
=29 
(walk behind units) 
Call now for pick-up!!! 
635-2345 
Ask about our =t~ct0r" Special! 
POWER PLUS 
. Engine Centre 
Your outdoor & heavy duty 
equipment specialists" 
4530 A Greig Avenue, 
(In Ihe Minute I~uffler block) 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon rs- 
• quest, black tie or casual ev- 
ents. Call TAR BENDERS for 
pdci,lg and reservation informa- 
tion. 635-3763. Now taking res- 
ervations for Christmas parties, 
space is limited. Book now so 
you don't have to worry later. 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Alberta 
delivered to anywhere-from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very Reasonable pdce, any 
• size order. Call 847-4063.. 
HUGE SAVINGS. You pack in 
our trailers. We haul anywhere 
in Canada and USA. Fully in- 
sured and bonded. 5 years in 
business. Call for rates. 1-888- 
276-7648. 
IF YOUR child has trouble with 
classroom learning consider 
correspondence. Cerlifled 
teacher now accepting applica- 
tions to home school students. 
635-6209. 
INTERNET SECRETSl Over 30 
cyber secrets that will complete- 
ly blow your rsindl Call 1-900- 
677-3600 Ext. 2342/Must be 
18yrs. Procall Co. (602)954- 
7420. 
MATH AND reading tutor, Math 
grades , 1-10. Elem. reading. 
Over 10 yrs axp. University de-' 
.qree. Call Laura at 635-0833; 
PERSONAL VIDOE album. 
Transfer your memorias from 
film, slides or photos. Excellent 
rates. European conversions - 
duplications. Jesco NV Ud., 
1232 West Broadway, Van- 
couver, V6H 1G6. Phone 
(604) 733-4409. 
SMALL BUSINESS bookkeep- 
ing or simply ace., typing of let- 
ters, reports, personal letters. 
For more info please call 635- 
1570. 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
i.~! 847-4083,' ' "." ;, ' : '  
!i SUE'S cL()TJ~l~G"r.ei~alr serv- 
'~ ice; hehl'S, ". blt~ratlons, 
patching, pick up & delivery 
available on request. For more 
Info please call 638-8628 days. 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
OrerveEcmamil: manucomp@uni- 
We have local . . . . . .  
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Servicing: Copiers, Printers, Calculatorsi 
Computers, Cash Registers, Fax Machines 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acupressure 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 
Natural Health Practitioner St. Mathew's Centre, 4506 LakelseAve.,Ten'ace 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
~ R A N D  EXPRESS SERVICE 
I D ~ ¢ , c ~  fr0m Stewart_ to 
I T S ,  Ipo  in between. Pick: 
Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier setwlce. 
• P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Phi 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
• Terroce Depot:. 635-7676 " 
I CHRYSLER: i 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'96 Chrysler Inb'epid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'96 Dodge Ram~cab 
4x4 SLT, V-~e/'~,!~wer 
wlndo~~, '%-~lse ,  Tilt 
and ~."0111y 23,000 kms 
$25,995 
'95 Dodge Ram ClubCab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, 1lit, Cruise, Powe( 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $19,995 
'95 Chrysler Cirrus 
6 cyl, Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 
power windows & locks 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
Y-8,Auto leather, a/c, crulee, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 krns 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
=Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
• '87 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
~ ..$2,495 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyI,Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
va, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Cado 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18.995 npw $17.99. = .~! ,  ,~ (j 
;: ~ '920hevLumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'97 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, auto, cassette 
$15,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab - 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Only 25,000 kme 
$29,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,99, =
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-e,Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25 ,995  
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995• 
Demo Pdcee, Net Of Programs 
'98 Dodge Caravan SE 
uport Model 
3.31, v6, Auto, Air, Tintsd Glass, 
~ower Locks, and Windows, Cruise 
Tilt, Cassette, Built In child seats 
more 
NOW $25,555 
'98 DodOeE.GsR. Ca rave n 
6000 kin, V6, Auto, Front & Rein 
~r, Cassette/CD, Cruise, Tilt, Tint( 
Glass, Power Windows & Locks, 
Built In chlld seats & more. 
NOW $31,251 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
12,500 kin, VB, Auto, Air, Dual 
eliding doors, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Locks, Built In child 
seats, Running boards 
& more. 
Now $231636 
Partial List 
0nly Over 25 More 
Pre-0wned Veh,:les 
In Stockl [ 
4916 tlwy, 16 West 635-7za? 
|,800-313-7|87 D~ 59~ 
. .~v.tmaceautoma,.~m i. 
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IN LOVING MEMORY OF ROY GLEN OWENS 
JUNE 2, 1972 - OCTOBER 5, 1997 
His memo~ is my keepsake 
which I'll nev.er part 
has .him in His .keeping 
I have him in heart. 
With all my love, 
Connie 
Misty River Tackle, Hunting & Grocery 
 Uou : Hunting • Fishing Camping • Groceries 
We have it all! 
Monday To Saturday 7am-11pm 
Sunday - 7am - 11pm 
5008 Agar St., Ten'ace, B.C. ] 
J 
Ph: 638-13~9 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1369 I 
WESTERN STARTRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE L'ro. 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
:: 29o:. E us,.EsS :: 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govem- 
meat assistance programs in- 
formal]on to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
49 YEAR old ex-president large 
corporation gives up 18 hr day 
career to work 18 hr week. 
Maintaining h ighs  figure in- 
come and great lifestyle. What I 
do-anyone can dupflcatel Call 
me: Ron Bldewell (604)951- 
2524. 
BUSY RURAL convenience 
store. Indudse comfortable liv- 
ing quarters. Uquor outlet, to- 
AVON CALUNG? Free kit, ffes 
samples. Free start up cost. 
One week only. Oct 5-9 inclu- 
sive. Call today. Linda collect at 
(250)636-9138. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Pflncese House crystal, 
cookware, giftware and ceramic 
dinnerware at home parties. 
Earn $80-$200 for 4 hre work. 
No inventory to buy, no experi- 
ence necessary. Must have car 
and phone. Call Elaine collect 
250-769-5373. 
EXPERIENCED LOG truck 
drivers wanted for witner log 
haul. Contact Stone 5 Enterpris-. 
LOGGING EQUIPMENT dis- 
tributor to Canadian and U.S. 
markets seeks managing partn- 
er for Vancouver Island based 
business. Sales, Management 
and equipment expertise ssen- 
tial. Fax resumes 1-250-338- 
1206. 
LOOKING FOR full time and p/t 
drivers and dispatchers. Willing 
to train. Contact Roger Bal at 
635-7177. Kalum Kabs. 
MORICE COMMUNITY Skills 
Centre is offedng, "Entry Level 
Mining Training" The course will 
include classsroom Instruction 
and job shadowing. 
Sponsorship may be available if 
you are collecting income 
assistance, or employment 
insurance benefits. To register 
or for more information please 
call Shirley Higgins at 845-5933 
or 1-877-277-2288. Morice 
Community Skills Centre 
working in partnership with 
CFDC of Nadlna and Human 
Resources Development 
Canada will be offedng a two 
week Pre-Entrepreneudal 
Training. Dates: October 19- 
October 30, November 9- 
November 20, November 30- 
December 11. Whether you are 
oonsidedng self-employment, or 
are interested in skills for 
'employment his program may 
be for you. Sponsorship 
available to employment 
insurance recipients, To register 
for more information please call, 
Tenley at 845-2522 or 1-888- 
556-5539 or Sirley at 845-5933 
or 1-877-277-2288. 
MOTEL MANAGER required. 
25 units Terrace. Duties include 
managing staff, reservations, 
etc. Wage pkg. incl. on-site ac- 
com. plus salary based on ex- 
pedence. Suitable for semi re- 
tired couple. Must be honest 
and reliable. Alpine House Ho- 
tel. 4326 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1N8 (250)635-7216. 
PEOPLE NEEDED for camp- 
: ground. 27 campsites w/toilets, 
showers, firewood. Located in 
beautiful Nass Valley with 
Mushroom Depot on property. 
$5/persorVday. Phone 
(250) 633-2435. 
REQUIRED FOR local work in 
Terrace. Quality tradesmen; 
millwdghts, fittar-fabdcators, 
welders, iron workers, pipe fit- 
ters. Send detailed resumes to 
Box P c/o Quesnel Observer, 
188 Carson Ave, Quesnel, B.C., 
V2J 2A8. 
REQURED IMMED. Exhaust 
and brake specialist. Must be 
able to custom bend. Quality 
work expected, Enjoy the out- 
doors In the beautiful caribool 
Industry wages and benefits 
package. 1-800-668-3994 
James or Arvln. 
cared in the popular, shuswap 
Lakes. area. ,,One hour from, 
mqj0r cenVes, Owner r~flng. 
Annual gross $300,000. Sale 
pdco $375,000. Sedous enqui- 
ries only., Call or fax: 1-250-679- 
4489 any day between 4 p.m. 
and 6 p.m. 
CHIMNEY WlZ creosote remov- 
al patented process. Required 
for Smlthers to Prince Rupert. 
Unlimited eamlng potential. All, 
tools and advertising provided. 
Small Inlttal Investment r~ 
qulred. Call Bruce at (250)564- 
9943. 
EARTH. EASY wonderful blend ~ 
of alternative and natural pro- 
ducts Including clothing, cos- 
me,ice, books, music, and 
more. (A separate vegetarlsn~ 
lunch bar sub-leased at back) 
$55,000 plus Inventory. Ron 
250-752-2885. 
FLORAL/GIFT SHOP for sale. 
Located In Terrace B.C. Excel- 
lent location and reputation, Es- 
tablished 20 years. Unlimited 
possibilities. Serious enquiries 
only. Call after 6:00 pro. 
(250)632.5510. 
FOR SALE- Crafts'N More 
store. Williams Lake, B.C. Es- 
tablished business with excel- 
lent growth potential. Approx 
cash Investment $55,000. Call 
1-800-665-5085. 
FOR SALE  
Here's a great opportu- 
n i t~ tar  fun and steady 
income for a family or 
couple. For further 
deta lk  contact. 
N.Condon 250414-4406 
JOEY'S ONLY SEAFOOD 
REST. Franchise opportunity. 
Terrace location available soon. 
' Contact Fotls Sctirce, (250)212- 
• 0449. 
MULTIPLE STREAMS OF IN- 
. COME. An opportunity for an- 
' yone anxious to succeed and 
~achleve tinanclal freedom into 
the 21st century. Call now 1- 
888-571.7315. 
NORTHWIND POWERED Par- 
achutas is now eooeptlng appli- 
cations for sales agents. Com- 
"blne business with pleasure in 
this new .and quickly growing 
sport. A safe and Inexpensive 
way to flyl All applications are to 
be submitted by October 15, 
lg98 to start the 1999 seeson. 
For more info call Troy 'Ablitt 
(250)989.oo83. 
PERFECT PART-time home 
bualnesel 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$20Wmonth. Hands-on , 
training. 24 hr message. 800- 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
SCHNEIDER'S POPCORN par- 
tJee oflsm e Unique line of high 
quality popcorn products pre- 
sented In home demonstration. 
Representatives needed, Earn 
extra X.mas moneyl Call 1-800- ,' 
665-6484. 
. es ,Manning.,Nta,..(AQ3). 8S6- , 
L 3251 ..... :~ ca,;~ :~, .:i ~ ~. ;:: . ~ , ,~...~. , , .  :(::. ~:~. 
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NURSING POSITION AVAILABLE 
The Nisga'a Valley Health Board invites interested applicants to 
work in their Satellite community Health Station located in 
Kincolith, B.C., available immediately. 
Ex,~lent salary and benefits packages available. Furnished hous- 
ing supplied. Physician on site. Applicants must be eligible far B.C. 
Registration and have had experience related to rural/out patient 
nursing. Confidence in handling emergencies and working in pre- 
vent'five health preferred. 
Closing Date: Odober 15, 1998. 
G0ntect or forward applicatioa/resume to: 
Iori Taneatto 
Director of Nursing 
Nlsga'a Valley Health Board 
• 4920 Tail Avenue 
P.O. Box 234 
New Aiyonsh, BC, V0J 1A0 
Phone: ! (250)633-5000 
Toll Free: 1-888-233-2212 
Fax: 1-250-633-2512 
' : E.Mail NVHB@Kermedie.net 
I 
Police Officers 
NEW RECRUITS  
Make your career with a progressive force 
The New Westminster Police Service, a forward-thinking 
and dynamic force, is committed to working with our cam- 
munity to enhance the livability and security of our City. 
Bright, capable, out-going individuals who are committed 
to working together to improve our community are 
encouraged to apply. 
Applicants must complete he Justice Institute of BC'e 
Standardized Testing Program for Police Constables prior 
to submitting an application. Contact 604,528.5698 for
program information, A Certificate of Achievement for the 
Program must be included with your application, 
An application package, which includes our Police 
Service Application form, an Information Booklet 
and an application for the Standardized Testing 
Program, may be picked up from the address below. 
We are only able to mail application packages to 
applicants outside the Lower Mainland. Call 
604.527,4605 to order a package. Application packages 
will be available from October 5 to December 18, 
19g8, Monday to Friday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm at the 
address below. 
Completed applications received by November 4, 
1998 will be considered for a February 22, 1999 
employment start date. Applications received after 
November 4 will be considered for a May 17t 1999 
start date. Incomplete applications will not be 
accepted. An official application form with all 
attachments must be submitted by 4:30 pro, 
l.~m ama~k~ haEIi1~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I cl~c~oo i'~ ~ 
Information & Registration Days 
Rehab. Assistant . Oct. 16, 2-5pro; Pharmacy Tech. - Oct. 23, 2-5pro; 
Respite Caregiver - Oct. 30, 2-5pro 
Our saMe~ succeed In.finding jobs/Student financing may be available 
  :ESTERN C: NADA:EDUCATION CENTRE 
I ',,r/u,:,'/v l~uml,,i,li~: 1,ii'ali~,mH Ihu l l l~ ,~('ii'nc,'~.' " , 
l :346 ,'4t,~ m nir ,gt..':314,(167 )-- I;80( -7 )8-8822 ~ mmmn 
ACCOUNTANT 
Terrace & District Credit Union is seeking a 
highly motivated, team player for the position of 
Accountant. As part of the Management eam this 
position reports directly to the General Manager. 
Responsibilities will include preparing and ana- 
lyzing financial statements, preparing annual 
operating and capital budgets and variance 
analysis, managing the credit union investment 
portfolio, monitoring and managing accounts pay- 
able and general ledger accounts, administering 
all aspects of payroll and designing and imple- 
menting internal audit plans and activities. You 
will possess a strong background in accounting, 
budgeting, systems and procedures in a comput- 
erized setting. 
The successful applicant will demonstrate 
strong organizational, communication, analytical 
and computer skills. Knowledge of the Vision 
West banking system would be an asset. Terrace 
& District Credit Union offers a competitive salary 
and comprehensive benefits package. 
Qualified applicants are asked to submit a 
resume by October 21, lgg8 to: V.Gauvin, 
General Manager, Terrace & District Credit Union, 
4650 Lazelle Avenue., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6. 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 .~TR 
Oc~ber 9 & 16 ~wH q , ,  
Nov3 " 
WCB OF& TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
October 17 • o,4 $75 
WCB OF#. LEVEL 3 $595 
Oct 13- Nov 14 I~wanga 
(Tuesday & Thurs. evenings. Saturday all day) 
Oct 19 - 30 Terrace 
Nov 16 - 27 Kitimat Or Terrace 
Nov 30 ; Dec11 " : : " ~ ' 
WHMIS (4 hours) _~a 
Anytime via computer ~lv  v 
l r l~mc CONllZOL $150 
Nov6& 7 
TRANS. OF DANGEROUS GOODS $100 
Nov5 
n ',i: [o] g I :SBV,&'gJlr~l,'g,lolOIOa ;P',.)Lm ~,k'gJl~J,~l,?& i 
FISHERIES COMMUNITY 
COORDINATOR 
16/37 Community Futures is seeking an individual to 
undertake various planning, coordinationg and man- 
agement asks. 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Under the direction of the Terrace Kitimat Partners for 
Salmonid.s committee, and the General Manager of 
16/37, the Coordinator will be responsible for coor- 
dination and liaison with all community groups and 
agencies involved in Fisheries, do research, plan- 
ning, organizational and proposal writing for 
Fisheries programs and strategies. Work with the 
TKPS commiltee and other staff members in develop- 
ment of administrative, financial reports and organ- 
izational programs. Work with the TKPS and all com- 
munity partners to enhance the establishment and 
development of fish strategies for the region. 
QUAUFCATIONS 
The person we seek must be highly motivated, an 
enthusiastic self-starter and be able to work in 
changing situations with a varie~ of people and iter- 
ests. Strong interpersonal and coping skills are 
essential. ~ust have the abilit X to work effectively. 
with a volunteer Board and work under the General 
Manager along with other staff: members on a Team 
Concept basis. Communication and computer skills 
are definitely required. A Bachelor of Science 
degree, diploma or related work experience in the 
natural resources field, (aquatic/fish resources pre- 
ferred) or other related fielcls would definitely be an 
asset. 
SALARY 
Commensurate with experience. Position to be 
located in Terrace. 
Please send resumes altention: " ' : 
JOE WHITNEY, General Manager 
16/37 Communily Fulures 
#204-4630 Lazelle Avenue : 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IS6 
Telephone: 635-5449 
APPUCATION DEADUNE= 12~ i 
1998 
• / 
: i ~::!i ¸¸¸ 
, is currenll Xseeking a malure, self motivated and d~ic, atecl 
employee to fill a full time position. Some knowledge otlhe pbo- ' 
tographic industry would be an asset. Please enclose a cover let- 
ter along with your resume to the attention of:. 
Olga McNeice 
#4-4736 Lakelse Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
Closing Dale is October 11, 1998 
FAMILY COUNSELLOR 
PRINCE RUPERT 
The successful candidate must have a degree in social work or 
related discipline or combination of related training and years of 
experience. 
Main responsibilities: 
• Maintain client confidentlality 
• Maintain a client caseload 
• Counselling individuals, couples and families 
• Making appropriate referrals as required 
• Conducting client fallow-up as required 
• MaintaininB a~ropriata caseload documentation 
• Uaising with other professionals in the field 
• Maintaining contact with member Bands through social service 
staff 
• Recording & reporting statistical infarmation/monthly reports 
• Conducting & co-facifitating workshops as required/requested 
Desirable qualifications: 
• Certificate in counselling/sexual buse counsellor training an 
asset 
• Experience/knowledge of community, communily-based pro 
grams and facilitating wo,'kshops 
• Experience/knowledge in working with First Nations people of 
different nations 
• Computer and office eqpui meat experience 
• Ability to work with minimum supervision 
• Have a valid drivers licence and a willingness to travel 
Appointment subject to a sadsfack~ criminal record check. 
Salary dependant on experience and qualifications. 
PLEASE SEND RESUME & REFERENCES TO: 
Northwest Band Social Workers Association 
1581 Kulspai Crescent, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P5 
Deadline: October 19, 1998. 
Skeena Bulkley Region 
T 
t 
WRITERS & PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Forest Renewal BC Regional Communications is 
seeking expressions of interest from writers and 
photographers to work on various short term 
projects in the Skeena BuUdey Region ,! 
A list of qualified contractors will be established 1 
for future work covering Forest Renewal BC I 
investment activities in the region. Contractors 
will work on an hourly or daily basis with Forest 
Renewal BC staff, government agencies and"  
forest sector clients. 
Qualified individuais:and companies'hre~vited 
to submit pro?iles of eir experience; references, 
fee schedules and services to the address below, 
or by Fax:(250) 847-7840 before October 16, W98. 1 
Attention: D. Belford, Regional  Communicat ions  . 
Forest Renewal  BC, Skeena BuUdey Region 
Bag #5000 - 3790 Al fred Avenue 
Smithers ,  B .C .  
v0j 2N0 
RENEWAL BC 
BAND SOCIAL WORKER/ 
MANAGER 
Salary: Depending of qualifications and experience 
Deadline: October 16, 1998 
Qualifications: 
• Bachelor Degree in Social Work 
• Computer Uterate " ' 
• Background in Finance 
ou~es: ~ i i  
• Plan, direct, coach, supervise and coordlnate the operation of the 
Social Development group and the interaction of the depart 
meats with other doparlments and services. 
• Meets with clients to fill the required application forms, ensuring 
all supporting decuments are on file and that the files are ~' 
maintained. 
• Prepares S.A. Journal and requisitions monthly Social 
Development payments for clients and submits to finance 
deportment. 
• Controls departmental spending with approved policies and 
budgets and prepares monthly Social reports as required by 
Indian & Northern Affairs Canada. . 
• Presents quarterly budget reviews, reviews monthly financial 
statements and other financlal information as required. 
• Prepares monthly reports on Brightar Future projects and 
coordinates reports from Drop In Supervisor, Group Home 
Supervisor and other related staff. 
• Directs and conducts research relative to social development, 
youth, elders and other issues affecting the ,well being of 
community members individually and as a whole. 
• Prepares project reports and proposals in relation to social 
development and Brighter Futures. 
• Provides advise and social analTfical services to the Band 
Administrator and Band Council. 
• Handles gAS, CPP, WCB, ICBC and other related agencies 
!nquiries far community members to gain the best advantage for 
Kisplox residents. 
• Monitors Homemaker program ensuring din,sheets are reviewed, 
approved and submiffed to finance deportment. 
• Handles Elders Wood program, inspection of wood, signing 
woad slips and submits payment requisition to finance 
department. 
• Recommends departmental goals, objectives and policies, 
implements p.rac~ures that are consistent with approved goals, 
objectives and policies. 
• Home Visits ~' . . . . . . .  ~" :,~~ ::i 
• Knowledge oF Gitksan Culture would be an • ~ ' ~ ,,:~ 
• Confidentiality ~ 
• Other duties as assigned. 
Comp, 25, Sile K RR#1 ~ 
Ik~lon,  B.C. i 
VOS 1Y0 : ;' ::: :~!: ;i :~i!~i!:~!):ilil i ¸ 
i 
~ ~i ~ i ~ ~,  ~ 
Needed Immediately 
to join the team in a busy progressive, 
friendly salon for part time or full time work. 
A Licenced, Experienced 
Stylist 
And An Exprienced Licenced 
Esthetician 
competent with artificial nails. 
If you are outgoing, friendly, and a team 
player, apply with resume to 
Images by Karlene 
NORTHERN METALIC Sales 
For t  Nelson. Full time position 
available. Person to manage a 
small engine shop. Responsible 
for sales inventory control & su- 
pervise 4 people. Honda & 
Bombardier experience an as- 
sat but not a necessity. Salary 
negotiable. Full time position 
available. Small engine me- 
chanic. Experience in Honda, 
Ski-Doe an asset. Salary nego- 
tiable based on experience. Fax 
resume to Dave @ 250-774- 
3604. 
SALES REP. required. Experi- 
ence not necessary, will train. 
Base plus commission. Must 
have Driver's license and reli- 
able transportation. Fax: 250- 
392-6994. Send resume c/o 
Tribune Box 809, 188 N.lst 
Ave. Williams Lake, B.C., V2G 
1Y8, 
WANTED BABYSITTER in my 
home for 3 children 10-6 after 
school, evening weekend. Must 
have own transportation. Ref. 
required. Phone 638-8348. 
WANTED CARING, depend- 
able people who have the 
Home Support Worker Certifi- 
cate or nursing background and 
who enjoy working with people.. 
Apply at Terrace Home Support 
1-3215 Eby St. 635-5135. 
J i i 340 :  LEGP, E ~I I NOTICES , . I  340, LEGAL .., , : : •NOTICES . . . .  "GET PAID to go shoppingl" Are you a shopper who's atten- tive to details. Join our nation wide team shoppers. Occasion- 
al work in your region. Must be 
over 21yrs and have car. Com- 
petitive Rates. 1(888)215-5147 
ext 405". 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
635-4997 
~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
lOw~n to 5pro 
Outlines amilable at both our 
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
tn organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom' 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for •renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
yrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
HEAVY DUTY mechanic seeks 
work. Reasonable rates. 847- 
3473. 
I WILL babysit in my home any 
time throughout he week. 635- 
9332. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it right oncel Call 635-3783. 
BLOCK PARENT will takewon- 
defful care of children. (Com- 
puter, crafts, homework, story- 
time). Great ref: 638-1638. 
COUPLES ONLYI Romantic 
getaway cottage. Adventure 
Bay, Vernon. Private hot tub, 
weekly, nightly, lovers cham- 
pagne weekend. Special book 
aheedll 1.250-545-1645. 
GET OUT of your timesharell 
Guarantaedlll mini-vacation in- 
cluded. Holiday Resort Interna- 
tional. #1 in selling & renting va- 
cation propertlesl Total Internet 
advertising. Call now Toll Free 
1-638-470-0001 or (760)721- 
2692. Visit our websita 
http:/hvww.holldayr.com. 
SILVER STAR MOUNTAIN, 
~Vernon BC. Ski in, ski out. 3 
bedroom chalet. Sleeps 8. Hot 
tub, microwave, dishwasher, 
very reasonable-book eedyl 1- 
250-545-1645. 
SKYIJNE MOTEL Special rate. 
$35 + tax. One person. Add $30 
per Pemon. Add $3 for extra 
bed, Excluding long weekend 
and special even. Free room 
coffee, Free local phone. Free 
movies indoor swimming pool. 
Hot tub, sauna, coin leundry & 
queen bed. 250-374-8944. Fax: 
250-374-8950. 1763 E. Trans- 
Canada, Kamloope, BC. Bring 
this ad when checking, Expires 
Oct, 30198. 
SUNFLOWER CHILD Care 
Centre has openings for f/t and 
p/t child care. For more info & 
registration call 635-1512. 
TERRACE HOME BASED 
BUSINESS ASSOC. FALL 
FAIR. Oct 31. 10:00-4:00. For 
table rental contact 635-2365. 
THE LITTLE School House Pm 
School Is now open and taking 
registrations, Ages 3-5. 5224 
McConnell Ave. 635.6650. 
• PHONE6,'~;7776 
3611 Cot onwood.Thornh II ": 
• 3231 Ka um!Terrncq 
nas & Fire Places. Most ski In- 
Adult ticket 1 kid under 12 skls 
FREEIII Stay 6 nights & get the 
first night FREEtil. (Some re- 
strictions apply) Call Sharonat 
1-800-585-8634, www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top, e-mail: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca. 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 7, 1998- B11 
TOP OF the Mountain. Accom- 
odations & management. All 
new full-equipped 1-5 bdrm - -  N e t o r k C I a s s i f i e d s 
condos & chalets. Sleeping up ~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
tOunits.36HotPeopletubs, Jacuzzis,ln connectingsau. ( ~  i' A $ $ 0 ¢ I A I' I 0 N These ads appear In approximately 100 J(~ O IL~'~ for25words ITo place an ad call 
~-_:; Brlti~i Csl.mH, 4el Y=/,ss community newspapers in B.C.end Yukon N) g -  ~ V $ 6.00 each this paper or the BOY- 
out or Just rain, to lifts. For every and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word CNA et (804) 669-9222 
AUCTIONS BUSINESSES FOR SALE  EMPLOYMENT UVESTOCK TRUCKS 
YEAR 2000 computer bug 
threatens many aspects of our 
personal lives. For information 
on how to prepare yourself and 
also earn major dollars by help- 
ing others prepare i:ontact Pa- 
trick at 250-638-1135, 
Chr ist  Lutheran  
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays -
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
I DOROTHY MIsh of Terrace as 
of September 22/98 will no 
• longer be held responsible for 
any debts incurred by anyone 
other than myself. 
r f i va  C l in ic  
Recover  your  hea l th  in a 
natura l  in tegrated  way .  
NQUSR 
Saturday October 10ttl 
1:00- 4:00 p.m. 
Free demonstrations of 
Life Energy Assessment 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
St. Matlhew's Centre 
635-2194 
Canadian Diabetes 
QPRN 
CAR RAFFLE WINNERS 
I I Explorer 
I I Escort 
Caribbean Cruise for 2 
i 3,000 Cash 
i ,000 Cash 
$1,000 Cash 
$1,000 Cash 
$1,000 Cash 
GVO Golf Pac.kage 
GVO Golf Package 
Bedwell Horbour 
Get-Away 
Laurel Point Inn 
. G~t:Away . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
J 
D. MacAdam, Victoria 
Ina L Turner, Kelowna 
Sue Leonard, Cranbrook 
Fred Roisum, Hazelton 
Anna Unruh, Abbotsford 
Julia H. Gawan, UIIooet 
Coral Baptists, Vancouver 
Sims, Creslon 
Dot Gardner, Fort St. John 
Wilf Gauge, Victoria 
Ted Graham, Victoria 
Ronald A. Schaufele, Victoria 
11-lANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT 
WANTED INDIAN BAS- 
KETS. Also cash for older 
carved masks, totem poles, 
boadwork, clothing, arglllite, 
etc, Call Toll Free: 1-877- 
657.2072. Metro 
Vancouver call (604) 657- 
2072 or (604)657-1147. ,
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNmES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock established 
unique vendors in your 
area. No seller. Full-time, 
part-time. Minimum Invest- 
ment $13,980. 1-888-503- 
6884 (24 hours). Member 
B.B.B. 
HOME PARTY PLAN OF 
THE DECADE. Come Join 
us, Mom's Pantry 
Products TM quality 
baking/pastry/food prod- 
ucts. Excellent home based 
business, flexibility. Minimal 
start up. t-800-350-MOMS 
(6e67). 
SEEKING NEW SALES- 
PEOPLE across Canada. 
No set quotas, no pressure, 
complete training, stale-of. 
the-art back office, current 
• pricing, full compliance and 
much more. Over 925 
Associate partners, 26 
Institutional Partners, 
238,000 Clients across 
Canada. W.H. Stuart & 
Associates 1-800-668- 
1716. www.whstuart.com. 
The fastest growing inde- 
pendent financial planning 
company in Canada. 
$140,000/YR POTENTIAL 
Yesl Profit magazine say., 
"Best business to go into 
GARDEN CENTRE 
Sunshine Coast (Glbsone, 
B.C,). Great location - ex- 
ce'Itent yearly growth. 'g7 
sales $400,000, Includes 
1,700 sq. ft. newly renovat- 
ed home. Price $550,000. 
Doug, (604) 886-2796, (fax) 
886-2718. 
CAREER TRAINING 
EXCITING WELL PAID ca. 
rears i n computer program- 
ming. We wlU prepare suit- 
able applicants, Ministry of 
Education Registered 
Home Study Diploma 
Program. Financial aasle- 
tenca, loaner computer sys- 
tems and Job placement 
tools available. No experi- 
ence necessary, CMS 1- 
800-477-9578. 
EDUCATION 
A CAREER CHANGE? 
Train to be sn 
Apartment/Condo Manager. 
Many Jobs-All areasl Free 
Job placement assistance. 
17 years of succeasl For 
info/brochure 681-5456/t- 
800-665-8339.RMTI. 
HEL ICOPTER 
LOGGING/Silviculture 
Training. Men and women -
train for exciting, high pay- 
ing careers in growth san. 
tors of the forest Industry. 
W.C.B. 'Workeste' recog- 
'98.,.'Low overhead + no ntzed training, Private Post. 
inventory = Very Profitable, secondary Institution. Job 
Franchisel Call now, free placement assistance. I H.I. 
information: 1-888-679- 
2201. 
ONLINE CHRISTIAN NET- 
WORK. Serve the Lord & 
Your Community. Join 
growing network of 
Christian Franchisees. Full 
training & support. 
Protected territories. 
Investment required, SIG- 
NIFICANT ROI. Call 1- 
800-663-7326. 
Tra,lnlng Institute Ltd, 
(250)897.1188. 
COUI~SELLOR TRAINING" 
Insiitute of Canada offers 
on;campus and correspon- 
dence Courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-665-7044. 
OPPORTUNmES 
MILLWRIGHT, 3 LINE 
STUD MILL In High Pralde, 
Alberta, looking for 2 per- 
sons to walk floor during 
production hours. The Job 
requires rotational shifts 
and weekend work. 
Successful applicants' 
strong mechanical back- 
ground will only be sur- 
passed by their work ethic 
and ability to work In a 
team environment. Also hir- 
ing mechanics. Resume by 
mail only. No phone calls. 
Buchanan Lumber, Box 38, 
High Prairie, Alberta, TOG 
1E0, attention: Greg 
Palmer. 
LICENSED AUTO BODY 
TECHNICIAN with mln, 6 
yrs, exp. required immedi- 
ately for accredited auto- 
body shop, Wage $18 or 
depending on experience. 
Phone KIm's Kustom, 
Nakusp, B,C. (250) 265- 
40t2. Fax (250) 265-4022. 
BROADCASTER (OR) 
RECORDING ENGINEER - 
No Experience Required, 
On-the-Job training. In local 
Recording Studios, 
Rsdlo/TV Station. PT, 
Nights, Weekends. Free 
Video, CD Rom 1-800-295- 
4433. 
DYNAMICEDMONTON 
CA firm requires a recent 
CA graduate or senior stu- 
dent to serve a growing and 
diverse client base. Terrific 
oppodunRy for a motivated 
Individual Interested in ca- 
reer growth and advance- 
ment, Excellent salary com- 
mensurate with experience. 
Yaremchuk & Annlcchlarlce 
Chartered Accountants, 
#202, 8657 - 51 Ave., 
Edmonton, AB, T6E 6A8. 
Fax 403..465.6120. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SA,WMI1.L $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large ca- 
psolty. Best sawmill value 
anywhere. Free Information 
1.800.566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R. 2, KIIworthy. 
Ontado POE 1G0. 
LOWUNE TRUE Miniature O DOWN O.A.C 
Cattle, Blaok and Polled. 
Bred and open females, Guaranteed credit ep- 
bulls embroyos and semen, proveds. Tracks, 4x4'e, crew 
Canadian Lowllne Cattle cabs, diesels, sped ufilltJee, 
Company, Calgary, Alberta. Repo'e, broken leases, 
Phone 1-403-272.5378, fax 
403-248-521B, heavy duty equipment, 
Take over payments. Free 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- delivery. Call The 
TURED Homes Ltd. Ask Untouchables now. 1-800. 
about our used single and 993-3673. Vancouver 327- 
double wldes. "We Serve - 7752. 
We Deliver", 1-800-339- 
5133~ DL#5513. 
N/~INIES 
TRAVEL EUROPE, AUS- 
TRAUA, S, AFRICA. Work 
with children, housework. 
100's of positions avail. 
International Au Pair. 604- 
858-8908. 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
WE WILL RENEW YOUR 
FAITH IN PSYCHICS. 
Gifted, honest, masters re- 
veal future, Advice on love, 
suc©ese, work, health, 
money, relallonehipa. 24 hr. 
Live. 18+ $3.39/mln. 1.900- 
830-3113. 
PERSONALS 
SHELIA'S PSYCHIC read- 
ing. Canada's most power- 
ful psychic. Call from the 
privacy, comfort of your 
home. Phone reading 1- 
403-285-1277, flat rate 
Visa, or 1-900-830-8080 
$2,99/mln. 18+. 
20/20 WITROUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-surgi- 
cal, permanent restoration 
In 6-8 weeks, Airline pilot 
developed, Doctor ap- 
proved. Free Informstlon~)y 
mall: 406-961-5570 ext. 
249. Fax 408-961-6577, 
http://www.vislonfree dom.c 
ore. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS. All-purpose struc- 
tures: 100% useable space. 
Factory-Direct Savings. 
S20'Wx24'L $4,509.00, 
• S40'W x 60'L $13,001.00 
(including sliding doors). 
Many sizes & modetsl Call 
1-800-668-51 f l  ext 132. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EXPERIENCED CON- 
TROLLER. Rodeo Ford 
Sales Limited, located In 
the thriving community of 
Medicine Hat In southeast. 
em .adberte~ is searching for 
s controller with a proven 
background using the ADP 
system, The successful 
candidate will be well orga- 
nized with strong Interper- 
sonal and communication 
skills, The ability to handle 
multi tasks and meet dead- 
lines is essential. Must be 
detail oriented with strong 
supervisory skills and have 
a working knowledge of tax, 
legal and human resources. 
This vacancy is due to our 
controller leaving after 15 
years af dedicated service. 
Anyone with the above 
qualifications, who Is willing 
to make a long term com- 
mittment, should fax or mall 
their resume to: Leo Lent, 
Dealer Principal, Rodeo 
Ford Sales Limited, P.O. 
Box 1236, Medicine Hat,. 
AB, TIA 7A9. Fax 1-403- 
529-0191. 
,=, 
T~IO~HILL  
CO~I~NITY  
;unday~S[e r~icc~Z~j 4 5 
Teens & Adf~t ~lblc Cl~.ses ' 
~dzy's Cool Cl~ Y~ ~¢s 2.12 9:30 " 
• Teens Y, guejh G o ps 
~dtdt  ~. 'Bd- ;~ckW~lb lc  Studlc~ 
I ~.~astor RO~6kcr  ..... 
L_ '~:~ ~5-~ 
Ministry of H~Ndth and 
Minis W Re~omdble 
for S(mlo~ 
VITAL STAT I~ 'ncs  AGENCY 
PUBUCATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director f V~ ~s l i c~ for s change 
of name, pursuant to ~ provisions of 
the "NameAct" by me: 
NAME OFAPpUCANT!N FULL: 
Frsnk L~gan Dolt 
ADORESS: #2 3507 01d Lakelse 
Lake Drive 
CITY:. Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 5o'9 
PHONE: 250-638-7207 
TO CHANGE MY I~E FROM: 
SURNAME: Dolt 
GIVEN NAMES: Frank, Logan 
TO: 
SURNAME Cad~ 
GIVEN NAMES: Logan, Frank 
DATED THIS let DAY OF 
OCTOBER, 1998 A.D. 
 oD  __A__oNCOIN, i! 
1' - 
| Tan~ets , ,w~.  dings or ouk:loo.r 
| a.~,~=.Rend~y~eaw, v;eekormon~. ]PHONE. (250)  635-7856 
J Phone 635-2818 or 635-3367 F,a.~: (250)  638-1880 ii~il 
....... :i 
!!ii 
Jayne Bury 
Ph. 635-9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0130 
DJ..Service (with or wilho, 
Cerlified Bartenders 
Let us organize your next party, 
for beoldngs call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
]~nchanted ]Birthday ~arties • • • 
with failles, w izar~(~ 
games, acth't'des, 
and fairy dross up 
for all the ~uests! 
Ca11:635 6t43 
This space could 
be yours. 
CALL NOW! 
Patricia Schubrink 
638-7283 
,~..~ I1.,[ Mlnlm~y of Health and 
Ministry Req)oerdble 
for Seslom 
VITAL STATISllC~ AGENGY 
PUBUCATION REQUEST 
FIE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE Is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
DIrsctor of V~ St~ for s ch~ 
of name, pursuant to the provisions of
t~'Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FUll. 
~o~ J0.ph G~ 
ADDRESS: RO. Box 64 
CITY:. NewAlyansh, B C. 
POSTAl.CODE: VOJ 1AO 
as follows: 
TO CHANOE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Ramming 
GIVEN NAMES: Dan'/f Craig 
TO: 
SURNAME: GreyCIoud 
GIVEN NAMES: Aaron Joseph 
DATED THIS 29th DAY OF 
September, 1998 A.D. 
PUBLIC 
NOTICE 
BC Parks has announced 
the temporary weekly 
closure of Kleanza Creek 
Provincial Park. 
Park closure will be llm- 
ited to weekdays and 
evenings due. to con- 
struction related to 
campground expansion. 
Kleanza Creek Provincial 
Park will be open 
Fridays at 5:.00 
through Monday ~;~1(~ 
a.m.~ September 21 to 
October 9, 1998. 
BC Parks a~loglzes for 
any inconvemence. 
Ministry of Environment, 
La~s and Parks 
I III I I 
i . . . . . . .  ' 
f, Looking for--'  
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child cam opUons and on 
choosing child care. 
Or0~ I~ The Family Fla~ . 
at 4.~3 Park Ave, 
or call638;1113,. . . . . .  
"Skeena CeRR Is a i~gmm of ~ .. 
Terrace W0mn's Resource Centre 
~Klls funded ~ ~ MlnisW ~ 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Re estate of the late 
Shirley Anne McCann. 
Creditors & other'= having 
claims against he eslate 
• " please conh=d . . . .  - 
• After 6:00 by Oct 
, :g  
~, .. j 16/98 
I "  " I " I '  I1 "  I I1"  ~ 
FOR 11MBER ~AI.E LICENCE A49445 r~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Ferest Act, sealed tender appllcaUons win be an¢ep(ed 
by the Oiaffict Manager, KaJum Forest Dbbk~ Terrace, British Columbia, up to 8:30 
a.m., on the 22nd =y of October 1998, to be opened st 9:30 a.rn., on the 22nd w of 
October Ig~8, for "limber Sale Ucence A4944a euthodzlog the han~ng of tlmb~ 
located In the vicinity of the N~ Valley In the Kalum Timber 8up~ Area. 
Only tenders from rogletranto in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) will be accepted. 
TOTAI.VOLUME: 7,039 cubic metres, mere or Issa 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 27%, B~:  6%, Spruce: 58%, Pine: 9% more 
or lena 
TERM: Two (2) yearn 
UPSET 8TUMPAGE: $37.86 per cublo metre 
BlUJNG METHOD: Scale Based 
LOGGING 8Y811EM: Ground Based System, Peutial Cut 
LOGGINa SF.ASON: Winter 
ACCE~: Via t,~ Grease Trail Forest 8ervlce Road 
The su¢cemaf~ applicant will be required to enter Into • Road Use Agreement with the 
Mlnl~'oY of Fomets for the areJme 111dl Fon~st 8endce Ro~l. 
Mdltlonel Information and tender packages may be obtained from the District 
Max~ger, Kalum Forest District at #200. 5220 Kelth Avenue, Tartans, Bdtiah 
Columbia VSG 11.1. 
agreement with BC Transit and their respective municipal partner 
for the operation of Iransit services and lhe maintenance ot transit 
vehicles for the following: 
1. Agassiz-Harrlson Parotmnsit System 
April 1, 1999 to March 31, 2004 
2. Cowkhan Valley Conventional Transit System 
April 1, 1999 to March 31, 2004 
3. Cowl.'chan Vally Cuslom/Paralmnsit System 
April 1, 1999 to March 31,2004 
4. Dawsen Creek Transit System 
April !, 1999 to March 31, 2004 
5. Fort St. John Convsnfional/Parotmnslt System 
April 1, 1999 to March 31, 2004 
6. Prince Rupert/Port Eclwmd ~t ional /Pamlreasl t  Sydm 
April 1, 1999 to March 31,2004 
7. Tmaco Regional Cewutional/Paralmnsit 5~ 
April 1, 1999 to March 31,2004 
April 1, 1999 to March 31,2004 
No~:  Dawson Creek Conventional and Fort St. John 
Conventional/Paratransit Systems may be bid individu- 
ally or as a combined operation. 
Cowlchan Valley Conventional, Cowichan Valley 
Custom/Paratransit and Youbou-Honeymoon Bay 
Connector Services may be bid individually or as a com- 
bined operation or any combination of the three 
systems. 
Separate proposal documents are available for each of the above 
municipal Iramit services from: 
Steve New 
Division Manager 
Municipal Systems Program 
BC Transit 
PO Box 610, 520 Gorge Road East 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2P3 
Telephone: (250) 995.5614 
Fax: (250)995-5639 
Proposals will be received at the BC Transit office until 1/:00am, 
]hurs~,  Navem6er 12, 1998. 
Please note: A Non-Rdundable $50.00 (GEt included) Document 
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[] School soccer sweeps 
Christy park! 
DARRIN ENLOW attacks the ball at Christy Park Wednesday. Local elementary 
school soccer teams played in a tournament Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. 
These grade six and seven boys were part of a mixed team from Thornhill 
elementary were losing 1-0 to a tough team from Uplands elementary but were 
just glad to even be in the running. Uplands elementary was the tournament team 
to beat --whipping some teams by as much as 14 goals. 
Recreational hockey, 
league up and running 
EVEN in recreational hockey, the competi- 
tion dan be tough. 
Especially if you're at the losing end of 
last Tuesday's games at the Terrace Arena. 
Men's recreational hockey started last 
Tuesday at the arena when the Chapter One 
Aeros beat out Skeena Cable 6-2. Later that 
same night the Precision Builders Blues 
whipped the Back Eddy Bullies 9-3. 
So far, six recreational teams and four 
competitive have signed up. They play five 
times a week at the arena on Sunday, Tues- 
day, Wednesday, Thursday nights and Sat- 
urday monfings. 
Heads up for 
indoor soccer 
FALL is just one more reason to play soccer for fans of the 
Terrace Men's Soccer Association. 
Indoor soccer that is. 
Exhibition games start Oct. 18 ~ by which time all 
teams must have finalized and turned in their rosters, 
The first regular season games starts Oct. 25 at 
Calcdonia high school. 
And if you want to play but haven't signed up yet, head 
to the arena recreation office to add your name to the list. 
The cost per team of seven to ten players will be $600. 
The association is also holding it's semi-annual general 
meeting at 7 p.m. on Oct 26 at the Terrace Public Library. 
All playcrs and managers arc welcome to attend. But if 
you're planning to bring up a specific issue, call Jacques at 
635-4378 first so that it can be added to the agcnda. 
I I 
I .  
EYES 
, , , , , , ,  
BLURM VERY BLURRYt 
I ~ Community Newspapers Association I 
~-~ . newspapers 
~._ .~N/~ delive r the story 
Adult 
Youth (13-27 yr) $279 
Junior (8-12 vrl $215 
Child (7 and under) FREE 
Senior (65 yr +) 
Oct  10  Reg. 
Fall 
Ear lvb l rd  Rate 
$439 $549 
$349 
$269 
FREE 
$279 $349 
Plus GST Plus GST 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
IUNTING SEASON'S HERE! 
Need A New Scope? 
Choose from our extensive selection from 
LEUPOID, BAUSCH & LOMB, BUSHNELL, SIMMONS, 
WEAVER, BURRIS and olhers. 
Installation labour & boresighting free of charge with 
purchase of any scope, mounts & rings. 
CHECK OUT OUR 
FLYER IN THIS WEEKS PAPER! 
y your new firearms now before Bill-68's compulsary. 
Registration & fees start in December. 
- -  Hwy ~e West 
Keith ~ • S~ene 
FLAMBEAU Introducing New 
allard Duck Vanguard Optics 
Spotting scopes and binoculars. Decoys Exceptional quality, exceptional 
prices. Lifetime warranty. 8998 20o  Introductory 
er doz. off Prices 
Summer Hours 
Monday- Sunday 7 am - 11 pm 
5008 Aoar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
BETTER THAN EVER/  
Presented by 
~ LONDON"  TELECOM ~~~ ~]~ 
manlng... 
Versus,,, 
In Support of 
:,j Kitlmat/Terrace 
Tamltik Arena Crime Stoppers  
With 22 new models. 400 City Centre ~u~.~:~.: 
Thurs., Nov. 12/98 ~ ~ !  5 new engines and two !~1~ 
• !b!J. 
new styles to choose from ~ 
you won't want to miss .T*cke~Ava,ableat" ~ i :~ .  ~ ~  • 
Kltlmat Action Spo,s & Cycle Inc. "~ ...... ~ It " ~ 
th i s  great deal. : : : • Sight & Sounds ~ i : i i :  ::. V .,, ! \~  
i Terrace • All Seasons Source for Sports ~: :~:  ,~1~,, "~\~ \~ 
• Sl~lht & Sounds ~~: ;~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Ticket Price SIP.C0 or Family Pack $4S.00 (4 tlckeu) ~ , . _  .~"  ~ ~ * ~  
I I r~~im~m~m~lFREE DISCOUNT COUPON'" I ~ " "  " . . . . . .  
Purchase your new sled before Oct aet $800 
in FREE Polaris gear and accessories or FREE 
financing. ($0 down, no interest and ~ I - SAVE • SAVE • SAVE ~$ ~, J~ i~.~ ~ 
__ ~_ payments until Feb. 1999) , $ ~ e 0 0  ~r~~ , 
, v ~,- ,  v = =  . l i i l ~ i ?  
~cond year FREE engine service i : 
Regular Ticket Price $16.00 each 
$400.00 Va]ueZ i I v.,,d = =l,,.,.,¢,,.,,o,,., ¢,¢,, .c. ,,,d I I ~==~~!~ 
I Redeem this coupon to SAVE $62" OFF | ~ : :  
i regular price tZeneral admission ticket, n r i~ 
[ ]  • " Limit I Ticket per Coupon. • ~~,~! ,  
[] n . NotValldWIIhAnyOlhetorfer. No Cash value . m ~ ~ ~ , : :  
1 - . SublecltoAvallableSealln@* No Phone Orders Accepted • 1 ' - - ~ ~ ~ ;  Financing Available OAC. Lease Optmns. I :~_ S~nso~l by • ~ ~  
See Dealer For Details• l ~ TERRACE STANDARD & "- ~ ~  [] 
I :  WEEKEND ADVERTISER : :: ~'"~'~:~ I 
